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ABSTRACT

This thesis develops an approach to the construction of multidimensional stochastic models for
intelligent systems exploring an underwater environment. The important characteristics shared by such
applications are: real-time constraints: unstructured, three-dimensional terrain: high-bandwidth sensors
providing redundant, overlapping coverage: lack of prior knowledge about the environment: and
inherent inaccuracy or ambiguity in sensing and interpretation. The models are cast as a three-
dimensional spatial decomposition of stochastic. multisensor feature vectors that describe an underwater
environment. Such models serve as intermediate descriptions that decouple low-level, high-bandwidth
sensing from the higher-level, more asynchronous processes that extract information.

A numerical approach to incorporating new sensor information--siochastic backprojection-is
derived from an incremental adaptation of the summation method for Image reconstruction. Error and
ambiguity are accounted for by blurring a spatial projection of remote-sensor data before combining it
stochastically with the model. By exploiting the redundancy in high-bandwidth sensing. model certainty
and resolution are enhanced as more data accumulate. In the case of three-dimensional profiling, the
model converges to a "fuzzy" surface distribution from which a deterministic surface map is extracted.

Computer simulations demonstrate the properties of stochastic backprojection and stochastic
models. Other simulations show that the stochastic model can be used directly for terrain-relative
navigation. The method is applied to real sonar data sets from multibean bathymetric surveying (Sea
Beam). towed sidescan bathymetry (Sea MARC 11). towed sidescan acoustic imagery (Sea MARC I &
II). and high-resolution scanning sonar aboard a remotely operated vehicle. A multisensor application
combines Sea Beam bathmetry and Sea MARC I intensity models. Targeted real-time applications
include shipboard mapping and sur'ev. a pilling lid tor rentoel' operaled %06-lt'. !1011 : 1,,.I
submersibles. and world modeling for autonomous vehicles.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In an age in which we have mapped the far side of the moon. still less than a tenth of one

percent of the ocean floor has ever been seen by human eyes. Yet. an increasing use of the oceans has

required a rapid expansion of our abilities to image the seafloor at a range of scales and resolutions.

Recent developments in advanced remote systems promise to extend our human perception to the deeper

ocean regions. but the ability of these systems to conduct successful and efficient research. exploration.

survey. work. or inspection demands an acute capability to "sense" and model the undersea

environment in real time.

Yet. as our understanding of subsea processes is refined and our questions become more subtle.

the limitations of individual sensors become more apparent. Considering the full scope of a detailed

site survey, for example. a gamut of sensors over different scales of range. resolution. and raw data

types must be accommodated. Such a mission is represented by Figure II. which shows an

underwater vehicle equipped with a suite of remote sensors. These might include different sonars

(obstacle avoidance, down-look. sidescan). cameras (video. digital still). a scanning laser. and sensors

to measure gravity, magnetic fields, temperature. salinity., and so on. Though a tethered remotely

operated vehicle (ROV) is represented. the intended scenario also applies to a free-swimming

autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) or towed instrument sled.

In all cases, this generic exploratory probe ir capable of collecting an enormous amount of

multisensor data as it moves through the undersea terrain. The technology to generate this information

flow is here today: the challenge lies in developing new methods to integrate the data and to construct

high-level models of the environment that can be used by man and machine alike. Though there are

basic differences between sonar. video, and laser scanning. there is still much common ground in data

acquisition. signal processing. digital representations. archiving, and presentation. What we need to
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Figure 1.1: A generic multisensor exploratory probe.

take advantage of this commonalty for the synthesis of multisensor data is a consistent framework for

information management.

Such is the problem I address in this thesis---constructing multidimensional models of the

undersea environment with real-time multisensor data. Though I am mainly motivated by the needs of

intelligent. autonomous svqtemiq exploringz an unknown terrain. the approach is relevant to mar-in-the-

loop systems (ROV's and submersibles), and towed or shipboard mapping. 71he important

characteristics shared by such applications are: real-time constraints; unstructured. three-dimensional

terrain: high-bandwidth sensors providing redundant. overlapping coverage: lack of prior knowledge

about the environment: and inherer, inaccuracy or ambiguity in sensing and interpretation.
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The approach taken in this thesis is to form a model as a three-dimensional spatial decomposition

of cubical volume elements, or voxels. Associated with each voxel is a stochastic. multisensor feature

vector that represents the properties within the small region. The model is an intermediate, numerical

description that decouples low-level, high-bandwidth sensing from the higher-level, more asynchronous

processes that extract deterministic .information-for operator displays. obstacle avoidance, or path

planning. to give a few examples. As new sensor information is acquired. it is merged using a

technique I call stochastic backprojection: this is derived from an incremental adaptation of the

summation method for image reconstruction. Error and ambiguity are accounted for by blurring a

spatial projection of remote-sensor data before combining it stochastically with the model.

By exploiting the redundancy in high-bandwidth sensing. the model's certainty and resolution are

incrementally enhanced as more data accumulate. This is in contrast with traditional approaches that

rely on extensive postprocessing to eke out information from sparse data sets. Also. by taking

advantage of complementary information from different sensors. more complete and more accurate

models can be built, with less effort than for an exhaustive analysis of single-sensor data. For the real

data sets considered in later chapters. the computational efficiency is such that cost-effective applications

are feasible, and the quality and resolution of the models are appropriate to each.

The approach I take to modeling research relies mainly on a qualitative, visual assessment. of

results. On the one hand, this is important for man-in-the-loop applications that are subject to the

same criteria of relevance and utility. On the other hand. vision has the highest bandwidth of all our

senses, and offers a practical way to digest the large volume of information that a model contains.

Such an approach has allowed me to quickly define the "envelope" of stochastic modeling-to look at

the big picture and spot important determinants of performance.

In the rest of this chapter I provide a more detailed background on the problem. discuss current

methods, and expand on the basis for my approach. The first section describes the under%%ater work

environment for the three classes of systems that I mentioned: shipboard and toked systems. ROV*%

and manned submersibles. and autonomous underwater vehicles. Next. I draw an analogy' bet'een an

intelligent underwater system and a human being exploring unknown surroundings to stress tile

advantages of a model-based approach. I then discuss emerging technologies that make this approach

practical. and elaborate further on my philorophv of modeling.

i. 1 WORKING UNDERWATER

To further our national economic interests, shipboard and lowed sensor packages %%ill continue to

play an important role in mapping and assessment of seafloor resources. Maritime defense
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requirements also call for a more comprehensive approach to tactical underwater terrain assessment.

dictating more sophisticated information management and multisensor approaches. Marine scientists

tgeologists. archaeologists, and so on) will need more complete. more accurate, and more quantitative

information than is now available.

Yet. despite advances in underwater sensors and computational technology, data processing and

display techniques have changed little in the last two decades. Such two-dimensional seatloor mapping

tools as sidescan sonars. for example. typically use analog paper-chart recorders to generate the final

mapping product. Wide-area mosaicking relies on manual "cut-and-paste" methods and photographic

reproduction for data manipulation. Within the last few years. video displays. digital recording. and

image-processing techniques have come into use. but the basic approach is strongly linked to traditional

paper-based methods.

Three-dimensional survey methods are even less advanced. Though digital data recording is most

often used. postprocessing with manual intervention at every step remains the norm. Data products

emerge after weeks or months and much expense. For large-scale bathymetric surveying, systems and

processing tools are usually custom developed by end users or supplied as less capable add-ons from

hardware manufacturers, tailored to a specific sensor. For small-scale. higher-resolution mapping.

mainly used by the offshore industry, the only practical alternatives are "do it yourself" or rely on the

expensive, customized offerings of a few service organizations.

For manned systems that operate within the relatively opaque underwater medium. the need for

better environmental models is most strongly felt. In particular. researchers are hampered by the lack

of sensory information available to man-in-the-loop systems. The pilot of a submersible or ROV

suffers a tunnel-vision effect from the restricted sensing envelope of a viewport. camera. or sonar. The

ensuing disorientation has severe economic penalties in terms of work efficiency. and can lead to

damage or loss of a vehicle. For such systems, real-time processing of imaging sensor data is

nonexistent and there appear to be no new approaches on the horizon.

The operator of an ROV. for example. usually relies on a view offered by one or more video

cameras. sometimes augmented by a scanning sonar display. Under good conditions. low-light-level

cameras can have a range of ten meters. less for a color image. Commonly. though. visibility can he
restricted to less than a meter. especially when working near the bottom or in strong currents. Under

all conditions, the operator's perception of distance is degraded by optical distortion and monocular

vision. These factors. along with a camera's narrow field of view and the apparent "sameness" of

underwater scenes. can quickly disorient a person at the controls.

- 10-



Sonar systems extend the range of perception, give a direct measure of distance, and open

another dimension tinder low-visibility conditions. Sonar. however, lacks the spatial resolution of a

camera and is less easily interpreted by a human pilot. In the absence of strong acoustic reflectors

with distinctive geometric properties. a vehicle's position can be hard to judge from the sonar display

alone. The problem is compounded by motion artifacts introduced by a dynamic platform.

A drawback to both sonar and visual techniques is the transience of information presented to the

operator. Though recorded for later review, from the pilot's perspective the data are continuously

discarded. It is the human's burden to assimilate the information and to form his own internal model

of the surroundings. In a terrestrial environment rich in sensory information, visual, tactile, aural.

and other cues arrive in a form reedily integrable by a human processing system evolved to match the

task. But with already degraded sensor data collapsed to a two-dimensional form for video or sonar

display, the information-assimilation problem is formidable and worsened by the need for attention to a

complex system -and to the immediate task at hand. The best ROV pilots seem to have a heightened

proprioceptive sense. which makes this job easier: but the information remains unavailable to the ROV

system itself, for example. to close position loops.

More direct ways of determining position underwater suffer from other limitations.

Measurements of attitude and vertical position are available from an accurate, cost-effective sensor

suite, however, horizontal positioning is more problematic. Acoustic transponder networks offer

repeatable performance over extended periods, but are time-consuming to position and survey: this

makes them uneconomical for small jobs at widely separated sites. Multipath and shadowing further

restrict their use in shallow areas or in a cluttered environment such as the inner volume of an offshore

platform. Inertial packages and doppler velocimeters are becoming more affordable for routine

underwater use but need external updates to offset drift.

The few autonomous underwater vehicles in operation today use little more than programmed

controllers to follow a pre-established track. The dominant issues in their development have leen

hardware related-mainly power and communications. Usually the autooiomous designation really

means that they are untethered. and rely on low-bandwidth acoustic modems for intermittent

communications with a human supervisor at the surface.

To work without human supervision. a free-swimming robot must model its en'ironment and

locate itself while exploring the surroundings. especially if traversing widely for extended periods. As

AUV's evolve, they will need more sophisticated multidimensional models comprising multisensor data.

which let them respond to an unpredictable environment. The machine's computational model m(tls

support such low-level behaviors as trajectory control or obstacle avoidance, and offer an approach to
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more complex problems-path planning or other context-dependent strategies need some framework in

which to evaluate alterniatives.

What is needed is a comprehensive approach to modeling and positioning underwater-new

techniques that furnish enhanced sensory cues for more efficient human piloting, and that generate

information in a form suited to automatic control systems as well. A cumulative sonar model, for

example, could be used to generate a screen image of the underwater terrain with a representation of

the vehicle superimposed. Digital position estimates, derived from a model of local features. could be

used directly for closed-loop position control: this could circumvent the need for external navigation

equipment in many applications.

In terms of end use. a distinction between teleoperated and autonomous systems is largely

irrelevant. There is really a continuum of function that will serve man-in-the-loop systems and

facilitate a transition to more independent underwater robots. Unlike the laboratory environment.

where an investiga:or can walk down the hall to rescue an errant machine or to observe its behavior.

the ocean is a more inaccessible and hostile place. and it will force us to adopt different research

strategies. The gradual relinquishment of human control will be preceded by a more interactive phase

of sharing and trading control between man and machine [Sheridan. 1982]. Model-based imaging and

positioning could ease the load of a human operator. but are prerequisite to a robot in an unknown

terrain. A useful approach in both domains will help speed the evolution.

1.2 AN ANALOGY

To help put the problem in perspective, think about this analogy. Suppose we wanted to build an

underwater system that could sense its environment and construct a representation that could be

displayed to an operator. The vehicle might be equipped with a scanning sonar or laser rangefinder

and a suite of sensors to measure pitch. roll. heading, and depth. Because of the difficulty in

measuring horizontal position underwater, we would want the machine to estimate its location relative

to the surroundings. and use this estimate as it adds new range measurements to the model.

Now recall the senation of enterine an unfamiliar room in near darkners-vnur vision i-

diminished and you rely mostly on touch. At first, your knowledge is limited to a few observations

about the boundaries of the space and of the objects it contains. Gradually. as you move about. your

awareness of spatial relationships is enhanced. and confidence in your internal model grows.

Eventually. you move more quickly and freely between known positions. avoiding obstacles, with only

occasional checks to correct your perceived location.
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A similar internal model is responsible for our sense of visual acuity over a wide field of view.

though the full resolution of a normal human eye is limited to a narrow, forward-looking cone.

Optical illusions further illustrate the power of such models in shaping our human perceptions (for

example. see Cornswee. 1970: Marr. 1982). As Winston [1984] puts it. image understanding may be a

form of "controlled hallucination." so that our perceptions are influenced by what we expect to see.

My point is that this internal processing and representation results from our internal "wiring" as well

as from our experience, and usually enhances an ability to deal with a complex world.

1.3 A MODEL-BASED PERSPECTIVE

This human analogy is not meant as an argument for some anthropomorphic blueprint to build

the machine counterpart, but to point out important characteristics common to the two scenarios. The

main idea is that each approach is centered on an internal model of the environment. For the

automated version. this is an intermediate representation describing the distribution of surfaces that

reflect energy from the rangefinder. Information is lost as the raw sensor data are condensed and

coerced into a new form. But if the structure is more appropriate to interpretive processes that

"extract" information from the model, then system productivity may be enhanced.

A model can also fill in gaps left by degraded sensors or represent regions beyond their

immediate field of view. For example. a graphic display created from a sonar model could be used for

piloting in low-visibility situations. Even under ideal conditions, a representation of objects outside the

camera's narrow viewing envelope would reduce an operator's sensation of tunnel vision and lessen the

danger ot entangling a vehicle's umbilical cable. Fully concurrent modeling and positioning. like that

of the semiautonomous navigator sketched in our analogy, could start to take on part of the human

pilot's load.

Autonomous vehicles that develop beyond the primitive capabilities of those today will need more

comprehensive systems of representation. The models will have a high dimensionalitv that

encompasses many different sensors-redundant and complementary types. But to be successful. the

modeling also must account for the noisy. blurry, inaccurate. incomplete, and sometimes conflicting

reports from many nonideal sensors. As new information is added. some notion of proability.

possibility. or plausibility must be maintained and updated. Deterministic conclusions, if needed. are

the venue of interpretive or evaluative processes.

These processes. which reference the model and act on their "interpretations." can be seen as a

mechanism for closing the information loop. In the positioning example. there is a two-was flow of

information between model generation and "perception" of sensor orientation. Registration of range
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returns depends on a knowledge of sensor position and attitude. Conversely, estimates of sensor

location are extracted relative to the model. In such a technique there is a threshold of error beyond

which the algorithms will diverge. An implicit assumption is that environmental features are distinct

enough to allow unambiguous position referencing.

An AUV especially must be able operate in a region where no prior map exists and must

accommodate unstructured underwater features. At powerup or in recovering from a failure, for

example. the system must use some strategy to bootstrap into an awareness of the surroundings. Still.

an expert knowledge of each sensor and its medium is required, and specific knowledge about the

environment ought to be integrable with the model whenever useful.

As in human learning, the model should grow incrementally, converge toward some useful

representation of the sensory data being conserved, and allow us to draw conclusions at any time front

all information on hand. Real-time performance is an important Issue since a practical system cannot

adopt a stop-and-go strategy with several intervening seconds of intensive computation. For that

reason, modeling and interpretation processes must be computationally efficient or have a suitable

decomposition for parallel or application-specific processors. For example. by decoupling high-

bandwidth, real-time sensor requirements through an intermediate model, information extractors and

synthesizers may function in a more asynchronous manner suited to their task or hardware base.

The main point is that a model provides a powerful. unifying framework in which such processes

can operate. The human brain is the site of much of our internal model, though research is beginning

to unravel the complex interactions between later, more cognitive representation/processing and early.

lower-level components. which are more closely related to our sensors [Grimson. 1980: Marr. 1982].

Most approaches to world modeling or machine vision take a high-level approach. in which the

surroundings are represented as an assemblage of features--edges, corners. surfaces--or objects. In

part. this may have been because of the economy of such representations in an era when sensor data

were sparse and computational resources precious. As I make clear in the next two chapters. the

models I consider are formed at a much earlier, or lower level.

1.4 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Any technological constraints on the realization of such an approach are rapidly diminishing.

New high-bandwidth. high-resolution sensors generate an enormous amount of data sometimes destined

for postprocessing. but often relegated to the archives. Cost-effective sensor suites for attitude. velocity.

and acceleration permit new approaches to the problems of misregistration and motion artifacts

introduced by dynamic sensor platforms. And the computational resources that will let us take
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advantage of this flood of information are here as 32-bit CPU's, cheap memory. and high-performance

graphics.

Because of the ocean's relative opacity to electromagnetic energy. sonar has enjoyed a prosperous

history since its introduction in the early part of this century [Horton. 1959" Urick. 19751. Originally

driven mainly by military applications, the field has spawned a family of systems suited to a wide range

of uses [Suton. 1979]. from seafloor mapping and imaging [Tvce. 1987: Davis et al.. 1987] to search.

classification, and navigation for submersibles and unmanned vehicles [Cyr. 1987). Along with lower

cost. the trends toward high information rates, narrow beam width, light weight. low power. modular

design. and digital interfaces [Baggeroer. 1978: Cvr. 1987] are expanding the role of acoustic sensors

in the underwater domain.

Still. acoustic methods for underwater use are less advanced than those of medical imaging [Lee

and Wade. 1986: Ferrari, 19871 because of fewer driving interests, lack of fiscal support. and more

severe environmental constraints [Sutton. 1979]. Ultrasonic techniques used in medicine include

[Havyice and Taenzer. 1979] reflective (pulse-echo) imaging. direct transmission imaging, tomography

(time-of-flight. attenuation, reflection, diffraction), holography. interferometry. and Bragg-diffraction

imaging. Acoustic methods are also highly developed for applications in nondestructive testing [Kino.

1979]. Nevertheless. research in underwater acoustics is continuing and improvements in techniques.

in technologies, and in matching system performance with human needs should lead to more effective

underwater imaging systems [Sutton. 1979].

Once confined mainly to large. expensive military systems, sonar arrays and sophisticated

processing have moved into the commercial world. Preformed-multibeam and phase-comparison sonars

are supplanting fixed-beam and mechanical-scan sonars in an attempt to increase the information

content and data rate of acoustic sensing. Though the theory has preceded their implementation bv

many years. such approaches to two- and three-dimensional sonar imaging as acoustic lenses [ielcher.

1987a, b], spatially encoded waveforms [J(4ffe and Coassereau. 1988], and holographic techniques

fCollins. 1987] portend even higher bandwidths for underwater acoustic sensing.

For long- and medium-range sensing underwater, sonar provides the only reasonable option.

Though systems operating in the 1-5 MH7 frequencv range will also see service as high-frame-rate

imaging sonars. developments in underwater scanning-laser technology offer an alternati'e %ith similar

range capabilities but with higher angular resolution [Dixon et al.. 1983: Klepsvik er al.. 1987:

Henderson. 1988). Advances originally aimed at medical users (primarily the diode-pumped.

frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser) have greatly alleviated the power and size constraints faced by earlier

researchers [Holmes. 1986]. New digital cameras with unprecedented sensitivity and dynamic range

[Harris et al.. 1987] are further expanding the domain of optical imaging underwater.
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Parallel developments in position and attitude measurement are enhancing our capabilities for

tracking, navigation, and control of underwater platforms. though horizontal positioning will continue

to be an issue [Geyver er al.. 1987]. Attitude sensing is a mature technology, and 3-axis measurements

of angular position and velocity are available from compact. inexpensive packages. Rate sensors

(mechanical gyro or gas-rate transducer. for example) updated with an absolute reference (magnetic for

yaw. gravimetric for pitch and roll) can be accurate to a fraction of a degree in a strapdown package.

As the cost of laser-ring and fiber-optic rate sensors falls. the low drift rate and sensitivity of

these devices will make a strong contribution to the performance of affordable inertial navigation

systems [Tusting and Caimi. 1987: Johnson ad Eppig. 1987]. Velocity-aided inertial navigation (using

doppler or correlation velocity logs, for example). combined with a model of the platform dynamics.

will let a vehicle navigate by dead reckoning for periods of time ranging from minutes to hours. even

days. depending on accuracy requirements. As with attitude sensing, though. such systems drift and

need a periodic update from an absolute frame of translational reference.

Along the vertical axis, pressure sensors or acoustic altimeters (up- or down-looking) offer

satisfactory solutions for most applications, but lateral positioning has always posed a challenge.

Acoustic positioning systems are the workhorse of the industry and include long-, short-, and super-

short-baseline types. These typically span a range of accuracy and coverage from about 5-10 m at 5

km. to less than a meter for higher-frequency systems over a few hundred meters. though newer

approaches offer still greater accuracy [von der Heydt. 1985]. Even higher-frequency systems. with

baselines of a hundred meters or less, are now demonstrating an accuracy to within a few centimeters

[Ha/in et al.. 1985].

Geophysical navigation, usually by feature correlation, evolved mainly under military auspices but

has started to arouse interest in the civilian sector (Geyer et al.. 1987]. Bathymetric navigation, where

a sequence of sonar readings is correlated with a pre-stored map. is also used in seafloor mapping

applications to supplement satellite fixes [I'vce. 1987: Nishimura and Forsvth. 1987]. Magnetic terrain

navigation, using similar principles but a different geophysical feature, is enjoying recent interest

[Tvrn. 1987: Polvani. 1987]. particularly since it is a passive sensing modality and suited to covert

applications. Gravimetric navigation is another possibility, but field results have been less encouraging

than thoqe tiine magnetic techniques [G'ever et al . 1Q 71. The acctracv of all -mch techniqties

depends on the spatial bandwidth and distinctiveness of geophysical features.

To keep up with these high-bandwidth remote sensors, and to take advantage of position and

attitude information for improved composite imaging, calls for computational resources that have been

beyond the reach of many applications before now. However, the steady gains in price/performance of

digital technology, especially with the advent of cheap 32-bit computing. have set the stage for more
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sophisticated approaches to underwater modeling. Even real-time processing is within reach for many

applications.

On the one hand. the continuing evolution of faster, more inexpensive memory devices lets us
take advantage of the extended address space of new-generation microcomputers. Though

unremarkable in the mainframe world, the size and complexity of our models, and of our development

tools (UNIX. for example), only recently have become practical on an interactive, personal system.

On the other hand, new graphics hardware and techniques offer the only reasonable approach to

digesting the huge amounts of data these powerful machines can generate [CG&A Slaff. 1987: Stewart.

1987b].

1.5 A DIFFERENT APPROACH

Research for this thesis proceeded from the premise that the technological obstacles to more

sophisticated underwater modeling are no longer significant. or are rapidly diminishing. Also. our
understanding of the physical processes that govern the sensors and their medium is such that we

should be able apply this knowledge to the raw sensor data to enhance the information available to the

system. What we lack, though. are the computational tools or. more precisely, the sets of tools that

will let us take advantage of the diverse, high-bandwidth data at our disposal.

The results of this thesis research show that existing sensor and computational technology is such

that sophisticated. high-resolution, multisensor modeling is within reach and can be accomplished in an

incremental, real-time manner (see also Stewart 1987a. b, 1988). The basis of this new approach is a

probabilistic, spatial decomposition strongly suited to amorphous. underwater terrain. Such a
representation is an aggregate of sensor data obtained locally, but may incorporate prior information

from other kinds of models (for example. a CAD model of an offshore structure or an underwater-

terrain database). Besides a quantitative facility, an advantage of the technique is that the probabilistic

framework explicitly represents the quality of information in the model, and the uncertainty imposed by

the sensors, a dynamic platform. and the environment itself.

For the manned qcenario devcrihed earlier, the model ha, been u'ed to generate an auxilinrv

piloting display. from a global perspective, showing the vehicle and its relation to objects beyond the

operator's field of view. The operator can benefit from a greater efficiency in task positioning. reduced

transit times between work sites, and a lowered operational risk. Depth and range information can be

provided using color contour maps or a shaded perspective view. Such an auxiliary display gives the

pilot a more easily assimilable representation of his surroundings. and as the model's certainty

increases, can be used directly for low-visibility piloting.
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Other modeling results with real systems suggest benefits in large-scale underwater mapping

applications--quality of the final product is improved and real-time processing reduces delay and

expense in the postprocessing tedium. The technique is also demonstrated with multisensor processing

of imaging (sidescan) and profiling (multibeam bathymetric) sonars. to take advantage of the

complementary characteristics of each sensing modality. The stochastic modeling approach has been

developed with such applications in mind. and is largely independent of scale. resolution, and sensor

types.

Toward such an end. this thesis develops a philosophy of acquiring, processing, and representing

information in a multisensor environment for consumption by high-level processes that interpret the

information and act on it. The main tenets that shape this approach are:

I. The broad concept of a model provides a powerful framework for organizing our information

about the environment and in assessing our understanding at any time. The most appropriate

form is an explicit stochastic representation that accounts for the inaccuracy and uncertainty in

our sensors and techniques.

2. In contrast to most approaches underwater, which often assume sparse information, there is a

great deal of redundancy in this high-bandwidth data. By applying a knowledge of the sensors

and media, we can exploit this redundancy to enhance the resolution and certainty of our

models.

.3. A realistic approach to more sophisticated undertakings must deal with information from many

different sensors, redundant and complementary types. Multidimensional models and

representations will be an essential part of more intelligent underwater systems.

4. There is no all-encompassing representation or processing paradigm to serve all purposes. so

models and modeling processes will be largely domain-specific. At the same time. we should

strive for a generality and consistency that lets us move conveniently among different

representations and modeling domains as needed.

5. Model hilding is a simple kind of "learning" in which information is combined and

accumulated to enhance the fidelity of our representation. As such. the approach should

incorporate tools that are incremental and capable of real-time performance with modest

computational resources.

6. In the end. postprocessing methods are capable of producing more faithful descriptions-more

time and processing power can be brought to bear. and an inversion of all data can he
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performed in aggregate. So for situations in which real-time feedback is essential (or useful), a

tradeoff in fidelity against performance is inevitable and acceptable.

1.6 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION

In the next chapter, what is meant by a model, in the context of this dissertation, is made more

precise. and the more general modeling issues are presented. I also discuss the need for good

representations and the distinction between the representation and the model itself. With this as a

basis. different types of representations are discussed along with their use in modeling uncertainty.

The chapter concludes with an oveiview of previous approaches to representing the surroundings. taken

mainly from the world of terrestrial mobile robots.

Using the context developed in the second chapter. Chapter 3 introduces the more specific

modeling constraints characteristic of an underwater environment, and applies them to the selection of

an appropriate modeling representation. Computational and architectural issues are examined and used

to define the general analytical framework. Finally, the framework is applied to examples of active

sonar sensing and model building in the acoustic domain.

The two following chapters describe the results of computer simulations and field applications

with a single remote-sensing modality. Chapter 4 deals mainly with computer simulations of open-loop

modeling, in which all information used to build the representation is derived from sensor data. Other

simulations show the feasibility of positioning with a stochastic model, and some implications of the

approach are discussed. In Chapter 5. four real-world data sets, from profiling and imaging sonars.

are used to confirm the results of model-building simulations.

Chapter 6 describes a higher-dimensional approach to integrating data from different sensing

modalities. General issues are discussed and an overview of current techniques is given. An example

using sonar bathymetry and sidescan imagery is used to illustrate the approach. The final chapter

summarizes thesis results, discusses the limitations of the current implementation. and raises other

issues to be addressed by future research. The chapter concludes with a discussion of more general

iinderwater applicitions and forthcoming midtienror ', trmq.
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Chapter 2

MODELING ISSUES

In this chapter. I explain more precisely what I mean by models and representations. and discuss

the different types. levels, and coordinate systems of each. After this discussion. I give a brief

overview of alternatives for representing uncertainty in robotics applications. The remainder of the

chapter is devoted to a survey of the different approaches to modeling a three-dimensional environment.

This includes a discussion of image reconstruction from projections and more general incremental

reconstruction techniques. Finally. I describe different methods that have been applied to mobile

robots: most come from the domain of terrestrial robots, though a few approaches to autonomous

underwater vehicles are considered. The purpose of this discussion is to establish a context for the

ideas to be developed in Chapter 3. and to provide references to alternative methods.

2.1 INFORMATION PROCESSING

In the first chapter, I described several scenarios involving instrument platforms acquiring

sensory data underwater. The manner in which these data should be stored and manipulated depends

on the reasons for collecting the data and on their end use. For a geologist, a survey goal might be the

construction of a bathymetric map to further his understanding of seafloor processes. For the pilot of

an ROV. the information could he used to help navigate in a local area. An AITV could build an

internal representation of the surroundings for path planning through an undelsea tellaiu. I hc

common thread is that of compiling knowledge about a previously unknown, or little-known,

environment into a useful description.

In simple terms (Marr. 1982]. we want to know what is where-to build some description of

environmental properties with their spatial (and sometimes temporal) distributions. In the simplest

case. this could be just the shape of the seafloor itself. More informative descriptions might include
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surface scattering properties with respect to different energy sources (optical and acoustical, for

example). temperature. chemical makeup. and so on. This can be extended to subsurface structure or

to the composition of the seawater itself. In a general sense, such descriptions can be thought of as

models. which embody knowledge or information about the world.

In the context of this thesis, what I mean by model building, or modeling, is the incremental

aggregation of information into a stochastic description of the environment. By mformation. I mean

any source of knowledge that reduces uncertainty in the model. In spirit, this is akin to Shannon's

[1949] classic definition, though a rigorous usage is not implied. I also make a distinction between the

daia (digital bytes. for example) and what they tell us about the world. Ultimately. the information we

are able to extract from the data depends on our understanding of the sensor. its medium, and how the

two interact. In other words, our physical model of the sensory process is a source of prior knowledge

about the world, which can be applied to the raw sensor data to enhance the information available to

us. This is a forward model, in the usual sense, which guides our inversion of the data in the context

of a specific model-building process.

Usually there are different ways of managing and storing the information that lend themselves to

different goals or end-uses. For example, an optical image of a particular scene can be maintained as a

photographic negative, a positive print, an analog signal on a video disk. or a collection of digital

intensity values in computer memory. In the digital case. there are several more alternatives to

consider, including two-dimensional arrays. quadtrees, run-length encoding, and different statistical

coding techniques [Pran. 1978: Soffel, 1981].

We see intuitively that the information content for each is roughly the same: what differs is the

particular scheme by which it is represented. The choice of any one for a given application depends on

how the data are manipulated and on what information needs to be made explicit. A photographic

print, for example. is a convenient way to represent images for human viewing: it is inexpensive.

portable. and immediately understandable. Digital images offer much greater flexibility for machine

manipulation and processing, but different digital representations serve different needs. Statistically-

encoded image data has a compact format for storage or transmission, but a two-dimensional array is

suited to an image operator such as a Fourier transform.

In overall philosophy. the approach developed over the course of my research has acquired a

flavor similar to that of David Marr. who wrote as introduction to his book on vision [Alarr. 1982]:

Vision is therefore, first and foremost, an information-processing task. but we
cannot think of it just as a process. For if we are capable of knowing what is where in
the world, our brains must somehow be capable of representing this information-in
all its profusion of color and form. beauty. motion. and detail. The study of vision
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must therefore include not only the study of how to extract from images the various
aspects of the world that are useful to us. hut also an inquiry into the nature of the
internal representations by which we capture this information and make it available as
a basis for decisions about our thoughts and actions. This duality-the representation
and the processing of information-lies at the heart of most information-processing
tasks and will profoundly shape our investigation of the particular problems posed by
vision.

Though Marrs perspective is shaped by machine-vision research. his point about the duality of

processing and representation is equally relevant to multisensor modeling, if not more so. The type of

representation we use determines what information is made explicit in the model: the purposes for

which a model can be used and the efficiency with which those purposes can be accomplished follow

directly from that choice of representation.

Though the focus of this thesis is on building models, this is not an end in itself. Aside from

providing an efficient framework for the aggregation of information, the representation must serve both

human beings and machine processes that use this knowledge to understand the environment, to make

decisions. and to act. For these important reasons I place much emphasis on representations in this

and the next chapter. After elaborating more on models in the next section. I describe the types of

representations and representational primitives as a basis for comparing the work of other researchers.

With this as background the first part of Chapter 3 discusses the particular constraints of modeling

underwater and their implications for the volumetric representation I adopt.

2.2 TYPES OF MODELS

A model is an mnstainc of a particular represenlation that encapsulates some body of knowledge or

information about an entity or process of interest. This definition is broad enough to subsume the

general usage as it applies to an engineer's or artist's model that guides the realization of a full-scale

project. It is a description of or substitute for the real thing. In another sense, it describes a process

or abstraction. for example. an economic model of the world marketplace. An analytical model.

sometimes represented by an equation or by a computational algorithm, captures an understanding of

the physical world as. for example. an acoustic model of sound propagation in the ocean.

A particular physical model of importance to this thesis is referred to as a st'ls r model. This

incorporates such parameters as the sampling envelope (beam pattern and look direction of a sonar. for

example). resolution. accuracy. and so on. Loosely speaking. it also refers to the noise and distortion

introduced by the system or the medium. The model should also include some characterization of the

uncertainty in any real-world sensor.
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In the fields of Artificial Intelligence (Al) and Robotics, model is typically used to denote a static

description derived from prior information about the world. In this sense, the model is often employed

for object recognition by template matching [Gritnson and Lozano-Perez. 1983; Slineier et at.. 1986:

Ma!ee and Nathan. 1987] or for navigation by correlating sensor data with a pre-stored nap of the

enironment [Miller. 1984: Drumheller. 1985: Marce and Julliere. 1986).

Since this thesis is about models and modeling. I will be explicit when my usage deviates from

the definition given in Section 2.1. When not stated otherwise, though. model will refer to an

aggregation of sensory information that describes the environmental parameters of interest. In contrast

with the often-used Al/Robotics term. the models that this thesis treats are dynanic descriptions that
reflect the totalitY of injrmiation at any moment. Such a model could incorporate prior knowledge at an

initial state, but would be updated continuously as new sensory information arrived.

It is also appropriate to distinguish image processing from modeling. For the most part. image
processing refers to a body of techniques that transform, encode, or transmit information already in the

image data [Pratt. 1978: 5toffel. 1981]. This is not to say that an understanding of the physical basis

for image formation is unimportant to the development of image-processing techniques or
implementations. Rather. the priorities of image processing have to do with the images themselves, not

with their use in building a description of the world.

2.3 REPRESENTATIONS

As indicated in Section 2. I. a representation is a set of conventions about how to describe a class

of things: a description, or a model, uses the conventions of a representation to characterize some

particular thing [Marr. 1982: Winston. 19841. Though there may be many ways to represent a feature

or object of interest, from a practical standpoint the choice of representation can have a strong
influence on the types of processing the model can support and on the efficiency with which it can be

implemented. A particular approach to the representation of knowledge must then be guided hy the

context in which data are acquired, manipulated, and presented.

2.3.1 Types of Representation

In general, representational schema may be broadly classified as propositional and analogi,
[Ballard and Brown. 19821. The low-level models I begin to formulate in the next chapter use an

analogic representation since they are suited to the description of physical or geometric properties of the

environment. They can be used to describe spatial or temporal relationships among different
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properties, and characterize each property over a range of continuous or discrete values. A bathymetric

map. for example, describes the spatial distribution of depth over some area. and at each point any one

of many possible depth values cani be specified. Ballard and Brown characterize such analogic

representations by:

Coherence: Each element of a represented situation appears once. with all its relations to other

elements accessible.

- ,,ntinuity: Analogous with continuity of time and motion in the physical world: permits

continuous change.

Analogy: The structure of the representation mirrors the relational structure of the represented

situation; the representation is a description of the situation.

Simulation: The models are interrogated and manipulated by arbitrarily complex computational

procedures that often have the flavor of physical or geometric simulation.

Propositional models comprise assertions about the world that are either true or false. Such

representations are most often used by high-level, semantic world models. Since I elaborate on this

distinction between high- and low-level modeling in the next section. and refer to such propositional

models in the later discussion of other approaches. I include here the characteristics attributed by

Ballard and Brown:

- Dispersion: An element of a represented situation can appear In several propositions. However.

the propositions can be represented in a coherent manner using semantic nets.

- Discreteness: Propositions are not usually employed to represent continuous change. However.

they may be made to approximate continuous values arbitrarily closely. Small changes in the

representation can thus be made to correspond to small changes in the represented situation.

Abstraction: Propositions are true or false. They do not have a geometric resemblance to the

situation; their structure is not analogous to that of the situation.

Inference- Propnitional mndekl, are ninilpmlted h%, more or l,,, tmiforni conpit-tinn, flnt

implement rles of itiJerence allowing new propositions to be developed trom old ones.

As Ballard and Brown 119821 point out. each type of model derives its "meaning" differently.

However. in computer implementations especially. the two representations only differ essentially in the

last two points, and it is often possible to transform one representation to the other without loss of

information.
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2.3.2 Levels of Representation

Machine perception can be considered as a mapping of sensor input to a description of the

environment. In other words, given some collection of sensory data. the problem is to attach some

meaning (or to extract information) by relating it to existing models of the world. In general. this is

not a direct process. but a sequence of transformations over a range of representations. The process

usually proceeds in a hierarchical manner from low-level, physical descriptions to higher-level, more

objective, or cognitive interpretations of the surroundings. Low-level representations and processes

tend to be purely analogic: high-level representations and processes tend to be both analogic and

propositional (Ballard and Brown,. 1982]. As in the human visual system, though. the flok of

information is not necessarily unidirectional. Lower-level interpretations may be guided by prior

knowledge embedded in the upper levels of a hierarchy [Marr. 1982).

Marr's [19821 hierarchical paradigm for vision includes four coarse levels beginning with the

image. represented as a collection of intensity values. Moving up the hierarchy. the primal sketcl

carries information about two-dimensional features in the image. including edge segments. blobs.

discontinuities. and boundaries. The 21-D sketch describes such surface attributes as local orientation.

depth discontinuities. and distance from the %iewer. The three-diminstotial model describes shapes and

their spatial organization in an object-centered coordinate frame.

Ballard and Brown [19821 take a similar view starting with low-level generalized imag'es--iconic.

analogic representations of the input data. At this level, intrinsic images. which reveal physical

properties of the scene (surface orientation, range, or surface reflectance), are contrasted with the raw

sensor images. Segmetired images. at the next higher level, are formed from the generalized images b%

gathering their elements into sets likely to be associated with objects. Geometric represelitoions capture

two-dimensional and three-dimensional shape. At the highest level. relational models are complex

assemblages of representations, often using prior knowledge and models acquired before the perceptual

experience.

For the purposes of this dissertation. I define a slightly different hierarchy, which overlaps with

the two I have just discussed. There are two motivations for doing go. First. a charaeteri~ntion tiw

images is inappropriate for many sensing modalities. An image implir" an a'' ,I .. ,,1,, - ,.,

in a "snapshot" mode when sensor platform dynamics can be ignored during the inter al in hiclh the

image is formed. The sampling rate of a single-beam sonar (sidescan or sector-scan. for examplej is

limited by the speed of sound in water and. depending on the range. can take several seconds to finish

one ping cycle. Tactile sensing offers another example. Second. a more general characterization
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provides a context for discussing the work of other researchers who often use their own unique version.

At the lower levels, this characterization is similar to that described in Henderson ef al. [1987]:

Data level: Corresponds to the raw sensor input. No inversion is performed.

Physical level: Physical models are used to invert the raw data for the extraction of such low-

level intrinsic properties as scattering strength. surface reflectance, or texture.

Feature level: Physical- or data-level parameters are grouped locally to extract such primitive

features as edges. surfaces, regions, or blobs.

- Object level: Lower-level parameters are used to segment the model into distinct entities.

Semantic level: Feature- or object-level primitives are classified and interpreted according to a

prior model and may be assigned "meaning" or inherit the propositional characteristics of their

class.

In most real applications, the distinctions among such categories tend to blur. At the data level.

for example. sensor subsystems often perform partial inversions based on a crude model of the

medium-sonars may apply a time-varying gain (TVG) to compensate for scattering and absorption. or

return one range value based on an assumed speed of sound and scattering threshold. At the higher

levels, it is often difficult to classify a particular researcher's approach because of the bidirectional flow

of information.

For convenience. I further divide the use of representations into low- and high-level methods.

Low-level techniques mainly use the first three kinds of representations and are most often purely

analogic. High-level approaches concentrate effort at the top three levels of the hierarchy. often

incorporate propositional information, and tend to make use of prior models. The overlap at the feature

level is intentional since some instance of this representation can be found in most implementations.

2.3.3 Spatial Representation

Spatial re-toning it recognized a-t an important part of man" cognii ie procetet nnd gernine in

nearly every line of Robotics research (for a collection of papers on spatial reasoning and 0111hi.e.-ur

techniques. see Kak and Chen. 1987). Implicit in most representations. at all levels. is a mechankn

for defining the spatial relationships among the different bits of information. At the most basic level of

interest, we want to discover the shape-the geometry of a physical surface-of the seafloor and its

features. For other kinds of models, we usually need to describe the spatial distribution of certain
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parameters-hottom backscaner. temperature and salinity in the water column, or the flora and fauna

of a benthic ecosystem, for example.

Shape information has a special character because, unlike color or visual texture information, the

representation of most kinds of shape information requires some kind of coordinate system for

describing spatial relations (l4arr. 19821. It is an intrinsic property of three-dimensional objects: in a

sense, it is the primal intrinsic property for a sensory system from which many others (surface

normals, object boundaries) can be derived (Ballard and Brown, 19821.

In designing a representational system for machine modeling, we need to consider: (1) the

representation's primitives, the primary units of shape information used in the representation: and (2)

its coordinate system, which defines the spatial relationships among the primitives. In particular. a

robotic vehicle operating in the undersea environment must be designed to confront a three-dimensional

world. For this reason. I confine the following discussion to three-dimensional representations (for

further detail and expanded references to two-dimensional representations, see Ballard atd flro'tn.

1982: Kinsion. 1984).

Representational Primitives

The fields of computer graphics. computer-aided design. and pattern recognitionimage

processing have extensively investigated the issues associated with representational schema. and the

term computational geornetr has come to identify the branch of computer science research dealing k'ith

the problems of representing. manipulating. and generating internal models of geometric objects

IBay-sy. 1980: Posdaner. 1981: Srihart. 1981: Ballard and Brown. 1982: Winsion. 1984: Besl ad Jam.

19851. Broadly. three-dimensional geometric primitives may be categorized by four principal classes

[ Posdamer. 198 11:

Faceted representations: Faceted representations approximate the bounding surface of an

object. This is typically represented by a set of planar regions. each corresponding to part of

the surface. Each region or face may be maintained as an ordered list of vertices, the

connections between successive vertices being finite line segments or edges.

Finetional repreqentatinnqt Contider a finction that eenerites pointt in .1-tvice .1- it is

evaluated over a bounded range. There may be one. two. or three independent %ariables that

generate a space curve, surface. or free-form solid. The surface may be used in a manner

similar to the faceted representation. producing a surface model of patches joined at space-cur\e

edges.
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Cellular representations: A cellular array is a regular spatial structure in which each cell is

uniquely labelled by an integer triple (the indicial vector). The neighborhood associated with an

indicial vector is its volume elemem. or vo.tel. Explicit geometry and implicit topology are

specified by an enumeration of those cells occupied by the represented object. Such an

enumeration may be specified by listing the cells, or by a three-dimensional array. Other

methods of indexing include dope vectors, marginal indexing, and octrees (Srihiari. 1981].

Procedural representations: Procedural methods use solid primitives. parameterize the

primitives to generate instances, and define operators for combining instances to form a model.

The description of an object comprises a set of instances and the appropriate operators for

combining them.

Coordinate Systems

In engineering terms, we usually think of coordinate systems being categorized as Cartesian.

polar. spherical, and so on. However. a choice among these is largely determined by mathematical

convenience, and transformations between any two can be carried out by purely mechanical operations.

In the design of a representational system for machine perception. though. more fundamental issues

must be faced when evaluating the tradeoffs between view-centered and view-independent coordinates on

the one hand. and between relative and absolute coordinates on the other. Some researchers choose

different combinations, and others dispense with a geometric coordinate system altogether.

View-centered coordinates offer a natural framework at the sensor level, and are appropriate to

such low-level operations as image processing and feature extraction. Marr's [19821 primal sketch and
2 -D sketch use such a coordinate system since the data manipulation is intimately related to the

process of image formation. The main problem with this approach at higher levels of processing-

object recognition or terrain navigation, for example-is that the description of an object or a scene is

sensitive to the viewer's position and attitude. Matching or correlation requires extensive search or

iteration over all unconstrained translations and rotations.

View-independent coordinates are used to overcome this problem by establishing an obiect-

centered or global frame of reference. In describing the shape of a highly svmmetric object, a cigar.

for example. the choice of an object-centered coordinate system is obvious and correq'pnde ,,, th .. 1.t1

defined principal axes. However, objects with many or poorly defined axes-like a sphere. a crimpled

newspaper. or unstructured underwater terrain-lead to ambiguities [Marr. 1982]. Another ivte in

the use of such a canontical coordinate frame-a frame uniquely determined by the shape itself-is that

the shape must be described before the frame can be set up [Marr. 1982).
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In building an aggregate model of discrete objects. images. or static scenes, another choice must

be made between a common (global. absolute) frame of reference and a distributed (local. relative)

coordinate system. In the latter, each distinct entity has its own natural coordinate axes: these are

usually linked by transformation matrices specifying the relative translations and rotations among the

model's constituents. For high-level representations. there are advantages to this approach: each

object's description is stable, unique. and completely self-contained [Mart'. 19821. However. at the

lowest levels of modeling, which may comprise many primitives or bits of information, the extra

overhead incurred by explicit representation of spatial relationships may extract a large penalty in

computational performance.

Another alternative is to use a purely topological approach devoid of any geometric description.

A .graph or nretwork, in which each node represents an object or primitive, can define the connectivity

or adjacency in a relative sense. For certain high-level applications, this approach can distill the

essence of spatial relationships and avoid much of the transformation overhead in a distributed

coordinate system. For low-level representations, though. model size and processing efficiency must he
considered. More significantly. the information content of such models is limited-there is no

mechanism for describing the explicit geometry needed for many kinds of spatial reasoning.

2.4 MODELING UNCERTAINTY

In the first place. sensor-based methods are. by nature, probabilistic-prior information about
the sensors, their media. and the conditions for research observation is always limited: that is. some
properties can be described only by statistical methods. In the second place. acoustic signal and noise

models are described by random processes or random fields [O/'sihevskii. 19781: optical propagation and

scattering in water are analogous [Duntle'. 1963). The inaccuracy of position sensors. quantization

noise of a discrete processor. and algorithmic approximations add more uncertainty to the model.

With developments in the fields of Al and Robotics has come a realization of the complexities of

the problems being addressed. This attitude has engendered a new look at the brittle, deterministic

techniques of the early years and a trend toward methods that explicitly represent uncertainty. This
springt pirtt' from the need to account for ler, than idenl ,tenotor, ind ,ic'titat(rt. :lI I,,.,

recognition of the limitations in our coarse techniques.

There is also a growing appreciation for the central role of "fuzzy" representation and processing

in a human brain evolved to contend with a highly dynamic and capricious environment. An inherent

characteristic of the information available to human beings is that it is impelitci in the sense of being
incomplete, uncertain, inconsistent, or otherwise not wholly suited to the judgmental task at hand
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[Stephairoui and Sage. 1987]. Computational approaches to machine perception must surmount the same

obstacles.

A framework for Probability Theory has been in existence for over three hundred years [Nu, er.

1987]. though a rigorous formulation dates only to the beginning of this century. mainly based on the

works of R. A. Fisher. A. Kolmogoroff. and R. von Mises (Feller. 1950: Doob. 1953]. Recently.

though. many new theories have emerged that purport to overcome some limitations of classical

probabilistic methods in the context of machine intelligence [Stephanou and Sage. 1987). Among the

objections raised against Probability as a tool for building intelligent systems are [Cheeseman. 1985:

N tter. 1987: Stephanou atid Sage. 19871:

Probability is a frequency ratio. and each event has exactly one correct probability. For Al

purposes, such a probability is neither attainable nor. in some cases, even interesting.

- The frequency theory restricts probability to those domains where repeated experiments are

possible.

The philosophical concept of long ni frequency raises the questions: How long? How do you

know? Why should large iumbers (How large?) have special properties?

The subjectivist view is based on the belief of an ideal rational subject. but: What makes

someone an ideal rational subject? And how. other than by measured frequencies. can we

establish the degree to which a subject ought to believe that an event will occur?

Bayesian analysis requires vast amounts of data often unavailable or too expensive to obtain.

The normal way around this is to guess.

Prior probabilities assume more information than is given, and equate lack of evidence

(uncertainty) with equal probability (from factual statistics).

Cheeseman (1985]. a strong supporter of Probability. contends that all these objections can be

overcome by a proper interpretation of the theory. and that no alternative framework is needed.

Stephanou and -Sage (19871 conclude that all returns are not vet in and that a definitive taxonomv of the

different methodq. incledine hnefitq and cott . i, needed to a,,e-vt the i-,icq. \,,.., II "'? ,-

balanced view and finds a place for combined modes of reasoning about uncertainty. Heidevm", ('1 ./

(19871 report a general agreement among participants in a multisensor workshop on Ihc uc ol

probability models at the physics and geometry level, and that other methods may be more appropriate

at the symbolic level. This thesis offers no attempt to resolve the controversy but. for the sake of later

discussion, a brief overview of a few widely-used techniques follows.
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Confirmation Theory [Carnap, 1950: Salmon. 1973) arose from long-standing inquiries into the

nature of scientific induction-reasoning toward general principals from particular facts or instances.

However. no purely logical validation of inductive reasoning has ever been demonstrated. At most.

experimental results tend to confirm a theory and. in some cases, accumulated confirming evidence

may ele ate a general hypothesis to the status of. at least. provisional acceptability [Sahnoti. 1973]. For

example. the law of conservation of energy is now taken to be a sound scientific generalization because

of much confirming evidence and no compelling disconfirmations. Yet. such was the case , ith

Newton's gravitational theory before being superseded by Einsteinian relativity. Salmon (19661 makes

the point that induction is anpliative-that the whole (accepted general principle) is greater than sum of

its parts (accumulated evidence). Confirmation Theory seeks to overcome this logical limitation by an

incremental substantiation of an hypothesis with the accumulation of supporting evidence.

In the MYCIN system for evidential reasoning in medical diagnostics. Shorlill [1Q76]

heuristically develops the use of Certainty Factors (CF) as a direct outgrowth of Confirmation Theory.

A measure of belief (MB), ranging from 0 to I. is used to incrementally accumulate confirming

evidence for a particular diagnosis: a measure of disbelief (MD) independently combines disconfirming

evidence. A modified Bayesian combining formula aggregates MB and MD. and evidence is combined

without regard to the order of acquisition. Then for each candidate diagnosis. a certaintv factor is

defined as: CF = MB -MD. This is interpreted as a confidence in the diagnosis. which ranges fror

-I (complete disbelief) to + I (complete belief). A CF of zero indicates complete uncertainty about the

diagnosis.

One component of the model prescribes a method for the parallel combination of certainty factors

that bear on the same hypothesis as:

X + y-xy. x.y> 0
= (x + y)/(I -min[IxI.jyJ]). xy < 0
X + y + xy. X.y < 0

where x and y represent the independent certainty factors, and z is the effective certainty factor.

Horvitz et al. [19861 point out that this combining rule is a specialization of probability because

assumptions of conditional independence are imposed by the methodology.

Zadeh (1965] develops a rigorous Possibility Theory based on fuzzy sets. In essence. Zadeh

extends the definition of sets to include continuous degrees of membership. and defines new set

operations for manipulating them. This "fuzzification" of mathematical structures then leads to the

concepts of fuzzy logic and inference. Unlike classical logic, fuzzy logic does not separate logic and

probability (Sephanou and Saqe. 1987]. Fuzzy reasoning has been adopted by researchers in a \%ide
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range of fields [Gaines. 19761. A chip for real-time reasoning with fuzzy logic has also been designed

and fabricated [Togai and Watanabe. 19861.

In response to a need for representing imprecision in Bayesian probability values. Dempster

[1967] introduced a concept of lower- and upper-probability bounds to contend with the subjective

imprecision of uncertainty measures. Sharr [1976] extends this concept to a Theory of Evidence. and

formulates a combining rule for cumulative evidence. In the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) approach. two

separate intervals of uncertainty-belief and plausibilitii--can be assigned to each proposition. The D-S

Theory of Evidence models the narrowing of the hypothesis set with the accumulation of evidence.

Zadeh [1986] describes a simplified view of the approach and proposes an extension that links the D-S

theory with a theory of fuzzy relational databases. Gordon and Shoriliffe (1985] discuss advantages of

the D-S theory over Certainty Factors, and show that MYCIN could be recast in a D-S framework.

2.5 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

With this background. I devote the rest of this chapter to an overview of past and current works

that relate to this dissertation. I start with a brief description of the most common techniques for image

reconstruction from projections. As I mentioned in the introduction, these methods are influential to

the approach I develop in the next chapter. Next. more general approaches to modeling by what I call

incremental reconsiruction are presented. Though the techniques described in this section are distinct

from those preceding and from my own approach, the two sections together establish a context for

incremental reconstruction from projections.

A complete survey of modeling and navigation in terrestrial robotics would be prohibitively long.

but I discuss a few approaches and give references to alternative theories and implementations. In

doing so. I offer a basis for comparing my work with similar efforts in the field. Some of the main

components I point to are: the representational scheme and frame of reference, the dimensionality

(spatial or multisensor). the representation of uncertainty (or lack of it), and the high- or low-level

characterization of the approach. To conclude. I discuss a few treatments of the problem in

autonomous underwater vehicles, and briefly outline where my work fits in.

2.S.1 Reconstruction from Projections

In 1917. the Austrian mathematician J. Radon proved (the Radon transform) that a two- or three-

dimensional object can be reconstructed uniquely from the infinite set of all its projections [Budig,'

and Gullberq. 19741. Since that time. the technique has been independently rediscovered several times
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Figure 2.1: Parallel ray projection geometry.

[Gordon er al.. 1975]. and applied to such diverse fields as medical X-ray Imaging. nuclear medicine.
electron microscopy, radio astronomy, and nondestructive testing (for readable tutorials, see Gordon et
al.. 1975: Scudder. 1978. more complete discussions and extensive references can be found in
Budinger and Gullberg, 1974; Cho. 1974: Gordon and Herman. 1974; Brooks and di Chiro. 1976:

Mueller et al.. 1979). Munk and Wunsch [19791 showed that tomographic reconstruction could be used

to monitor the speed of sound (and. by inference, density) over large regions of the ocean.

Digital reconstruction techniques attempt to approximate an object sampled by discrete
projections. Most approaches model a three-dimensional obiect by stacking two-dimensional slices.

However. Mersereau and Oppehein 119741 show that the techniques can be extended to the
reconstruction of multidimensional objects by successively applying the Projection Slice Theorem.

Figure 2.1 shows the basic geometry of a one-dimensional projection that uses parallel-ray sampling

(X-ray, for example) of a two-dimensional slice.
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The projection g(x') of an ideal image f(x) in the direction G is given by: f f(x, .y' )dy' , where
x' = Rex (bold typeface is used for vector notation: x = {x.y}; and Re is a rotational transformation

matrix). With a source at position A and a detector at B. the first projection datum is acquired. The

line AB is called a ray and the measurement at B a ray sum. For an X-ray system, the ray sum is

related to the integral of absorption (corresponding to density) along the ray. Data for the entire

projection are obtained by moving the source and detector along AA' and B., . sampling at fixed

intervals. The lines are rotated by a small angle. dO. and the process is repeated N times over an

angular range of 1800. Reconstruction is an inverse problem stated as: given the projection data

gk(x'), k = 0 .... N-I. construct the original image f(x).

One possible solution is a simple matrix inversion or, if the inverse does not exist, a

pseudoinverse can be taken (Scudder, 1978]. However. Scudder estimates that for 300 projections of

300 rays. displayed at a 300 X 300 resolution. at I us/operation the inversion would take about 31

years to compute (or only 10 years or so on today's machines). Many more practical approaches to the

problem have been developed-Budinger and Gullberg [1974] present 13 distinct categories of

techniques. In general, though. these can be broadly classified as (Brooks and di Chiro. 19761: (I)

Backprojection (Summation): (2) Analytical Reconstruction: and (3) Iterative Analytical Reconstruction

Techniques (ART).

Summation is the simplest method. Using a gridded image array, each ray sum. gk(x'), is

distributed over all cells along the corresponding ray. For M cells intersected by the ray. each cell is

incremented by gk(x')/M. a step called backprojection. When all rays are backprojected and the

gridded array is normalized, the reconstructed image is an approximate version of the original. The

result of reconstructing a point object with a discrete number of projections is a star-shaped object

whose center lies at the location of the original point. This is the point-spread function (or impulse

response) of a discrete backprojection.

Even with an infinite number of projections. the summation method does not produce an exact

version of the original. The result is equivalent to convolving the original with the function I/(2nlr).

To see this. consider a point object. The limiting case of superimposing equally-spaced straight lines

through a common point is equivalent to rotating the line about that point. The weight of each point on

the line is distributed over the length of the Incus it sweeps out. in other word,. the circumference.

2nr. Gordon and Heriman (19741 point out that a truly three-dimensional reconstruction by summation

(over all spatial angles) would have an impulse response proportional to I/rz. Blurring is les'ened

considerably because of the increased data.

The most common analytical techniques make use of the frequency domain. The Projection Slice

Theorem [Merserean anid Oppenheim. 19741 shows that the Fourier transform of a projection is
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equivalent to a central section of the transform of the original image rotated through the same angle as

the projection in the spatial domain. In practice, the projections are transformed and assembled in a

frequency grid, and an attempt is made to interpolate between the discrete slices. After interpolation.

an inverse Fourier transform produces a reconstructed image with greater fidelity than a backprojected

approximation. The Convolution-Backprojection technique partially ameliorates artifacts introduced by

the Summation method. Though based on the frequency-space derivation of a convolution kernel. the

method is applied in the spatial domain. The kernel (in two-dimensional space. an approximation to

the Fourier inverse of Ir) is convolved with each projection, then the modified ray sums are

backprojected.

ART [Herman et al.. 1973] and other iterative techniques are applied to the solution of an

undetermined system of linear equations in the spatial domain. The algorithm consists of iteratively

correcting the discrepancy between the measured ray sum and a calculated ray sum from the image

generated by the previous iteration. Variations using additive and multiplicative corrections exist.

Important modifications that take advantage of working in the spatial domain use the constraints that no

image cells can have negative values, and all cells along a ray whose sum is zero must also be zero.

Other versions of the technique use a Bayesian approach to incorporate prior knowledge of the oject

being reconstructed [Hanson. 1987].

Das and Boerner [19781 develop a novel approach to shape estimation of convex bodies using

radar returns from multiple. nonorthogonal look angles (in a plane). Based on an application of the

Radon transform, the authors use target signatures (normalized backscatter ramp response) to extract

successive area projections. Numerical studies with published target signatures of a sphere (and

assumed perfect registration) showed promising results. Rockmore et al. [1979] point out limitations of

the approach and describe a method developed from a three-dimensional version of the Projection Slice

Theorem (attributed to Mersereau and Oppenheim [1974]). The authors derive a con'olution-

backprojection algorithm and contend that the Das-Boerner method is a special case.

Denton et al. [1978] describe an approach to the target-association problem-identifying multiple

targets viewed by multiple sensors-as an image reconstruction problem. A convolution-backprojection

method (a precursor to that of Rockmore et al. [19791) is developed for a three-dimensional case of

active radar and a u'n-dimen~innil rate nf pative infrared At 1 given target rine. the withnrq 'e a

finite plane. bounded by the sensor's beam pattern, as a simplifying approxinatiun to the cu.r ed.

shaded range surface. Monte Carlo simulations show the star-shaped impulse respon~e caiged hy

sparse projections. but otherwise demonstrate results that the authors claim are equal to or better than

search-based algorithms. They indicate that. although fast performance was not a research issue. the

technique appears to be implementable in real time.
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Rockinore 119811 extends these ideas to the ocean domain and proposes the use of multiple.

passi'e sonar arrays for surveillance, target localization, and mapping the acoustic space-lime noise

field. He suggests that the (steady-state) signal received from any direction could he modeled as a ray

sum. and that rays from multiple look directions with one array would constitute a projection %ith fan-

beam geometry. From multiple arrays, multiple projections would provide the data foi reconstructing

the acoustic emission field. In justifying his proposal. Rockmore writes:

The more conventional method for performing this type of surveillance is to
perform the frequency processing and thresholding on a per-array basis. and then
combine the threshold exceedances geometrically. This procedure of thresholding
before all signal processing is performed is in violation of sound engineering practices.
Thus the performance of this technique will be generally inferior to that of
tomographically combining prior to decision making.

Rockmore goes on to discuss such problems needing resolution as: beam-pattern effects-the rays are

no longer lines: multiple look angles to "deconvolve" the beam pattern: sparse projections: and noise.

Norion and Linzer [1979a. b] discuss reflectivitv tomography for ultrasonic medical imaging with

circular and spherical arrays of omnidirectional transducers, and present a comprehensi'e theoretical

analysis that leads to a convolution-backprojection approach to reconstruction. The authors' major

assumptions are: (I) weak scattering (Born approximation): (2) uniform attenuation from absorption

(which can be compensated): (3) uniform sound velocity: and (4) the object can be modeled as a

collection of isotropic scatterers. A first-order expansion (shown to be valid near the center of the

transducer array) is equivalent to the local intersection of linear projections in the circular case. or

planar projections for the spherical array. Aside from the normal monostatic (backscattering)

geometry. the authors offer a theoretical treatment of the bistatic case (over a limited range of scattering

angles) in which the projection integrals are taken over elliptical range arcs.

2.5.2 Incremental Reconstruction

A limitation of the techniques just described is that they need a fixed. regular scanning geometry'

for analytical and computational tractability (an exception is the summation method). Horn (19781

describes a method for arhitrarv scanning geometries. ht requires that they e fixed so a convolminn

kernel can be derived for each geometry. However. a mobile robot cannot ah'a's adolpt a regulat

sensing strategy. but must take an opportunistic approach to whatever information becomes available.

This alternative I call incremental reconstruction and I describe a few three-dimensional techniques.

Other. more complete robotic applications using this approach are discussed in the next section.

Further references and discussion of modeling with range data can be found in Jan-is. (19831 and fl l

and Ja. [ 1985].
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Alatrin and Agganrval [1983] develop an algorithm for volumetric modeling from successive two-

dimensional boundary constraints. Occluding contours (the boundary on an object !.ilhouette in the

image plane) from thresholded camera images are used to refine a volone-seg,,'ent representation

comprising linked segments, lines, and planes. Connollv [1984] uses simulaied range-image

boundaries to incrementally construct an octree representation of three-dimensional objects. The

gridded range image is converted to an intermediate quadtree representation. which is projected into the

octree model. Later work [Connolly. 1985] develops a strategy for finding the most efficient sequence

of views for model building. Vee,,stra and Ahuja [1985] project the silhouettes directly into an octree.

but require nine views (corresponding to six faces of a cube and oblique views at three corners) for

efficiency. All these approaches assume perfectly registered data and no uncertainty.

A long-term project at the National Bureau of Standards has produced a sophisticated modeling

approach to managing a manipulator's workspace for manufacturing robotics [Slmeier et a/.. 1984.

1986: Hong and Slieier. 1985]. Object silhouettes from a moving camera are projected into an octree

structure as generalized cones. The intersections of cones from multiple views successively constrain

the object boundaries and implicitly represent uncertainty in size and position of each object. This

technique is only one component of a high-level world modeling system from which information aso

flows "downward" to help resolve ambiguities.

Faugeras [1984] uses a high-level approach to modeling three-dimensional objects %ith range

data. Planar and quadric patches are fitted to segmented clusters of range points and accumulated in a

region adjacency graph. This contains information about points in a region. borders. and neighboring

regions. Hypothesis prediction and verification, implemented in a tree search. is used for matching

and localization of objects. A probabilistic formulation [Faugeras. 19871 uses planar primiti'es and

motion from passive stereo vision to combine information from several viewpoints. 4mblard et at

[19861 propose a technique for three-dimensional surface estimation from multiple stereo-camera iews

The surface is modeled as planar triangles related by Markov Random Fields.

2.5.3 Terrestrial Robotics

At Stanford Research 1nttittnte in the late si'tie,. the mohile rohot S14AKF.Y fRnre'i ind Vri/d,,

1968: Nilssoit. 1969: Coles et a.. 1969: Rosen. 19701 became an early tesi tlot ih, ht', iii

autonomous intelligent vehicles. The high-level world model uses a gridded spatial structture. '%hich

later evolved into the quadtree representation (Rosen notes. however. that a fully di.ided arra' i- more

suited to such applications as path planning). The gridded model is augmented by an object-oriented

properY list. simplistically, the LISP equivalent of multidimensional feature space. Machine %ision and
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dead reckoning gave SHAKEY a rudimentary ability to navigate, explore, and "learn" about its

environment.

Begun in 1977 at the French Laboratoire d'Automatique et d'Analyse des Systemes. research

with HILARE resulted in one of the most complete and consistent mobile robot implementations to dale

(Giralt et al.. 1979. 1983: Briot et al.. 1981: Chatila and Laumond. 1985). Using multiple sensors

including video, laser, sonar, and infrared, the robot maintains an uncertain. dynamic world model.

Descriptions of polyhedral objects. each with its own reference frame. are maintained in a geometry

database. These are projected on a plane. and the polygons linked to form a graph of places. The

authors introduce the idea of fading to propagate accumulated positioning error backwards through the

topological representation. A semantic model maintains property information about objects and places

so that distributed decision makers, in the form of expert processes. can access the model database for

navigation. planning, and task supervision.

From the early seventies at Stanford University's Artificial Intelligence Laboratory to the present

at the Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) Robotics Institute, Moravec [1980. 1983] has evolved many

elegant modeling approaches for mobile robots. Using stereo and. more recently, sonar to correct

dead-reckoning errors. a unique. low-level approach incorporates the powerful notion of mapping

probabilistic sensor distributions into model space [Moravec and Elfes. 1985: Elfes. 1986a. h.

Certaintv Factors and a modified MYCIN combining formula [Shortliffe. 1976] are used to

incrementally merge thresholded sonar returns into a stochastic. two-dimensional gridded

representation. Correlation techniques are applied to compare the grid with a prior model for

localization. What have come to be called Certain. Grids [Moravec. 1987a. b] have been successfully

implemented by the CMU group for map making, path planning. and navigation [Thorpe. 1984: Serev

wid talhies. 19861.

In a parallel effort at the CMU Robotics Institute. Crowley f 1985a. b] used a rotating ultrasonic

sensor to build a two-dimensional composite local model of the world. Line segments are extracted

from sonar readings. adjusted with a recursive line-fitting technique. and used to update the dynamic

model. A side effect of matching line segments is an error vector representing a position correction.

Drunheller [19851 uses a similar model of line segments but applies a search-based technique [Grimsoi

(atd tvtnn-P'ere;-. IQRIJ fnr matrhing -rgmnntt Primiheller repnrt svn'd re-totf.- drtvlit- nnki' and

error from specular reflection, multipath. and the wide beam pattern.

Miller 11984. 19851 develops a technique for navigation and path planning in a two-dimensional

space. Using a wide-angle sonar aboard a mobile robot. Miller applies search techniques and heuristic

pruning to match range returns with linear features (lines. edges) of a prior model. Miller reports

good performance with noisy real-world data. and enough speed to accommodate sonar data rates.
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More recently. Miller and Slack [1987] develop a theory of message passing among nodes in a linked

hierarchical grid for navigating in a dynamic two-dimensional space. Bixler and Miller [19871 propose

a technique that combines vision and sonar to extract linear features for updating a wire-frame grid map

of the world.

Flyn [1985) describes an application of mapping and path planning with data from sonar and

infrared sensors. Using physical models of the sensors, Flynn incrementally combines real data to

overcome the limitations of each sensing modality. Near edges (doorways), the better angular

resolution of the infrared sensors (poor range resolution, though) alleviates the blurring introduced by

the wide-angle sonar. From the refined map. an intermediate curvature primal sketch is extracted. In

turn. this is converted to a two-dimensional polygonal representation for path planning.

Brooks [1985a. b. 19861 develops a philosophy that rejects the brittle approaches of earlier work

and focuses on the realities a robot must face in a complex. dynamic environment, and on the tools to

make such "artificial beings" practical. According to Brooks: errors and inaccuracies in sensors and

actuators must be considered: real robots must be adaptable and tolerant of sensor failure: multiple

sensors and different levels of resolution are needed: and three-dimensional representations are essential

in a three-dimensional world. Brooks also argues strongly against the use of absolute coordinate

systems because of cumulative errors. He contends that a relative framework is more useful, and that

the design space for perception systems must reflect this.

Rao et al. [1986] address the problem of autonomous robot navigation in unexplored terrain.

They develop a theory of concurrent navigation and learning of the environment, and discuss

performance considerations. Their two-dimensional representational scheme uses a modified adjacem'y

list. a graph structure linking labeled polygons. with no mechanism for representing uncertainty.

iWarc'e and Julliere [19861 discuss an alternative method for navigating in two dimensions that depends

on prior knowledge in a gridded world map. Simulations of a laser rangefinder demonstrate position

and heading determination using a point-matching technique.

Kuipers and Byun [1987] describe a qualitative approach to learning a topological map of

distinctive places in a two-dimensional environment. The authors simulate a motile robot by

hvpnlesiring a %en.tor %vsytem and tufficientlv ditinct environmental features to overcome noie and

error, but oiler no real-world results or quantitatiie simulation ot uncertaint.. Levi l ,i a. 114871

develop a theory of Long Term Memory for a mobile robot. which represents visual landmarks in a

distributed topological framework. The authors describe a simulation laboratory and result% that

suggest the utility of the techniques.
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Dean [1987] develops an approach that combines elements of a subsunption architecture (Brooks.

1185b] and certainty grids [Moravec. 1987a. b]. and points to a forthcoming implementation. Strat and

Smith 11987] describe the Core Knowledge System. an architecture combining elements of relational and

spatial databases with uncertain reasoning, as a basis for a forthcoming application with an autonomous

robot.

Saridis and I'alavanis [1987] propose the use of entropy as a common measure of uncertainty for

organization. coordination, and execution in autonomous systems. Farreny and Prade [1987] describe

the use of fuzzy techniques to contend with robotic uncertainty in action, perception. communication.

and reasoning. Smith et al. [1987] use state-estimation methods to propagate error in a distributed

coordinate system. Durrat-White [1988] develops a rigorous stochastic topology and describes the

consistent transformation of uncertainty between relative coordinates at different nodes.

In reviewing these works chronologically, two trends seem clear: the use of multiple sensors, and

the adoption of probabilistic methods. I think this reflects the heightened awareness among robotics

researchers that there are no simple. all-encompassing techniques to circumvent the realities of a

complex. uncertain environment. On other accounts, the kinds of representations. reference frames.

and levels of approach reflect the research tracks of different investigators and the varied constraints

and opportunities of different applications. On the one hand. this is a natural state of affairs for an

immature field in which the methods have not yet converged toward preferred theories or

implementations. On the other hand. it is unlikely there will ever be one optimal representational or

processing paradigm. What this thesis strives for is a generality. consistency. and flexibility that is

useful over a range of applications and sensory domains.

2.5.4 Underwater Robotics

Though the history of autonomous underwater vehicles extends back at least two decades [I1usby.

1981: Bane and Ferguson. 1987). these first AUV's were no more than preprogrammed. free-swimming

idiots. With new technology and rising military interest, though. more sophisticated AUV's have

begun to appear. However. many approaches are taken directly from terrestrial methods. which may

not he the moit qnited to the undersea domain. Mot descriptions in the literstore focioq on power.

communications, and other hardware issues, but I distuss i lek ul the muic tecetti appilathr,, a:gt

include information on modeling and representations. Broader overviews and more detailed

presentations on missions and technology are given in [Krabach. 1983: Thomas. 1983: hI.ng. 1983:

Eppig. 1985: Stenovic. 1986: Bane and Ferguson. 19871.
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One of the first "intelligent" AUV's was the EAVE vehicle of the University of New Hampshire

Marine Systems Laboratorv [Blidber,' e' al., 1978: Illidberg, 1984. 1986: Chappell. 1987]. The system

has e'olved considerably in the last decade and a new effort with the National Bureau of Standards will

further enhance its capabilities [Albus and Blidberg. 1987]. The NBS plans to implement a high-level

world model, which will include quadtree maps from prior surveys. Orser and Roche 11987] describe a

technique for extracting topographic features (ridges. passes, ravines) from such prior maps. In a later

implementation. information from multiple sensors will be used to add objects to the global model or

remove them if perceived to exist no longer. Recognized objects also may have associated confidence

factors, and degrees of believability and dimensional certainty.

The ANGUS vehicle is an early testbed that helped shape a sophisticated AUV program at

Herriot-Watt University [Russell et al., 1983]. Russell and Lane [1985. 1986] describe a knowledge-

based system with a blackboard control structure for sector-scan sonar interpretation. The system uses

the planar-bottom assumption to generate a two-dimensional sonar image taken from a stationary

platform. Rule-based knowledge sources direct the application of image-processing operators to the

data before interpretation. Higher-level routines evaluate such features as shadows and artifacts caused

by sidelobes. multipath. and reverberation. Segmented features are tracked between images hefore

being accepted as bona fide objects. correlated with a prior model, then labeled with size. position.

orientation, and other symbolic information. The authors describe simulation results with real sonar

data. and emphasize the utility of multiple representations (one-, two-. and three-dimensional) and the

interaction of model- and data-driven processes.

Cuschieri and Hebert [1988] describe a simple shape-from-shading technique [Ballard and Brown.

19821 using sidescan sonar. Each slant-range-corrected sonar line is segmented into shadows.

Shadows preceded by a high-intensity signal are assumed to indicate positive relief: shadows followed

by high-intensity are taken to indicate trenches or gullies. The shadow length is used as a measure of

change in relief to generate contours. These are smoothed and merged with neighboring lines using a

least-squares technique. The result is an estimated bathymetric map of the imaged area. This map is

passed to an image-processing routine that extracts linear hills. valleys. and ridges in a manner similar

to that of Orser and Roche [1987]. Other researchers addressing sidescan applications for Al7V'q are

Glvmr [ 1985]. and Nichols and Jensen [ 1985].

Chandi and Noon [1986] describe the proposed sensory subsystem for obqtacle amoidance and

navigation of the Martin Marietta AUV. The vehicle will incorporate a scanning laser and -onar arrav.

with navigation supplied by an acoustic transponder net underwater and Loran-C or Omega on the

surface. Zonal spots from multiple range sensors will be tracked with a Kalman filter, clustered, and

compared with a stored pattern to infer distinct objects. The extracted objects will then be referred to a

high-level modeler that maintains a description of the environment.
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Trimble [1987] focuses on the multiprocessor architecture of the Lockheed AUV. but offers a

brief description of its sensory capabilities. A Scene Awareness function will interface with a Mission

/'danqkr to provide high-level sensor management and process scheduling. This will include

multisensor correlation and knowledge-based algorithms that deal with incomplete information.

Acoustic and optical information will be interpreted in real time using signal processing and symbolic

processing. deterministic and probabilistic. The system is intended to judge the quality and correctness

of information. and may support some form of geophysical navigation. Other high-level goals include

stationary-object location and identification.

Other ongoing AUV efforts include: the EAVE-WEST vehicle of the Naval Ocean Systems

Center (San Diego) (Heckinan. 1980: Durham et al., 1987]; the EPAULARD vehicle of the French

IFREMER [Borot et al.. 1983: Jarry and Michel. 1985, Michel, 1987]; the ARCS and DOLPHIN

vehicles of International Submarine Engineering [Fergusson and Jackson. 1983: Jackson. 1983: Thomas.

1985: Butler and Maryka, 1987]; the SIMRAD Freeswimming Prototype [Kiepaker et al.. 1986. 19881:

and several Japanese efforts [Collins, 1987].

Judging by the recent literature, it seems clear that AUV research is beginning to address issues

more germane to intelligent systems. in parallel with the ongoing efforts to resolve more basic hardware

difficulties. My perspective, though, is that much of the work too closely mirrors the approaches of

terrestrial robotics. Granted. there is much to be learned from the accumulation of terrestrial robotics

research, particularly at the higher. more cognitive levels. However. the more hostile undersea

environment presents a greater challenge to intelligent systems in several ways: it is a fully three-

dimensional world in all respects: environmental features are more unstructured. or amorphous: and

there is more inherent uncertainty in sensing. interpretation, and localization. I elaborate on these and

other constraints in the next chapter. and use them to guide the formulation of a low-level approach to

modeling underwater.
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Chapter 3

MODELING THE UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENT

In this chapter. I start to formulate a philosophy of multisensor modeling underwater and

describe a specific framework for implementation. My primary concern is to establish a computational

architecture broad enough and flexible enough to encompass a diverse range of applications. At the

same time. the structure and processing must efficiently manage realistic data rates and imperfect

information. Later chapters show the utility of the approach with results from computer simulations

and applications with real-world data.

Using the context established in the previous chapter. I first summarize the modeling constraints

specific to an underwater environment. These are used to define a representational scheme and low-

level modeling processes. Computational and architectural issues are examined and used to help define

the general analytical approach. The framework is applied to active sonar sensing and model building

in the acoustic domain, using both binary and continuous models. I conclude with a summary of

important points raised in the chapter.

3.1 SPECIFIC UNDERWATER CONSTRAINTS

As surveyed in Chapter 2. the rich body of literature on terrestrial robotics ha- been qtronglv

influential in qhaping a modeling paradigm for intellient. waitonomout inachine,. H",'er in

extending these ideas to the subsea domain and to the practical requirements of remote under\kater

systems, the following considerations are noted:
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The land rover's environment is usually modeled as a two-dimensional plane allowing one

rotation. For a free-swimming vehicle, the world is unarguably a three-dimensional space-six

degrees of freedom must be accommodated.

Typically, there is a prior world description used by the robot to find its relative position. For

an exploratory probe. though, such models will be largely unavailable. A more general

approach must treat mapping and positioning as concurrent processes.

Most work has been confined to highly-structured environments (laboratories) with regular

geometric features (smooth walls, straight edges). A practical technique for underwater use

must be consistent with the more irregular. amorphous features of the environment as well as

the more tractable shapes of man-made objects.

There is more uncertainty in the relatively opaque and hostile underwater environment. Both

acoustic and optical sensors are hampered by greater attenuation, distortion, and noise
introduced by an inhomogeneous. dynamic medium. Currents. turbulence, and other physical

disturbances preclude the assumption of a static position and attitude, even when propulsion is

inactive.

Real-time constraints are often absent. Frame rates of stereo-image processing systems, for

example. are often measured in seconds. even minutes. A practical underwater system must

absorb sensory data at practical rates so that higher-level processes can respond in a timely

manner.

3.2 REPRESENTATIONAL DESIGN

As indicated in the last chapter. a fundamental component of modeling is the representational

scheme. The overall approach taken in this thesis is decidedly low-level, as defined in Section 2.3.2.
There are several reasons for this: (I) an emphasis on sensors and physical processes: (2) development

of a foundation for higher-level processing; and (3) opportunities offered by new computer technology.

First. some interpretation of sensor data nmRie take place it the physical level in ant realittic

implementation. Considering an active device such as a sonar or a laser, for example. the information

content of raw sensor data depends on the low-level characteristics of the sensor. on the physical nature

of energy propagation through the medium, and on the interaction of that energy with environmental

features. Passive sensors are essentially no different. At the geometric level of interest. we are

concerned primarily with shapes. boundaries. discontinuities. and so on. Though higher-level

knowledge might be useful in guiding this interpretation, it is often unavailable.
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Second. a firm low-level foundation can facilitate the construction of high-level models. The

human visual system incorporates early processing of raw optical data before passing the enhanced

information to cognitive regions of the brain. For a machine "intelligence" also. such preprocessing

can filter raw sensor data and distill its essence so high-level processes may avoid an information

overload. Still. a purely low-level approach is an inadequate solution to the problems a fully

autonomous system must address-planning and reasoning about the world, for example. M' intent

has been to investigate the properties of such a low-level structure as the basis for future elaboration at

higher levels.

Third. there are many unexplored avenues for research at this level. Most Al/Rob .cs work has

managed information at the feature level or higher, partly because of the constraints imposed by

previous generations of computer hardware. With the advent of cheap 32-bit computing-machines

with extended address space and fast. inexpensive memory devices to match-numerical approaches to

modeling become an attractive possibility. In discussing his choice of a low-level representation.

Moravec [1987b] writes:

Despite its effectiveness, in each instance we adopted the grid representation of
space reluctantly. This may reflect habits from a recent time when analytic approaches
were more feasible and seemed more eloquent because computer memories were too
small to easily handle numerical arrays of a few thousand to a million cells. I think
the reluctance is no longer appropriate. The straightforwardness. generality and
uniformity of the grid representation has proven itself in finite element approaches to
problems in physics, in raster based approaches to computer graphics. and has the
same promise in robotic spatial representations.

Representational Primitive

To make an intelligent choice among the different primitives for three-dimensional modeling

requires some elaboration of the physical and computational analog. In a broad sense, this includes the

features of an underwater environment, the stochastic nature of modeling, and the characteristics of a

digital-processing approach. Such constraints must be considered in the context of the goals to-be

achieved.

Environment: For navigating an underwater vehicle in three-dimensional space. the Zimplet

model must describe the presence or absence of solid matter in enough detail to di,(iiiii., .moitii

different features of the terrain. In contrast to the structured environment often presented to . land

rover, underwater seascapes are usually characterized by irregular. amorphous features. This

constraint tends to preclude the use of procedural schema since a prohibitively large repertoire of

primitives would be needed to describe the environment directly. The problem might be circumvented

by using many small-scale instances to approximate natural terrain: but with increasing detail. the
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model approaches a cellular partitioning. Similar arguments apply to faceted representations, which

need many polygons to model complex surfaces.

Uncertainty: Faceted descriptions and boundary representations, in general. offer no direct

method for representing uncertainty. When accommodated, error and inaccuracy are often specified as

a co'ariance matrix associated with coordinate transformations of the vertices or control points.

However. a characterization of sensor uncertainty by error distributions suggests a functional model

could be applied to the geometry as well. It is unlikely, though. that one function describing an

expectedly complex model could be found. A set of vector functions might be formulated to describe

the different features and associated uncertainty: each could be valid over a bounded range within the

model, similar to a faceted representation. However. the level of complexity grows with the level of

detail required.

Process: Real-time performance in a practical implementation puts a premium on computational

efficiency. which is strongly dependent on the underlying digital representation. The dynamics of the

process-the model evolves as new information is incorporated-raises questions about the efficiency of

a functional representation. even at a low level of detail. To merge new information with a model.

each descriptive function in the affected volume of space would have to be reparameterized.

Preservation of continuity dictates reconsideration of neighboring functions and. perhaps. a new

partitioning of functional domains. Potentially, this is a highly expensive computational process.

Though the most effective models are likely to be application specific, an extendibility to other

domains or dimensions is useful. For example. the 3-space decomposition used by a bathymetric sonar

modeler should also be accessible to a two-dimensional intensity mapper processing sidescan records.

A higher-level interpreter could use the slope and amplitude information to estimate localized scattering

properties of the surface material. A decomposition by frequency space might be more suitable for

multispectral fingerprinting with different sonars or other sensors.

Some functionality over a dynamic scale of range and resolution would enhance the assimilation

of sensory data with different granularities. Interpretive and display processes could adopt a coarse-to-

fine algorithm or a strategy that trades fidelity for real-time execution. Degraded performance from

hieher uncertaintv. coarser resolution, or rediieed compotational aets ,hould occtir in a genernllv

monotonic t.a% "ith no catastrophic hlt eqhold to he' ciossed.

These considerations argue in favor of a cellular model (or. more generally'. a vector

decomposition of n-space). Coherence is satisfied, it is continuous in space and time. and mirrors the

physical structure of the environment as well as the internal structure of a discrete. computer-based

system. It is amenable to simulation in the computational sense because it offers an efficient
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representation for mapping. positioning, and imaging procedures. And the implicit spatial relationships

among a model's constituent voxels afford a level of simplicity and efficiency difficult to achieve with

other representations.

Coordinate System

The choice of reference frame is a thornier problem: the tradeoffs between relative and absolute

coordinates are not easily resolved for a single, general approach. Brooks's (1986] argument against

absolute coordinates-that cumulative positioning error corrupts the spatial relationships in such a

frame of reference-is a persuasive contention. However, the same error will be present in any model

derived under the same conditions, unless it can be removed by external (absolute) position fixes. The

real issues are: how efficiently does the representation lend itself to coping with that error. and how

can the model be adjusted when a fix becomes available?

Our own internal model probably uses a combination of the two reference frames. Certainly we

have some sense of absolute position. and it is most evident when we perceive visually. Yet. with our

eves closed, the richness of description fades quickly and we are left with the coarse. underlving

representation that probably guides our more basic cognitive processes [Marr. 1982). At this level. the

surroundings are remembered more generally as distinct objects with sparse features and more generic

shape. and with "fuzzier" measures of spatial relationships attached-the "tall" cabinet "across" the

room is "next to" the door.

For a high-level machine model in which the environment has been characterized by such

objects. this topological approach is manageable, perhaps preferred. However. for the low-level

approach developed in this thesis. a global coordinate system is used. except for a few instances in

which a local (or view-centered) frame is adopted for analytical convenience at intermediate steps. My

reasons for doing so are: (I) efficiency and consistency: (2) response to constraints imposed by

unstructured terrain: (3) consideration of requirements for real-world applications.

I have already emphasized the need for computational efficiency and the advantages of a low-level

structure that implicitly represents spatial organization: this is consistent with the cellular structure

selected for a modeling architecture. That choice. in turn. is driven partl v hv a need to deal with the

amorphous shapes of natural under-water terrain. Siich an environment ir ill qii'tl to Iiiie&1% I-,q

based methods. Distinctive measures of shape are more difficult to formulate and apply, and the

boundaries between natural features are not clearly defined.

My main concern, though. is to address the requirements of real-world AUV's. For a robot

whose only purpose is to wander the hallways without getting in trouble, it may suffice to know only

that a feature is "large" or that it is "next to" another (such concepts are more important to semantic
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reasoning). But many practical applications--exploration, mapping, survey, inspection-depend on an

absolute frame of reference. Other missions require an AUV to reach a specific objective, perhaps

after an extended traversal, and return to its starting place. Such systems are intended to serve a

human user who demands more continuous, quantitative information about size, shape. and location in

the real world.

3.3 ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW

So far. I have established that the models with which this thesis is concerned: (I) are analogic:

(2) are low-level: (3) use a volumeric primitive (two-dimensional variations using an area element are
also considered): and (4) use an absolute frame of reference. I have justified these choices mainly in
terms of the modeling applications-intelligent systems, the underwater environment, real-time

constraints, and so on. In later chapters I offer further substantiation in the context of particular
applications: but for now. I leave these issues and discuss the two remaining representational

components important to this work: feature vectors and spatial indexing.

Unlike the first four components just mentioned, which provide a constant and consistent
framework for all that tolluws, the last two depend on the modeling application, and even vary with the
different processing components of the same application. For that reason. I maintain a generality in
this section. the last devoted mostly to representational issues. I start with a description of a model as a

set of feature vectors that represent the environmental parameters of interest, then briefly discuss spatial
relationships and spatial indexing. Next. the flow of information from measurements to models is

considered. and the processing steps are formulated as a sequence of transformations in which vectors
are mapped from one representation to the next. In this section. I also develop a general notation used
for the rest of the thesis. With this as background. the rest of the chapter begins to focus on
processing-the other half of the representation/processing duality-and I offer more concrete

examples of modeling specific sensors.

3.3.1 Vector Modeling

A global model of an underwater region can be formed by dividing it first into regular cubical

volume elements. or voxels. If the division is fine enough. then one value can be given to any property
that we want to consider within each voxel. For example. to represent the distribution of acoustic

scattering strength over an underwater terrain. I use the ftature vector.

p - !t.x.y.z.p.a,
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where t is time, x, y. and z locate the voxel in 3-space: p is an estimate of how much sound energy

%ill be reflected back to a sonar receiver- and o.p expresses our confidence in that estimate.

The curly braces imply that you can also consider each vector as a set of features associated with

each small volume element: then. a model. or model vector, comprises a set of such feature vectors, for

example:

NI =

where: x = {x.y.z

a - ro.= F}

and X is an optical reflectance parameter, perhaps derived fron a scanning laser. A representation of

higher dimension might include camera images, temperature, salinity, magnetic field, and so on. As

above. I use bold typeface as a vector shorthand, and the bold. upper-case M denotes a global niodel.

By global model. I mean the set of all feature vectors over the region being modeled: a local model is

just some subset. It is consistent to consider a feature vector that describes a single voxel as a local

model: however. I use the term to designate larger subsets for specific purposes.

If we bound the region to be modeled and consider a fixed voxel size. then the model constitutes

a finite set. Also. I consider only digital representation and processing in this thesis (discrete notation

is used only occasionally for clarity), and that each feature has a finite resolution and range of possible

values. With these conditions, the size of the model is deterministic-the computer storage needed has

an upper bound determined by the range, resolution, and number of different features. These

conditions are not required absolutely in any of the development that follows, but the property of

determinism is useful because computational resource requirements can be forecast. I elaborate on this

point in later sections.

In the model vector above. I make all information explicit by including the spatial coordinates of

each voxel. For some types of processing, this is a convenient representation. For example. a poit

process, which requires no information about neighboring voxels. could operate on a list of feature

vectorq. Simple ihre~holding iq tch a process: the valhe of a feature at some point i,% compared %ith a

threshold value that does not depend on any other point. Conolulioti is a regional prow .3 point altier

are multiplied by coefficients that depend on spatial (temporal) relationships within a region.

For such operations it is usually more efficient to arrange the values in a spatially organized

structure such as an array. Though convolution can operate on a list. repetitious traversal% of the list

to identify neighboring voxels would be computationally burdensome. However. a three-dimensional

array is not the only choice to represent a three-dimensional model. As mentioned in Section 2.3.3. an
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Figure 3.1: Information flow for open-loop modeling.

array only provides a technique for spatially indexing the values associated with each voxel. The spatial

relationships are Implicit In the cellular decomposition; the spatial index may be Implicit in an array (by

virtue of spatial relationships among memory locations), or explicitly represented in a list of vectors.

For the computer implementations to be described in later chapters I maintain the global model

as a three-dimensional array of vectors. The choice is made for convenience and simplicity in

programming development, but other Indexing schemes are also applicable; the tradeoff is usually

efficiency against storage (I briefly mention the use of octrees in Chapter 7). For local models and

other intermediate representations. I use 2-D arrays, 3-D arrays. 2- and 3-D arrays of vectors, and

vector lists of different kinds. In each instance, the choice is one of convenience or efficiency.

Regardless of the underlying computer implementation. I use the explicit notation described above as a

reminder of the representational flexibility.

3.3.2 Open-Loop Modeling

In the Inst chapter 1 mentioned the closed-loop nature of concurrent modeling and rnfitining.

For the rest of this chapter, though. I consider the more straightforward problem of building a model

when position measurements are available. The information flow in a general. open-loop modeling

process is depicted in Figure 3. 1. The flow starts with a stream of measurements, which are filtered

by a state estimator before being passed to an event processor.
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I define a sensor event as a spatially or temporally contiguous set of measurements (or state

estimates). Considering a pulsed sonar, for example. an event starts with an outgoing pulse and

comprises the interval ending with the start of the next pulse. During that interval, the signal passes

through a region of space and may be scattered or reflected back to the receiver by one or more

targets. The boundaries of that region are mainly determined by the sonar's beam pattern and effective

range. and only within that space can we detect any features of interest. A pulsed-laser event is defined

analogously, and the derection envelope, which bounds the region in which information may be derived

from that event, encompasses an almost linear segment of space. The detection envelope ot a

temperature probe approaches a point, and an event comprises a single digitized sample.

I elaborate on events and detection envelopes in Section 3.4 and describe how events are

backprojected into the model in Section 3.5: but. for now. it is sufficient to picture a stream of

measurements and events from which a model is built. For an open-loop system, in which the sensors

are not under high-level control, there is usually a high-bandwidth. synchronous stream of data that

must be processed and incorporated into the model (or ignored). However. the processes that draw on

the model as a source of information-a display processor or path planner. for example-are driven hy

needs unrelated to the relentless flow of sensor data.

Functionally, the model can be cast as an intermediate representation that decouples high-

bandwidth, real-time sensors from the more asYnchronous processes that consume information. We

want an "expert" sonar process. driven by the hardware-determined data flow. to Ie able to build its

model independent of a display expert. say. that serves a human operator's changing information needs.

Rather than ignore the data if they are not considered immediately useful. they should be merged with

the model whenever available: the information may turn out to be useful in retrospect.

Our human sensory processes work similarly: often, we recall something seen or heard that

seemed unimportant when it was perceived in "background" mode. In fact. we are not consciouslh

aware of most sensory data: our attention is freed for more important foreground processing

However. I do not want to push this analogy too far: our own sensing and "modeling" is highly

parallel. and cannot to be matched by synchronous, serial processing on a computer. My point is that.

if machine sensory/model processing can also be formulated deterministically. in the same %ay as

modeling ,ttorage requirementi. then a dedicnmld tentnrv ,tuhqvqtem can free-rnn niqine the ln -level

model to buffer higher-level processes.

This functional partitioning can also facilitate the separation of an application's hard-are hae

into independent processing modules. For example. measurements can be filtered by a digital -ignal

processor. and state estimates streamed to a separate event processor. The e%ent procesor ma'

consider independent sensor events and generate a local model of each event as a %ector list to he
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manipulated by a global modeler. The global model might reside in shared memory where it is

accessible to other functions, or a dedicated feature extractor could service requests from higher-level

processes over a low-bandwidth communications channel. Such partitioning has provided the basis for

an application over a broadband network. in which sonar event vectors from an ROV operating at the

%%aterfront were received by a real-time display processor in the laboratory. half a mile away. I also

expect this kind of network configuration to become the norm in a shipboard setting. where many

scientists and engineers will share the enormous amount of data coming from a suite of high-resolution

sensors.

3.3.3 Mapping Feature Vectors Through Model Space

Before going on to specific modeling processes in the next sections. I discuss the data flow of

Figure 3.1 in more detail here. My reasons for doing so are to: give a perspective on the larger

modeling framework-the "big picture" -before elaborating on the pieces: and establish the

terminology and notation to avoid later distractions.

First. I adopt a vector representation of dimensionality high enough to accommodate all sensor

measurements and derived features over space and time. Using the notation outlined earlier, a feature

%ector has the general form:

V = lu0. ul ... . 1,1

Second. I consider a class of functions that map vectors through model space in a hierarchical manner.

Such a vector function is denoted as:

f = fo. f . ... fn

and a vector mapping can be expressed as:

w = f(vo.v 1 . . .. . . vn)

or: W= fo(vo) = fo(u 0 , u . . ul

w= fl(v,)

w = fn(vn)

and so on. As before, the set notation is used as a reminder that we are dealing with a deterministic

number of transformations. and all vectors and mapping processes can be enumerated. Otherwise. I
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have only maintained a generality that preserves an option to use the many mathematical. heuristic, and

engineering tools in a manner most suited to the application.

3.3.4 A Sonar Modeling Example

At this point. I leave the more general discussion and notation with a reminder that the

representation and processing to be formulated is largely suited to different sensors and modeling

applications. To clarify the issues, though. I give an example of building an acoustic model from sonar

data. In the rest of this section I describe the feature vectors and mapping functions of a sonar model

in a general manner, then give a detailed discussion of the modeling processes (mapping functions) in

the next two sections.

I consider a pulsed sonar that returns a continuous stream of discrete, intensity measurements.

and assume that position and attitude measurements are also taken at an appropriate data rate. I define

the .nasurement vector as:

P,, = 1t.x.i.cl.&.P.O

where: x {x.y.z}

To avoid notational complexity. I do not use the subscript m for all the individual measurements: the

meaning should be clear as indicated and the subscripts are assumed. As before. t is time: x is the

sensor's position in 3-space. and x is the first positional derivative, or translational velocity: at is a unit

vector defining the sensor look direction. and e is the look-angle velocity vector: p is the acoustic

intensity measured by the sonar, the primary sensor: and a bold p denotes the entire measurement

vector.

Here. all informatinn it etpliritlv repretented and paved to the ,tnte e-ttimnitor in the

measurement vector. the intensity is tagged with time. position, and attitude. I also express a neasi,.

of confidence. a. associated with each parameter. Normally. this would not he included with the raw

measurements. but more intelligent sensors could furnish such an error estimate as part of their

function. a, models the uncertainty in any absolute measurement of time. In a general case where
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information is contributed by multiple sensors using different time bases. perhaps from widely

distributed locations, it may be significant.

A state estimator then receives this stream of measurement vectors, applies a stale mapping

fititn. re" and generates a stream of state estimates. In this transformation. the outputs front nonideal

sensors corrupted by noise are combined with consideration to a physical model of the sensors and a

dynamic model of the system. For example. I apply a Kalman filter [Gelb. 1974]. a recursive.

stochastic estimator of the form:

Pe(t+) = fe(Pi(t).Pe(t -))

The plus and minus signs indicate that the new estimate, made just after a measurement is taken at time

t. is based on the previous estimate and the new measurement.

Measurements also may be smoothed (a weighted combination of earlier and later

measurements). Such smoothing introduces a delay but, if real-time constraints are not restrictive.

smoothing generally produces better results. Various approaches to smoothing and estimation have

been taken, deterministic and nondeterministic [Ge/b. 1974]. The received sonar signal is usually

filtered in hardware, but more filtering or processing might also be performed by the state estimator

(for example. thresholding in software to estimate the ranges of strong sonar targets). For this

example. the state estimate is:

P, = Jt.x.a.pxa}

Here. the first derivatives are ignored since they are only modeled to improve estimates of position and
heading. If Doppler effects were of interest. x could be included.

My development in this section so far has followed traditional methods. However. the event

processor, which I describe fully in the next section. reflects a new approach to mapping a state vector

(a function of time) into an event vector (a function of time and space). For now, though. I merely

denote the event napping function as:

Pk - fl,(l,.)

A simple form belies the potential for a complex transformation. Implicit in the event processor is an

expert's knowledge of the physical basis for that class of events. The event vector is given as:

Pk = 'X'P. 5l4
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All uncertainty-spatial, rotational, detection-has been merged into one parameter. a,. that expresses

a level of confidence in the estimate of p at each point in space and time. The subscript k denotes a

model vector of the kWh event (time is implicitly associated with an event).

The event vector is a model vector of the same kind discussed in Section 3.3. I. since it has been

mapped to a form that can be merged with a local or global model. In a sense, the event comprises a

local model of the event space defined by the sonar's detection envelope. In Section 3.5 1 describe

stochastic backprojection. the process by which events are aggregated, but indicate the modeling

transformation here as:

M k - fM(PkMk.I)

where: M k - IX.PMOM

This is a recursive process of the general kind described earlier. I would like to strengthen this

analogy by likening Pk to a "measurement vector" that is combined with the previous "state estimate."

Nik-. to generate a new estimate with information derived from the event. In all essential aspects. the

global model represents our current best estimate of the modeled parameters (state variables).

From the stochastic model. the feature extractor can derive a "deterministic" estimate of such

environmental features as shape. surface normals, acoustic scattering properties and so on. I give an

example of a feature mapping Jiinction in Section 3.6. I. and discuss other approaches in later chapters:

for now. I consider it as a "kit" containing tools of the general form:

F - rF(M)

This can be a computationally expensive step. asynchronously executed only as the application requires.

or a more economical operator applied concurrently as the model is built.

Again. the deceptively simple representation may obscure profound, domain-specific knowledge

imbedded in the function. However. the sensor-oriented, physical perspective on model building

presented so far should be distinguished from the evaluative or interpretive feature-extraction processes

that ti-e the model The latter may he cteiznri,ed n,% operatorR acting on intrin'ic proprrtiet of tlhe

model (image processing. pattern analysis) and those that bring to bear extrinsic knowledge (context.

prior data), adding information in the process.

I use the term feature vector in a broad sense to subsume all the previous vectors, but more

specifically to denote a derived type. For example. an estimate of the seafloor surface from pM' an

estimate of the surface scattering albedo. or some higher-level classification or display representation
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based on the two is considered to be a feature (of the environment) that may be inferred from the

model. In this example. I assume the model is used to estimate surface shape, and indicate the feature

vector is:

F

or: Z = f(x.v)

where Z is a two-dimensional terrain map that describes the distribution of depth over the modeling

region.

In summary. modeling vectors and mapping functions offer a consistent analytical framework for

the modeling representations and processes. The feature vectors given in this sonar example are:

p,. - t.X.iQL.P.CrJ

P, " t.X.Ct.P.dr

Pk t XP .%}P

M =X.pNtOM)

F xj

From each level, the transformations move generally toward a vector space of lesser dimension. more

germane to the application feature(s) of interest. In the next two sections. I use this same sonar

example to elaborate on the key processing elements represented by the Pnodelig Jinclions. fk and fM.

the event processor and the global modeler.

3.4 MODELING A SONAR EVENT

The central idea to be addressed here is the distribution of information in a one-dimensional.

time-varying signal over a three-dimensional volume. For an active sensor with one transmitter and

receiver (sonar. laser. or radar, for example). energy is projected into a region of space and may be

absorbed or reflected by one or more targets. Some portion of the signal may be returned to the

receiver after being attenuated or distorted by the medium and corrupted by noise. Passi'e senloi%

depend on a source of energy external to the system. perhaps originating from the target itelf (pati'e

sonar, infrared). For both. however, the signal received at any moment iq gencrrll% a suitimalion ol

the contributions from multiple sources or reflectors.

Because the received waveform is represented as a one-dimensional function of time. though the

sound energy has passed through a three-dimensional volume of space. there is an inherent ambiguity
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in localizing any target causing a return. Another kind of uncertainty arises since we may not detect

all targets. for example. if they reflect only weakly or direct energy away from the receiver. There is

also inaccuracy in our estimate of where the sonar is located and of the direction in which it points.

Acoustic noise. an inhomogeneous medium, and other statistical characteristics of the process further

diminish the information in the received signal.

Suppose we wanted to build a model of the spatial distribution of acoustic scattering in some

region. One thing such a model could tell us is the location of acoustic surfaces-the bottom, a

sunken ship. and so on. To match the cellular decomposition of space. the sonar's signal must be
mapped to a description that can be merged with the model. This will be a probabilistic spatial

distribution reflecting the uncertainties just mentioned. Because of the high data rates in many sonars.

the efficiency of such a process must be considered. By applying a series of constraints, the modeling

computation for each event can be reduced to a practical level for cost-effective field systems.

To examine the physical situation. I start from a version of the Sonar Equation [Hortoll. 1959:

Urick. 1975), a system design tool that expresses the relationships in an intuitive form. An energy

balance lets us write:

RL = PL + DIp - TLt + S - TLr + DIr

where: RL = receiver level

PL = power level

DI = directivity index

TL = transmission loss

S = scattering strength

and subscripts "t" and "r" denote transmitted and received (reflected) paths. The terms are

logarithmic, and noise and other uncertainty are ignored for the moment. The equation simply says

that the level of the transmitted signal (or energy) detected at the receiver will be proportional to the

power transmitted by an omnidirectional source. if you consider the directionality of the sonar

transducers, the attenuation of the medium, and the scattering properties of any targets in the region.

Given a phvtical model of the %onar (power level and directionnl rharnteriktict of the

transmitter), an acoustic propagation model (sound velocity, absorption. and spreading losses) pro ides

an estimate of how much energy will arrive at any point in space and time. If the scattering function of

a target at that location were fully known, we could also predict the time history of the detected signal

considering the receiving transducer's location and directional characteristics.
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Figure 3.2: Detection envelopes for a sonar event.

Starting the event, a transmitter at xt (refer to Figure 3.2) sends out a pulse of acoustic energy in

the direction t (m - |el.y| the direction cosines). After a time, the attenuated pulse reaches a

target at x.. which absorbs some energy and scatters the rest. Still later, this scattered sound reaches

xr, where there is a receiver pointing in the direction a.. This may be a different sensor, or the same

transmitting and receiving transducer, which has moved since the pulse was sent.

I assume that the medium is uniform, and that the only losses come from absorption by the water

and from spherical spreading as the sound moves away from the transmitter. This is a good

assumption over short ranges, but becomes less valid with increasing distance, as refraction and

multipath effects become important. In this homogeneous regime, though, we can talk about time and

distance interchangeably, since they are related by a constant speed of sound in water. Transmission

losses, become a simple function of time (or range). and the transformation from a time signal to a

spatial distribution is more direct. Now we can parameterize the Sonar Equation accotding to our

model of the physical system, and rearrange terms to give:

S(' .Xs) - RL(-:,Xr) - [PL(Txt) + Dlt('T,ott) + DIr(T.,) - TL(t)]
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where -r is elapsed time from the start of an event. The DI terms now represent the sonar beam

patterns, rotated to their look directions. In this treatment. I have ignored any directional dependence

of the scattering term-in reality, a complex function of transmitter and receiver geometry. In later

applications. I show this to be a reasonable assumption for many purposes: in other applications-

sidescan sonar. in particular-the assumption leads to ambiguous results. I discuss scattering and

reflection more fully in Chapter 6 but. for now. I model it as a simple target strength. with uniform

scattering in all directions.

The important thing is that the terms in square brackets capture all our knowledge of the sonar

system itself and of the medium in which it operates. I refer to this as the detectivirv. since it is a

measure of how strongly a target must reflect for it to be detected in the received signal. As long as

the position and direction of the sensors are known, the detectivity of any voxel can be calculated

directly: then the received signal can be used to infer something about the scattering distribution at any

point and time.

For a given sonar event, the time origin is set to coincide with the transmission of an outgoing

pulse of short duration. After the signal is transmitted. the source position and attitude become

irrelevant and can be disregarded. At some later time. say tr, the attenuated pulse is detected at the

receiver. Given the position of the transmitter at the time of the outgoing pulse and of the receiver at

time tr. but without regard to the directionality of the transducers. a single target causing the return can

lie anywhere on an elliptical surface of revolution. In a real situation, however, the signal may

represent the contributions from multiple targets. Under such circumstances, our knowledge of the

situation is limited to the summation of scattering strengths distributed over the surface. However.

there is other information that can be brought to bear-our model of the transducer beani patterns.

Considering only the transmitter, an envelope may be constructed beyond which a signal is

attenuated to such a point that it cannot be distinguished from noise. In other words. suppose the

position and attitude of the transmitter is fixed and the receiver is moved throughout space so that it is

always pointing directly at the source. In some locations the transmitted pulse will be detected. In

others it will not. The locus of all points at which the pulse is just detected will form a closed surface

beyond which we cannot derive any information from an event.

The boundaries are a function of power level, transmitter beam pattern, transmission loss. noise

level, and receiver characteristics, excluding the receiving transducer's directivity. By fixing the

receiving transducer and moving the transmitter through space. a receiver envelope is defined

analogously. Outside these surfaces. the possibility of detecting any passive reflector is nil. The

intersection of the source and receiver envelopes bounds a region from which a scattered return Must

have come: this is the detection envelope for the event. Combining this information with the detection
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time. any targets contributing to the received signal are constrained to lie on a surface patch of the

ellipsoid.

3.5 STOCHASTIC BACKPROJECTION

Considering the constrained surface patch, the signal received at tr is. in a sense, the three-

dimensional equivalent of the ray sum defined in Section 2.5.1 (see also Norton and Linzer (1979a. b]).

In the absence of noise, it is the integral of scattering strength over the surface, modulated by power

level, acoustic attenuation, and beam patterns:

g(tr.x) = fS P(Xt)U(tr)b(trX.o)S(tr,x)dS

where: S = surface patch

p = transmitted power

U = attenuation

b = composite beam pattern

s = scattering strength

This can be simplified slightly by noting that, for a short pulse, the power and location of the
transmitter are independent of time after the pulse is sent. Also, the attenuation is constant over the
surface since I assume a homogeneous medium. Finally, I assume a static environment in which the
point targets do not change position, and drop the time notation since we are only considering one

range Then:

g,(x) KrJ' sbr(x.a)s(x)dS

where the power and attenuation terms have been combined in the constant K. and the subscript r

denotes a particular range surface.

If we consider the entire signal for that event, it corresponds to a sequence of Surfaces. and the
time cienal with a -eqtience of qiirface inteernlc (or ,iimmntinn,. in thr dliccrele cnvel. Thik k i th-e-
dimensional projection over ellipsoidal surfaces, shaded by the beam patterns, or:

g(x") = KJ b(x".a")s(x")dS"
s.

where the double-prime notation indicates that the projections are taken over arbitrary translations and

rotations.
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With an ensemble of N such projections. not necessarily of equal spacing, we can formulate a

reconstruction problem as in Section 2.5.1: given the projection data gk(x"). k = 0. ...... N-I.

construct the original scattering distribution s(x). Important issues here are: (1) ellipsoidal surface

projections: (2) attenuation and shadowing; (3) beam-pattern effects: (4) reconstruction method: (5) the

role of uncertainty.

First. the curved range surfaces are inconsistent with most previous approaches to the

reconstruction problem. Other researchers [Das and Boerner. 1978; Demon et al., 1978: Rockmore et

al.. 1979: Rocknzore. 1981] circumvent the problem by approximating each surface as a plane. Norton

and Linzer [1979b] begin with a spherical geometry but make simplifying assumptions leading to

equivalent results. This leads to an analytical tractability but introduces some error. In the numerical

approach taken here. such an approximation is unnecessary. The curved range surfaces are modeled

exactly, except for some quantization error in the discrete cellular model.

Second. I assume implicitly that the distribution of targets is sparse enough that scattering at

close ranges does not prevent the signal from reaching targets further away (the weak scaerinx

assumption of Norton and Linzer [1979a. b]). This assumption is not always valid. For example. the

signal received from a down-looking sonar would not be meaningful beyond the bottom return. This is

accommodated easily (if the bottom can be detected) by ignoring the signal after the corresponding

time. Das and Boener [1978]. and Rockmore et al. [1979] also discuss this shadow boundary. In a

numerical approach. losses can be compensated at any range simply by inverting the assumed

attenuation function. the basis for TVG (analytically, it is more difficult, but Budinger and Gu1llberg

[1974] present several approaches).

Third. the beam-pattern also introduces a weighting of the surface integral. As such. a simple

inversion, like that applied to the attenuation. does not work here. At the boundary of a detection

envelope, the transducer's directional sensitivity approaches zero and an inverse compensation

approaches infinity. Obviously, this is the wrong way to look at it. Rockrnore [19791 also discusses the

problem but offers no definitive solution. Norton and Litizer (1979b] assume omnidirectional sensitivity

so beam-pattern effects are not considered. I take a heuristic approach described later in this section.

As discussed earlier, traditional reconstruction techniques rely on a fixed feometrv and reilnr

scanning pattern. An exception to this is the backpiojectiun (sunitation) method. thotitluh ifi,: 11,:10

formulated in that context. This is the approach I take to incremental modeling and denote it as:

N-1

MN = f(x")gk(x")/(N" K)
k-0
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xhere: N1 =xpap

and: f(x") is a beam pattern compensation function

In other words, the global model. MN. is formed by the backprojection and summation of N event

vectors. With no uncertainty, the general algorithm would go as follows for each event:

I. Isolate the volume defined by the intersection of the detection envelopes and form a list of \,oxels

ordered by discrete range surfaces.

2. For each range surface, compute the value of each voxel as the product of the inverse

attenuation and the received signal for that range, and apply a beam-pattern compensation

factor.

3. Backproject the list into the global model and sum the new values.

4. Normalize each accumulated value by the total number of operations on that voxel.

Other than formulating a more general numerical approach to the geometry. the main difference

here is that I have adapted the backprojection algorithm to satisfy the incremental modeling criterion

established earlier. A consequence of using this technique is the introduction of reconstruction

artifacts, as discussed in Section 2.5.1. However. as shown in the next chapter. the method produces

results that compare favorably with standard techniques.

Going now to the question of uncertainty, I first equate the beam-pattern ambiguity with

uncertainty introduced by attitudinal (or pointing) error. Strictly speaking, this is incorrect. In effect.

though. both sources of uncertainty limit our ability to localize a point target that contributes to a

received signal. For a single event, all we can say is that the target lies somewhere on a range surface.

Consider a very narrow-beam sensor-a laser, for example. With no attitudinal error. a point

target detected at some range can be localized unambiguously (or. at least, to within very tight bounds).

If we allow some error in sensor attitude, then the highest probability of the target's position lies on the

estimated axis of the beam. and the probability falls off away from the axis. At a given range. with no

raneing incertaintv. the localization probability function forms a range surface. That flinction is

equivalent to the convolution of the pointing-error probability densit function (pd) i i the zeivo,,

beam pattern, which approaches a delta function for a laser.

For a wide-beam sensor. the target causing a return also is most likely to lie near the axis of the

beam. My argument goes as follows: consider a sensor fixed in space. and a target of given scattering

strength moving along a range surface. At some angular distance away from the axis. the received

signal will fall below a threshold and the target will not be detected. That threshold may be set
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arbitrarily in the receiver, or it may be imposed as a floor level determined by noise. For another

target of lesser strength, the angular cutoff point will lie closer to the axis. If we assume a spatial

distribution of targets with a distribution of scattering strengths. then for any range surface, more

targets will be detected near the center. An assumption of fixed targets. and a distribution of events at

different look angles. produces the same conclusion by duality.

I contend this is a true proposition though it is derived purely by logical, physical arguments.

However. to establish a more concrete relationship between the received signal and any scatterers in the

region requires two missing pieces of prior statistical knowledge: (I) the spatial probability distribution

of point targets and (2) the probability distribution of scattering strengths among those targets. With

such information in hand, an application of Bayesian techniques might be used to generate a

localization pdf for each event: but for unexplored terrain, such information will not be available. Even

if long-term statistics had been compiled, the probabilities would be highly variable and dependent on

the direction in which the sensor was looking-at the bottom, at the surface, through the water

column.

To sidestep this problem. I use the normalized beam pattern itself for the localization function-

the boundary conditions are correct and it has the right general shape. With this assumption. an

angular localization Jimcrion (ALF) is formed by convolving the beam pattern with the pointing-error

pdf. Other assumed error pdf's are incorporated in the same manner. This includes any uncertainty

in position, range resolution, or timing. Error caused by ray bending or other distortion in an

inhomogeneous medium might be accommodated also. though the computational complexity could rise

significantly if these were modeled accurately.

Alternatively stated. the error pdf's are convolved with the detectivity. A physical interpretation is

that any uncertainty in position or attitude, for example, will tend to smear each surface distribution

through space and reduce our confidence in an estimate at any point. The outcome is that the surface

now corresponds to a thin volume of space. The pdf over that space. which I call the composile

IoealizafionJlisiction (CLF). is related to the likelihood that a point target at any voxel within-the space

contributed to the received signal at tr.

A final modification to the algorithm convolves the CLF with the hackprojected qignal. and

accumulates the CLF separately for normalization. In such a manner, the beam pattern ambiguity and

other sources of error are represented: and as error approaches zero and the beam pattern narrows, the

CLF approaches a delta function and the result becomes an incremental backprojection and summation.

The disadvantage of such an approach is that the more explicit error characterizations are combined in

a single measure of (un)certainty. However, this can be interpreted qualitatively as a measure of the

information content for each voxel. The advantage is computational efficiency. For high-resolution
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three-dimensional models, such a tradeoff-real-time performance against fidelity-may be acceptable.

Later chapters show the outcome of these assumptions. To summarize:

ha,(x") =b(x".(x")*h (e")

hlc(x", ) ==ha(x")*hX(x" )

N-IHN(X) Z E hk(X")

k-0

N-i
SN(X) - F, hck (X")*gk(x")/(K" HN(X))

k-0

MN(X) = {SN.HN}

where: b = composite beam pattern

h, = attitudinal error probability density function

hX  = positional error probability density function

hH - attitudinal localization function

h - composite localization function

HN = global certainty parameter

SN = global modeling parameter (acoustic signal)

MN = global model

We can see there are two competing forces at work here. The cumulative constraints imposed by

an unmodified backprojection method tend to sharpen the model, and compensate for the degradation

caused by the range-surface projections. At the same time, the model is filtered, or blurred, by

purposeful convolutions with the error pdf's. One might argue that the convolutions should be omitted

and a better model would result. Certainly a crisper model would be produced, but the quality would

be illusory: the convolutions explicitly represent our best estimate of uncertainty. For an autonomous

system, it is just as important to model the unknown as the known, and avoid unjustified assertions

about the world.

The advantage of filtering at this low level is that uncertainty can be represented more accurately

according to the cause, amount. and direction. Beam-pattern ambiguity and pointing error are

distributed over a curved surface. ranging error along the axis--each it in proportion to it- own degree

of uncertainty, and in the right spatial frame as it is incorporated in the model. The alternative of

filtering the finished model according to some average error-convolution with a symmetric (11atts"ian

kernel, for example-underestimates uncertainty in some directions and overestimates in others. The

argument holds also for the introduction of backprojection constraints in proper global coordinates, as

the model is built. To paraphrase Rockniore [19791. we should process theni threshold, or extract

deterministic conclusions from the model.
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The example used in this development is that of an active sonar, the bidynamic case where
transmitter and receiver are separate and in motion (after discussing the constrained surface patch at t,..

I dropped the time notation as a convenience). Yet. because of its generality-a numerical formulation

in the spatial (and temporal) domain-the method can be extended to passive cases (for a related

discussion, see Rockinore. 1979) and other sensing modalities. The physical model of an underwater

scanning laser, for example. could be formulated and substituted for the sonar model to produce similar

results. A tactile model. built with a robotic arm. is also feasible. My intent has been to develop a

general approach to incremental modeling largely independent of range. 'resolution, and sensor type.

3.6 GLOBAL MODELING

In this section, I give two hypothetical examples of sonar modeling that provide more elaboration

of the algorithms and notation applied to specific cases. In the first type. which I call a binary mnodel. a

profiling sonar returns a thresholded range to target. The model uses a normalized scattering

distribution representing the probability that a voxel is occupied. without regard to absolute target

strength. In the end. a binary decision is made on whether the voxel is empty or full. The second

example is that of a two-dimensional continuous model, the intensity map produced by a sidescan sonar.

In both examples, and in those of later chapters, I assume that the same transducer acts as transmitter

and receiver. This is usual in most applications, and is less burdensome computationally for modeling

simulation.

3.6.1 Binary Model

As an example. I consider a free-swimming vehicle with a down-looking, high-frequency (say.

500 KHz) profiling sonar that models a static terrain (refer to Figure 3.3). The sonar uses a plane

circular transducer as transmitter and receiver, returns a thresholded range to target. and has a

maximum range R,,,,>>50 m. For a reasonably stable platform and short return times (say. range <

50 m). sensor motion will be small during an event, and time variations can be neglected. I assume a

homogeneous medium. stationary white Gatssian noise in all measurements. and thit a Kalman filter

generates the state estimates. From the Sonar Equation:

S(x) = RL(x) - [0 + 2DI(a) - 2TL(r)]

Since the actual received signal is not available, the model is cast in a "normalized" form. FolloAing

earlier convention:
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Figure 3.3: Geometry for three-dimensional modeling.

PM {t.Xm.*mn'Cm.&m.R)

Pk- IXIPIaU,}, r <R + f(a), 0e c
S - JxS.O~}

z -IX

where: R - range return

r - Ix- x.1

e - Cos- I a, (x-x,)/r)

1,- detection-envelope half-angle

1c- composite- local ization-envelope half-angle

As before, pm and pe are the measurement and state vectors. The first derivatives of position and

attitude are only measured to refine the state estimates for xe and me. As indicated in the figure. a
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represents the direction cosines. I use the subscripts m and e to distinguish the position and look

direction of the sensor itself. The unsubscripted terms refer to parameters of each voxel. which vary as

the calculations are performed throughout the localization envelope. Accordingly, x gives the absolute

coordinates of a voxel: r is the range to a voxel from the estimated sensor location: z is a unit vector

from die estimated sensor location io a voxel: and e is the angle between the sensor look direction and

the unit vector to a voxel.

For a plane circular transducer, the beam pattern can be modeled as a first-order Bessel function

parameterized by transducer diameter and acoustic wavelength (Urick, 1975). The detection-envelope

half-angle. eb. is taken at the second null so the first sidelobe is modeled. The composite-localization-

envelope half-angle. Gc. is defined as the angular extent of the compositc localization function. after E),
is blurred by the error pdf's. aK comprises the main diagonal of the covariance matrix for a discrete

steady-state Kalman filter. Z is a surface depth map. a feature extracted from the global scattering

model. S. The mapping functions are:

fe = hK (Xm'xm).l1K ( m'.&m).gR(r) 'eK

r<R

gR = r = R
' undefined, r > R

hK = Kalman filter

fk = {fxrc g,.r )-cr )}

fX = Xe + rat

&. - hc(r.O)*g (r)

hc - G(or)*G(o,)*b(e)

I -e-v r. r < R
g,= e-'°r. r = R

I,0.5. r>R

G(a) = normalized Gaussian distribution

CY = range variance

c = composite range variance := GR+ lax

oo  = composite angular variance = a= + loa,/R,,g

R8VI = average sonar range := R- 1x/4

v = normalized signal parameter := e -"RmOx = 0.5
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IM= )x'f(Pk.Skl).fH(orp. OSk )

f l t = C'P "1 aO S k -I

fS ' (Pkap +Sk-l)/'Sk

fF =l {t(z.S)}

h, - zS(z)/ ESm. s>sT

z.O z-O

ST - scattering threshold a0.7

Z= number of voxels along depth axis

In practice. we want to avoid the computational expense that would be incurred if all convolutions

were performed for each event. There is another assumption that reduces the computational cost to a

practical level-for stationary noise the error pdf's are constant. And because the detectivitv is also

fixed for a specified sonar system and medium, some convolutions can be precalculated numerically.

By taking advantage of axial symmetry, the real-time computational load can be lightened even more.

For an axially-symmetric sonar beam. h. is precalculated at the beginning of a computer

program. and accessed from a lookup table indexed by the angular offset. 0. of a voxel from the beam

axis. The translational convolutions are resolved into axial (o.) and radial (vq) components at some

average range. If the radial convolution is incorporated in the lookup table, we are left with a one-

dimensional convolution along the sonar axis. This is an inexpensive operation in a three-dimensional

world, and can be carried out on the time signal for each event.

Note that the modeling process is almost entirely deterministic with these assumptions. Except

for the one convolution, the modeling has been reduced to an ensemble of point processes. Neglecting

the one-dimensional convolution, the processing load is a function of the number of voxels

encompassed by each event. The actual processing load for each event depends on the returned range.

but the computational expense is only O(R 3) (the requirements could be intich worse for a three-

dimensional implementation). In fact. this still lrt, us place an upper hound on computntion. since

the maximum range is limited.

The normalized signal. g,. represents a heuristic extrapolation of the received signal. The v'ltie

ranges between 0 and 0.5 at ranges less than R. and between 0.5 and 1.0 at R. Here the normalized

signal is interpreted as the probability that a given region of space contains a target. For ranges less

than R. the signal is below some threshold (normalized to 0.5). and the corresponding volume of space
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is probably unoccupied by any significant scatterers. For a value of 0.5. uncertainty is greatest and the

odds are even that a voxel is empty.

The normalized signal parameter is defined with respect to the maximum range-the distance at

which the signal is masked by ambient noise and no information can be extracted. At shorter ranges.

the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is greater and the probability of detection increases. The approach is

similar to that taken by Mo'a,'ec aud ElJ,'s [1985], except that a S/N-dependent uncertainty is explicitly

represented.

The depth map. Z=f(x.y). is a single-valued function over a two-dimensional grid. The depth is

estimated as the first moment of S on a vertical column-by-column basis, for values of S greater than

an arbitrary threshold (see Section 4.2). With a downward-looking sonar-largely incapable of

detecting overhangs or vertical scarps-this is a reasonable approach. For fully three-dimensional

geometries, a more sophisticated technique would be needed to extract surface features from the

probability distribution. I discuss this further in the next chapter, and use simulation results to clarify

the process.

3.6.2 Continuous Model

In this next example. I look at an uncalibrated near-bottom-towed sidescan sonar (refer to Figure

3.4). which applies an "unknown" time-varying gain (TVG). and returns a digitized signal. The

system operates in the medium-frequency band (say. 20 KHz) with a range of several kilometers. In

this regime. ping cycles are on the order of 10 s and platform motions can degrade the received signal.

In particular. I assume pitch and roll stability, but excessive yaw. and formulate a corrective gain. A

to-dimensional model is used. and the planar-bottom assumption is applied for slant-range correction.

As before. I assume a homogeneous medium, stationary white Gaussian noise. and a Kalman filter for

state estimation. From the Sonar Equation:

S(,t.x) = RL(-c.x) - [0 + 2DI(1.,) - 2TL(r)]

Like the previous example. a calibrated signal is unavailable. However, with several assumptions. the

,onar onitt can he ca-t in a normalied form for modeling. The modeling vector-c are:

m= *t.'Xm.Xm'tm'a'm "8

6e  = )'. .Xe.- ae. 6. a,,

6k = x.6. :. r < R,nMX+f(oR). e < e .

S = x.$.%l

I = is;
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Figure 3.4: Geometry for two-dimensional modeling.

where: x - {xy;

L- {( }1

r = c-r/2

c = local speed of sound

6 - demodulated sonar signal

For a rectangular source, the along-track beam pattern can be modeled as a sinc function
(sin(x)/x) parameterized by transducer length and acoustic wavelength [Urick, 1975]. As before, the

detection-envelope half-angle is taken at the second null, and aK comes from the Kalman-filter
covariance matrix. The feature vector, 1, directly corresponds to the model, an uncorrected Intensity

map. The mapping functions are:

-g w (hK(xm,im),hK(Qm'Am).,a6'V

fk - {t',(r.a).&:(r,O),hc(rO)0
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f" = xt + z[r 2-a] .
g = ht.(r.O)*g 6 (r)

h.= G(GR)*G(o=)*b(e)

6= gN(dQ)hN(.k)Sjk

hNjk= r0o/ik, 0 < j~r < R,,,,,

rIlk = K&k+('l-K)Sjk-I' k*0. O<K<l

VIJo = 6jo

gN = ((dQ)*OI (dQ) (Ob1-dg)

T(e): = b(e)*b(e)

d = tan" t 'I

Ar= discrete range increment

j = range index

x= position at transmit time

O= heading at transmit time

a = altitude over bottom

O = normalization constant

K = filter constant

fM= X'fs(6 kSk-I)'fH(or&Sk-j)I

fs= (6korb +Sk-10/0Sk

rF !S-

With a few exceptions, the development and notation are the same as in the previous example.

The slant-range correction uses the standard assumption that the seafloor is generally planar. and at an

average distance below the sonar equal to the measured altitude (derived from a separate sonar altimeter

or bottom-detect time from the sidescan). This is not always a good assumption (discussed further in

Chapter 6). but it allows some correction for the imaging geometry. I also drop the translational-error

convolutions under the assumption that the relative positioning between neighboring ping locations is

good. For towed imaging purposes. this relaxation is appropriate to the application.
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Before mapping the sonar signal into model space. two corrections are applied. The function hN

is an adaptive normalization that helps compensate for attenuation and average grazing angle for each

range hin. A static TVG. built into the system, is based on average conditions-towing altitude.

acoustic attenuation, bottom scattering strength-and will be less than optimal for specific conditions.

The "time" constant. K. controls the rate at which a simple recursive filter estimates average signal

strength at each range. This is inverted and multiplied by V10. chosen to maintain the normalized signal

in a convenient range for display or digital recording.

The second correction comes from a simplification of the bidynamic formulation of Section 3.4.

With one transmitireceive transducer and no sensor motion, the received signal is weighted by the

product of the beam-pattern sensitivities integrated over a range surface-for a finite pulse width. this

defines a surface area of the bottom. For a short pulse length, though. the same bottom area (for a

given range surface) is ensonified regardless of the transducer's motion after the pulse is transmitted.

Assuming a small angular displacement. the received signal is attenuated because (I) the intersection of

detection envelopes (bottom scattering area) is smaller, and (2) the integral of the beam-pattern product

is reduced.

The reduction in scattering area is linearly proportional to the angular displacement. The

attenuation caused by the beam patterns is proportional to the ratio of the beam-pattern integral at the

displaced angle to that at a zero displacement Considering the integrals at all possible displacements.

this is simply the convolution of the beam pattern with itself. Then the correction function gN can be

precalculated numerically and indexed b, the relative yaw. dN. and applied to the recei~ed signal. An

implicit assumption is that the sensor translation is small with respect to a range arc. which is

reasonable for such a long-range sonar. The signal is then backprojected onto the plane into the area

defined bv the transmit detection envelope.

3.7 SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT POINTS

In this chapter I have presented a broad concept of modeling underwater, provided an analytical

framework for considering different sensor models, and described two hypothetical examples to clarify

the ideas. The basic philosophy that guided this development is outlined in Sections 1.5 and .1. 1. and I

do not reiterate it here. However. to summarize a few important ideas emphasized in this chapter:

Stochastic backprojection comprises two competing forces: sharpening introduced by

accumulating constraints, and blurring from the explicit representation of uncertaintyv
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Cumulative constraints come horn the redundant information available from modern high-

bandwidth sensors, and can be combined with an incremental summation algorithm.

l'h- explicit representation ot un certaintv is important to avoid unjustified assertions about the

%%orld. particularly tor an intelligent autononlous syStem.

By combining physical and sensory data at a low level of representation. high level processes

can avoid information overload: process then threshold.

A low-level model can serve as an intermediate representation that decouples high-bandwidth

sensory processors from more asynchronous information extractors and consumers.

Tradeoffs of fidelity against real-time performance are inevitable and acceptable for high-

resolution three-dimensional modeling.

Model size and processing load can be bounded, and processing resource requirements can be

forecast. The actual processing load is on the order of the range cubed.

By partitioning algorithms into preprocessing and real-time components. computational

performance can he enhanced to suit cost-effective field systems.
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Chapter 4

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

Several computer simulations were developed early in this research to scrutinize first nssumption%

and to focus on important issues. Simple representations of active sensors with random noise

components were used to generate measurement vectors for processing by an event modeler. Most

simulations are of sonars. though the effect of a narrow-beam sensor (laser) was examined in a few

cases. Figure 4. 1 shows a data-flow diagram for the modeling system. Except for the positioning

component inside the dashed lines, the same process was also tested on field data (the results are given

in Chapters 5 and 6).

The three-dimensional cone in Figure 4.2 is a simple model vector that shows the probability

distribution for a binary sonar event. The higher probabilities denote a greater scattering strength.

corresponding to a strong sonar return at that range. Because of the uncertainty discussed earlier, the

range- surface is smeared over a volume. The lower probabilities represent a region of space through

which the sonar pulse has passed without detecting any targets. The scattering prohability decreases

toward the axis of the beam and closer to the sensor hecause the sonar*s signal-to-noise ratio i% higher

there.

The next sections show the results of several different kinds of simulations. First. simple two-

dimensional geometries are used to demonstrate basic properties of the backprojection approach, in

Scf'cinn 4 2. -everil three-dimenqional hinnrv similation how the effect (f nirteling natoirn1 terr-nitiw

and regular geometric features over different ranges of uncertainty. The next se.tion d.nui iltc

terrain-relative positioning using a stochastic model. The chapter concludes with a summary of

simulation results and important points.
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Figure 4.2: Probability distribution for a sonar event.

0,- 12"

(Ft- 2.5 units

The two functions are chosen purely for computational convenience. The formulation for he produces

a cosine-like "beam pattern" 240 wide. The ideal, normalized signal received by the sonar and the

composite modeling function are specified as:

I. r<R

0. R < r < ROx
-c~rO', (r)

The mapping functions, fk and fM, are identical with those of the examples in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.

First. consider the isoal appronch. At position x, (refer to Figure 4.3). the sensor emitq n iol e

of energy in the direction cc. offset from the center where the point target lies. A threshold is applied

to the received signal, and the target is detected at range R. Thouglh the return may have come from

any point on the range arc shown in the figure, a simple deterministic assumption fixes the position at

x;i. directly on the sensor look axis. At a later time, the sensor sends a pulse from x2 in the direction

M2, and another target is assumed at Xs2.
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Figure 4.3: Omnidirectional reconstruction: scanning geometry.

If the sensor traced a path around the circle, and emitted regularly spaced signals. the locus of

all assumed target positions would form a small circle (dashed line) around the target location. I have

assumed a regular scanning pattern and a fixed angular offset from the center, but a similar result

would occur for a less regular geometry-an irregular closed shape, or a scattered cloud of assumed

locations. My point here is that a simple deterministic approach (threshold then process) can easily

lead to erroneous conclusions. A higher-level process that attempts to make sense of the target

distribution, with no model of the sensor. might assume either one large target or several small targets.

Figure 4.4 shows the stochastic model after the first event at x, has been backprojected (only the

central region-800 X 800 pixels-is shown). Here, the global model is identical with the model of

that first event. The target-localization probability is distributed along a range arc, and smeared over a

finite area. But there is other information now in the model-the region through which the signal has
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Figure 4.4: Omnidirectional reconstruction: one event.

Figure 4.5: Onmidirectional reconstruction: two events.
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passed is indicated as probably empty, with a degree of probability that depends on the detectivity at

each grid cell. For a free-swimming vehicle, this kind of information is equally Important. for

example, to plan a path through the region. In this model, the information is explicit, and does not

require a consideration of all objects in a database to establish that indirectly.

I The model also represents our lack of knowledge about the area. For example, the region

neighboring the range arc has transitions from low probabilities to high. Here. cells have values near

0.5. and uncertainty is greatest. With an insider's view of the simulation, it is easy to see for those

pixels that uncertainty is associated with the axial and angular error. However. the area outside the

detection envelope is an unlaown region, simply because the sensor has not sampled there. The

importance of modeling such ignorance explicitly is that it can be used to guide the development of

strategies to fill in information gaps. I mention this again briefly in Chapter 7.

In Figure 4.5. an event at x2 has been backprojected and combined with the first. Compared

with Figure 4.4. the two localization distributions along the arcs have been decayed, and the

intersection, where the target lies, has been relatively enhanced. The star-shaped artifact of the

summation method (described in Section 2.5. 1) is analogous to the crossed target-ray sums at this step.

However, these rays represent a finite probability that other scatterers may still be located along the

arcs. Real objects, with complex scattering properties, may become effectively invisible with only a

small change in look direction.

In a sense, the model of Figure 4.5 gives the graphical equivalent of a navigator's two-point fix.

Such an analytical solution can also contain an error estimate, though the geometry might be

troublesome. As more returns accumulate, however, the analytical model grows in size and

complexity, and an exact solution is unlikely to be maintained. Similarly, object- or feature-based

models expand as more data arrives. In theory, the eventual size is unbounded as more objects are

found and detail increases. Computation can grow exponentially if new features must be compared with

or fitted to a rising number of those already part of the model.

In this, at least, the stochastic model is deterministic. For a given world space. the model's size

is fixed by the desired level of detail, and is independent of the information it eventually comprises.

Computationally. processing time is. hounded and can he forecast accurately for a specified sensor and

resolution. Though there is variation from event to event-the number ol ,oxels in a sonar en.elupe is

O(R3)-real sensors have practical limitations. Worst-case limits can be formulated directly, and

average processing load can be established for most scenarios.

Figure 4.6 shows the convergent model after a full circular scan at 20 increments. The target

has been localized accurately and the remaining area characterized as empty. In this example. the
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Figure 4.6: Omnidirectional reconstruction: convergent.

sharpness of the probability peak at the target is conditioned mainly by ar, the range uncertainty.

Here, the model represents the point-spread function, or Impulse response, of a two-dimensional

stochastic backprojection for this parilcular scanning geometry and composite localization function.

The response is no longer proportional to I/r2 (see Section 2.5. 1), but shows a ringing caused by the

finite-length ray sums along the range arcs. The effect Is a direct result of convolving the beam pattern

with each ray. This Is not a consequence of the stochastic formulation; rather, It is a reflection of

physical reality-the sensor itself only samples over a finite surface.

Though best results are achieved with scans from many look angles, this is impractical (or

impossible) for most applications. Figure 4.7 shows the more plausible case of a platform moving

along a straight-line trajectory with a fixed, downward-looking sensor. The geometry is similar to that

of a profiling sonar aboard a ship or towed platform as it is used to conduct a bathymetric survey. The

"bottom" represented here is intended to show the ramp response for this geometry.

The model in Figure 4.8 shows the result of a simulation using the same parameters from the

previous example, except that Oc - 6" (12" "beam pattern") and g Is undefined for all r>R (the

signal beyond the shadow boundary is ignored). The sensor is at a fixed altitude 380 units above the
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Figure 4.7: Down-look reconstruction: scanning geometry.

upper plateau and 760 units above the bottom floor, and samples at a spacing of 4 units. Only the

lower part (800 X 400 pixels) of the model Is shown.

Figure 4.9 compares the stochastic surface estimate with a simple deterministic estimate and with

the actual surface. A surface profile de, i,ed from the model is estimated as the first moment, as

described in section 3.6. i: the deterministic estimate is taken as the locus of all points on the look axis

at thresholded ranges, as described in the previous example. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show a similar

comparison of the impulse responses. In this simulation, the sensor is at an altitude of 780 units above

the floor, and 460 units above a single point target.

In the two simulations, both estimates are biased because of the sensor beam pattern. The flit

bottoms are determined correctly, but along the ramp and near the point target a return comes from off

axis. However. the stochastic estimate shows less error, since overlapping detection envelopes

incrementally constrain target positions. In this simple example, the stochastic estimate gives a
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Figure 4.8: Down-look reconstruction: ramp response.
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Figure 4.9: Ramp response: surface estimates.
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Figure 4.10: Down-look reconstruction: impulse response.
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Figure 4.11: Impulse response: surface estimates.
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continuous bottom with a broadened "pulse" around the target. Other estimators could recognize a

range discontinuity and segregate target and bottom. This point is discussed briefly in Chapter 7.

The three examples just given range from a best-case reconstruction to a worst-case. Where the

sensor is able to view a target from many directions, information is maximized and the convergent

model approaches a point estimate. In the ramp simulation, the surface is at an oblique angle to the

look axis. and there is an overlap between successive detection envelopes at different ranges. The

impulse response for this geometry shows the least favorable case. There is only one look direction

and little overlap at different ranges.

4.2 OPEN-LOOP MODELING

In the previous section, the examples are contrived to show basic properties of the backprojection

formulation without much regard to real-world considerations. The next examples focus on modeling a

three-dimensional environment with more realistic constraints. In a typical simulation. I model a free-

swimming underwater vehicle with a down-looking sensor. To maintain a perspective of independent

events and to avoid any bias from a regularized platform trajectory, positions and attitudes are generated

randomly. but are constrained to lie in a volume above the terrain, with a directional axis falling inside

a downward-pointing cone.

Relief maps-regular two-dimensional arrays of depth-give the simulator a basis for generating

sensor returns. Figure 4.12 shows a perspective view of a relief map used for the first simulations.

Here. the intent is to model a natural "underwater" terrain, though in others a regular geometry is

introduced. For all simulated events, a model vector is generated by "growing" a detection envelope

around the directional axis outward from the sensor. Specular effects are ignored and the intersection

of the depth map with any voxel on a range surface increments a counter corresponding to the time axis

at that range. The first counter to exceed a threshold of "hits" or scatterers is returned as range to

target. Noise-corrupted position, attitude, and range values constitute a simulated measurement vector

passed to the modeler.

Simltionq wted in early the-tis rerearch incnrporate a v'riant of the lav ,m'ec-F/0'6e (lR ]

technique. which is extended to three dimensions, augmented by explicit consideration ot positioning

and pointing error, and given a S/N dependence on range. The binary formulation is similar to that of

Section 3.6.1. except that the model vectors are:

Pk = {X-1l.P}

S - {X.l,*s}
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Figure 4.12: Mount St. Helens terrain database.

and the mapping functions are:

fk {fx(rot),l.g,(r, )}

fM IXfa(ap .Skt)}

{P +O Sk- 004l ,  a ,O'Sk-l > 0

fH - op 4 OSk
0

, VS Ok.I < 0
OFP +Sk. -I + PoSk.!' op.'k-i < 0

The l's above indicate that the normalized scattering strength is implicit in the model, which comprises

a single array of probability values. In practice, the probability values are maintained as unsigned

bytes, and scaled to the range -I < s< + I for combining.

The combining function, fH, is a variation of the MYCIN formula (Shorliffe. 1976). except that

the term I - minfll 11I1Sk. 1] (see Section 2.4) is omitted for probabilities with different signs. my

original reason for differing with the Moravec-Elfes approach was mainly to avoid the extra memory
requirements for maintaining separate arrays of Occupied and Empty probabilities. This seemed an

artificial distinction, since the two are related to the same sonar signal by a threshold value. For like
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Figure 4.13: Terrain modeling simulation with low error.

Figure 4.14: Terrain modeling simulation with high error.
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Figure 4.15: Probability plane: sparse data.

reasons, I omit intermediate steps used by Moravec and Elfes that treat the values asymmetrically

(Moravec [1987a. b] has evolved the approach In several ways and, for example, now uses a Bayesian

formulation).

Figure 4.13 shows the result of simulating an active sensor with eb- 3 ° . cO- I
. C R-1.5.

ox-{0.{O.0), using a model size 128,128,32). Here, there is no translational error, and moderate

range and pointing error. Measurement noise is simulated by calling a random-number generator,

scaling the returned value according to the selected uncertainty value, then adding that error to the

exact "measurement" value from which the simulated range return is derived.

The output of the simulation (lower left) bears a faithful resemblance to the original (upper

right), with only a small loss in sharpness because of poor sensor resolution. Figure 4.14 shows the

restult of a imilar rin with the same parameters. escept a1 , - 3.,3.11, The utnfiltered rendering

(lower left) has beeni degraded significantly by the large horizontal positioning error, equivalent to

about ± 10% of the terrain's full vertical relief. However, a spatially-filtered version (upper left) shows

that the low-pass representation still corresponds well with the original (right). Experimentation with

different ranges of error verifies a graceful degradation with increasing cr.
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Figure 4.16: Probability plane: 6* sonar.

Figure 4.17: Probability plane: scanning laser.
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Figure 4.18: Probability plane: convergent.

Planar cross sections through the probability distribution (os(X,y,z), for example) show a

"fuzzy" surface boundary, whose thickness depends on error and sensor resolution. The overall effect

on the stochastic surface estimate is similar to that of a three-dimensional low-pass filter, a result that

may be anticipated from the recursive formulation. Figure 4.15 shows one such cross section taken

from an early stage of the low-error simulation. Here, the model comprises 1000 events (if we assume

I unit - I m. then a sonar working at scaled ranges would have been scanning for less than a

minute).

In Figure 4.16, the model is at an intermediate stage of development (10.000 events), and the

surface distribution is more complete. For comparison. Figbre 4.17 shows a model at the same stage.

but a scanning laser is simulated (Ob-O). As discussed earlier, the upper region where as-0.5 is

unknown, because the sensor has not sampled there; the lower region of mid-probabilities is

unknowable. because this sensor cannot see beyond the shadow boundary. It the signnl %kere

considered after the strong surface return, then the corresponding volume would be modeled incorrectly

as a low-scattering region, and probably empty. The consequences would be undesirable for a path

planner trying to find a route through the mountain's "hollow" interior.
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Figure 4.19: Probability plane: horizontal.

ST0.5------ Unobservable

Empty Cnj

Figure 4.20: Probability profile (generic).
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Figure 4.21: Convergent probability histogram (generic).

In Figure 4.18. the model comprises 32,000 events and has converged to a probability

distribution that changes little If more events are considered. Figure 4.19 shows a horizontal plane

through the convergent model, taken at floor level in the volcanic crater. If we consider a line through

this plane, starting at a model boundary and ending at the center, a probability profile is generated as

in Figure 4.20. The stochastic surface estimate is associated with the peak in the profile and might be

taken as the mode or the first moment. In practice, the profile is often more ragged because of coarse

voxel size and random error, so I use the first moment. The scattering threshold (see Section 3.6. 1).

ST, is chosen empirically to compensate for asymmetry in the profile when an estimate is made.

If we consider a generic histogram of probability values for such a convergent model, it appears

as in Figure 4.21. With no events, the histogram consists of a single Impulse at as= 0. 5 . As the

model evolves, peaks begin to form at 0 and I. and sharpen as more information accumulates. The

relative sizes of the peaks depend on the environment and on the choice of reference frame. For

example, if the vertical origin were fixed far below average surface level, the model would encompass a

large unohiervahle region and the central mode would dominate. An environment with muich detnil

and surface area would show a larger peak near s - i . In chapter 7, I discuss how such features

might be used to characterize the model and the environment, and to measure convergence.

Figure 4.22 shows another horizontal plane through the model, taken closer to the base of the

mountain. The high-probability area is enlarged because the surface slope is closer to being parallel
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Figure 4.22: Probability plane: interpolated and bit-clipped.

with the plane. The plane is bilinearly interpolated and the Image uses a bit-clipped (iterated) color

scale to help make two observations. First, the continuous fringes between high- and low-probability

areas indicate a high probability gradient, which makes a distinction between the two easier to make

computationally. Second, the fringe continuity, at a scale much finer than the coarse voxel size

(compare with Figure 4.19). suggests that surface estimates may be valid (certainly they can be made)

at subvoxel resolution.

The artificial relief map shown in Figure 4.23 introduces a regular geometry so modeling effects

can be seen more readily. Figure 4.24 shows the result of simulating a towed mapping platform with a

downward-looking sensor. The track spacing is 4-units, range measurements are taken at 4-unit

intervals, and the platform maintains a (smoothed) altitude of about 20 units over the bottom. The

modeling parameters are: ej,= 1.50. as - I *. oR= 1.5. o- 10.0,0). model size (256.256.641. Results

are good, with little loss in fidelity other than high-frequency detail. Figure 4.25 shows a second

simulation with the same configuration, except eb- 6 ° and ox,,{I1lI1. The main effect here is

caused by the larger beam width. A comparison with Figure 4.23 shows that the featnres have I-ren

broadened horizontally, similar to the impulse response of Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.23: Perspective view of seascape relief map.

Figure 4.24: Low-error, 36-beamwidth seascape model.
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Figure 4.25: Moderate-error, 12°-beamwidth seascape model.

4.3 CLOSING THE LOOP

The simulations just described, and the real data sets treated In Chapters 5 and 6, all investigate

model formation and evolution. This thesis focuses on that aspect, since It lays a foundation for

higher-level processes that extract information from a model. I have alluded to such uses as obstacle

avoidance and path planning, but see an important application in terrain-relative (geonhysical)

navigation. In this section, I describe the results of two series of simulations that use a stochastic

model directly for positioning. The simulations were conducted early in this thesis research to verify

that such an approach is feasible.

The first simulation models a free-swimming vehicle that moves about the artificial seascape of

the Inqtt two examplei. A% a hnqi for fixing its position, it uses a prior prohnbilitv model from the

second simulation, where 19,- 6 ° and a.- { 1,1,1). The free-swimming vehicle follows the same ttaL.k

as the towed vehicle and samples at the same horizontal spacing, but flies at a (smoothed) altitude of

about 10 units. Here, though, the sensor scans horizontally at angular intervals of 6. with el,- 1.56.

oe -I* . and aR- 1.
5 units.
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For each circular scan, a local model. I4.. is constructed from events in the scan: the

subscripts indicate that the local model comprises , eents (n-bO) starting with de kdh , The evets are
not combined. but maintained as a list of voids. where #4 is dhe number of vo ls in the list. To

estimate the %chicle's position atr each scan. the local model is correlated with die global model over

a range of t2 units such shai:

C -=, t *.j)O 5  .M. - , >0.5. -2 S i.j S +2

AX -- P.A where CS = malIcno

To cakulate the sum at each offset (i.j). the list is traversed aind. If of >0.5 (in other words. it

corresponds to a probable target). the probability product is accumulsed: otherwise. the next Voscl in

the list is considered. The esdimated position correction. A. Is taken as the offset at which the sum of
the products is greatst.

For this simulation. the scan correlations. C,(a). are shown in Figure 4.26. where the color

table is given in scle integer units (0< o, .S< 255)). A comparison with Figure 4.27 shows that the

highest correlations am associated with areas of lower relief. There are no surprises bere-It shows

only that more targets are detect while the vehicle flies at greater depths. As the vehicle moves over

the higher-relief features, there are fewer surrounding objects at hat scan altitude.

Figure 4.23 shows the absolute position estimation error. lIal. for the same run. There is less

dependence on the terrain, which suggests that only a few returns are needed to get reasonable position

fixes. However. there is a trend toward higher error along the edges of the model and in the corners.
At these locatons, there are fewer targets and they generally lie in a narrow sector toward the center.

The geometry is less favorable than for an omnidirectional target distribution, and such results may be

anticipated. In the central quadrant (64 S x S 191). the root-mean-square (rms) error is computed as

1.6 units. If we use the scale I unit - 20 cm. then the rms positioning accuracy is about 30 cm for a

region 30 m on a side.

A q"rofnd qfcrie. of qimiolatinnq its the htame vehirle. model. and canning pmramerte (nlohding

noise), but generates a random walk in the t. y. and z directions. Starting at the center ol the model.

x - 1128.128.32. a scan is taken, a position difference is calculated using the same correlitinn

technique. and the perceived location is estimated as:
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F~gme 4.26. Scan correlaos for suocbsul positioning.

Figure 4.27: Depth map of artificial seascape.
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Fllgre 4.28: Navipation error for stochastic positioning.

Cqk- ' tOo(X.l.yk.+j)s(x.y). eo >O.S. -4 S iJ S +4

Ahz:- 4I.j} where Cak - mrax||C))

1, - r-(w) + k-

where: xk - perceived position

X,% - actual position

,W - 14.4.l)

The vehicle Is assumed to have a sensor for measuring depth, and only horizontal position

etfimat are cnnqidered. The random piwlItnnlng off.set are generated a. dscribed earlier for noite.

After each scan, the new position estimate is simply the sum of the last estimate and the estimated
correction. Actual positions are used to generate the scan measurements, and are unknown to the

correlator and estimator. For the parameters above, the simulation runs for several hours with absolute

position error less than 9 units. With more noise or larger ow .the position error increases without

bound after a few iterations (the simulation stops if xk exceeds the model boundary).
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As in the previous example. performance is sensite o noise and other uncertainty, and depends

on the terrain itself. This simulation is intended so show that such terrain-relaive positioning is

plausible using the stochastic model directly However. in one sense this is a worst-case scenario.

since a real stem would likely be equipped with inertial or %elocity, sensors, and would have a model

of platform dynamics o help estimate position changes. In another sense. it is an ideal case because a

prior (stochastic) model is available. However. a concurrent approach so modeling and positioning can

be reformulated with the correlation technique described above. I will describe an unimplemented

approach that uses a variation of fidin# as it is applied to the HILARE robot [Gnah et al.. 1979).

As before, the local ndel. L%... comprises a list of the n most recent events. The global model.

5 .1 has not vet been updated by the newer events 101. Of. . ..... ..11. A time t,. . the neu

evens is added to the local model, and the position correction Ax%.. is esflae . The new correction

is propagated backward through L. and corresponding estimates are updated as:

dek,) - KAx. + 0K 0 Jn+l

,+1
n+l

The correction progressively diminishes as it approaches is. reflecting the cumulative nature of

dead-reckoning error. Here I use a simple linear fading, but more sophisticated approaches are

conceivable la Kalman filter, perhaps). As described, the process is a recursive estimator, and Ax't is

refined over n iterations. As a final step. ok is removed from L and merged with the global model. A

brief discussion on starting with a blank slate is rersvd for Chapter 7.

4.4 SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT POINTS

In this chapter I have presented the results of several computer simulations, most of which were

conducted in the early stages of thesis research. My intent has been to show (I) basic properties of

stochastic backprojection: (2) the method is computational tractable: (3) an appropriate fidelity is

realizable: and (4) stochastic modeling establishes an appropriate foundation for higher-level processes.

Some important points mentioned are:

I. Deterministic estimates may lead to erroneous assertions about the world %hen thresholds are

applied to measurements without consideration to a sensor model.

2. Other information made explicit in the model--emptiness and ignorance. for example---can he

used directly by higher-level processes.
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3. Analyt cal and feature- or object-huaed approaches may lead o models of unbounded size. as

increasing detail is added.

4 A deterministic mt'del size and processing load allou co nputaional harduare and iiming

:onsiderations to e forecast for an application.

3 More look angles Senerally mean more information. and improved modeling iesults

et With enough e'ents. models conrge to a low-pass. uM" surface distihuion. %hih

degrides $racefully as more uncetnainty is introduced.

7 Surlace estimates of subloael resolution can be ex-ractl. and may offer a path so greater

efrbiencyh allowing a coarser spatial partilioning.

8, Terrain-relati e positioning can be implenented directly with a stochastic model. and mav IV

etended so concurrent modeling and positioning aplplications.



Chapter 5

APPLICATION DATA SETS

The simulations described in the last chapter were helpful in developing a computational
framework and in focusing research efforts on important issues. Hovevr. an important test is the

processing of real-'*orld information. which usually does not fit all our simulated preconception In

this chapter. I describe four applications tested on data acquired in the field With one evcepion. thete

are from large-area mapping systems,

5.1 MULTIBEAM BATHYMETRIC: SEA BEAM

Sea Beam is a 12-kHz bsthymetric profiling system that generates a swath map of the ocean floor
using sonar arrays mounted to a ship*s hull IRenarda id A/letou. 1979: Farr. 19801, The transmitting
array generates a pitch-stabilized beam pattern of 54 ° across-track and 2-2/3 along-track. The
receiving array forms 16 beams. uncompensated for motion, at 2-2/3" inkrvls, each with a beam
patern of 20" along the track and 2-2:.13 across the track. The composite beam patterns, then. are
roughly 2-2/30 hv 2-2i2P. evenly spaced over a total field of view 20" athwarships (se Figure 5. l
This produces an effective swath width about 73. of water depth.

The echo-processing electronics comprise 16 receivers, corresponding to the en.emhle of
recei~ing beams. For each beam. a hottom-tracking gate determines the interval over %hich the
received signal is digitized (to a resolution of about 2.5 m of slant range). The slant range is
determined from the center of mass of all signal components abo v a predetermined threshold level.
For each valid detected depth. simple geometry is applied to generate a slant-range corrected depth
€referenced to 1500 m/s speed of sound) and a track offset corrected for refraction and nominal speed
of sound. The depth/offset values are recorded on magnetic tape and plotted on a strip-chart recorder
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A.

Figure 5.1: Sea Beam profiling geometry.

De .owtier a.d KIeinroc ( 1916] discuss several depth artifacts Introduced by the Sea Beam processing

that are relited to bottom tracking. gating. and thresholding.

To lest the binary model on real-world dat, a Sea Beam tape with merged navigation was

acquired from the NECOR facility at the University of Rhode Island. by courtesy of Dr. Robert Embley

of NOAA [ Embley et at.. 1918). The tape contains raw Sea Beam dam without multi-ping averaging.

usually performed before the data are gridded in posiprocessing applications. The ship's navigation

data are derived from intermittent Transit salellite fixes supplemented by long periods of dead

reckoning. The navigation had no heen corrected with track-crm.ing correlntionq. uqqullv applird
before Sridding to Improve results. Positioning errors on the order of several hundred meters are

common in the data.

To generate a model, the data are read sequentially as though the processing is being carried out

in real time aboard ship. For each ping cycle, depth and track offset are used to generate a slant
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Flgure 5.2. Sea Beam bothymetric tracks.

range. assumied to lie on the axis of each corresponding beam. Because the deph/offse pairs are
interpolatd and refroction-coretd. an effective cross-track look angle Is also calculated for each

'beam.* Ship's beading and position ore read frotm the file and augmented by the calculated slant

ranges and look angles to constitute a maximum of 15 event vectors (the number depends on the valid
data pairs on the tap). The vecoors and mapping functions are the same as In the binary modeling

simulation of Section 4.2. except that:

where: KO M filter constant

The formulation given here Is an early (relative to thesis reerch) approach to modeling as a
ptirely recitrqlve filter. It van motivated by, ot~Wevaionn of lnrpe regi-,tir-tion errorl in the Se" Reim

data, and accommodates the error by controlling the "memory" in the model. Higher valuesq for Kj,

take advantage of the relative accuracy In dead-reckoned navigation among neighl'oing ping cyclei. so
the shape and crispness of bottomt fetures are preserved. Lowver values tend to blur the model and. In
effect, result in a three-dimensional low-pss3 filtering of the estimated surface. This is consistent with
the global uncertainty introduced by navigation error.
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Figre SJ: Sea Beam high-error tracks.

Figure 5.2 shows a section of the surface derived fromt two short tracks, with about a I .3-km

swath width at these depts (2200-210 ms). The arm Is 4-kiss on a side and part of the Galapagos Rift.

a crustal spreading zone characterized by the terraIn shown here. The upper track parallels a tecton ic

ridge. and the lower track diagonally crosses a second ridge, separated from the firsm by a rift valley.

The modeling parameters are: 8b-3*. aa -l1*. *It-1.5 vowels. a,,- (4.4.41 VOIels. K., 0.5. and

the model size is j 128.128.32) (the model is confined to a region encompassing the bottom. so the

large water column is not considered). The coarse voxel size corresponds to a resolution of about 30

m in all three coordinates, but depth estimates of sub-voxel precision are extracted.

Figure 5.3 demonstrates the registration error that appears In the uncorrected navigation data. In

this model, all track segments come from the same day's survey. Figure 5.4 shows the result of

modeling with dat collected over a 3-week period (not all at this location). The data Include several

days of random swinging on station. since a sequence of ALVIN dives Was condoicted at the site. All

data are considered. not just the straight, even-velocity tracks normally culled and correlated to make a

good fit. The low-pass nature of the surface estimate is plainly evident as the result of including much

redundant data with large positioning error (K,, -0.20).
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FigSm 5.4: Sea Beam bathymetric surface.

in all the examples just described, a rea-dme" display is generated concurrendy with the

incremental modeling. The display is not just written over by new doa. as for See Beam shipboard

Polting. For each ping cycle, the beams are modeled and backprojected. and any modified voxels are

flagged. For those voxeis. a new surface estimate Is extracted and filtered locally, and the display Is

updated only If the change propagates that far. in all cases, modeling and display is accomplished at

speeds grater than or equal to real-time data acquisition rates, using a 16-MHz 68020 workstation with

Weitek floating-point chips.

In fact. real-time displays are the most computationally intensive process with the current

hardware configuration. In a *botch mode with no display, modeling alone is carried out at about six

times the data acquisition rate; modeling with a real-time color-contour display at three times the data

rate: and modeling with a three-dimensional shaded perspective display at a rate slightly faster than real

lime. In the latter case. the visual effect is that of *painting' a three-dimensional .v ape aq the ship

moves along its track. These performance characterizations are offered only as qualitative assessments

to show the process is feasible for real-time shipboard processing with modest computational assets.

The modeling and display routines are not optimized for performance, and an increased efficiency may

be achievable.
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Slgw .5: Sea MARC I scaning geometry.

5.2 TOWED SIDESA: SEA MARC I

Sea MARC I is a relaively long-range 27/30 kilz (port and starbioard) sidescan sonar that crtesil,

an intensity map of the ocean floor (Koos and C/kaws. 19831. The system use a linear array to

generate a bealm pattern of 1.7" horizontally and 50" vertically (refer to Figure 5.5'). M. the s ensor is

towed near the tmulm. the ac'oustc signal reflected tback fromnt he seafloor is amplified. demdulated.

filered. and digitized. See MAIRC I uses a vrible-increment sampling scheme that incorpoiraesq a

,Iant-ra nge correction ha.4, on ll liiue mer thr hltom., On hnard thip. the d.ita ae rerr, ded nn

magnefic tape and an image is created line--l-ine on a lgfly-SCle paplert ecidet.€ Uwh line

represents the one-dimensional signals received back from outgoing pulse on eatch side of the lowed

ionar fish.
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Figures 3,6-5 4 are iniensirv maps generated from Sea MARC I data contributed by the Lamont-

Doher' (3 eological Obser'atory iLDOW. courtesv of Ors. Kim Kaseens and Bill Ryan (Astnrns et al..

11490 These ae3.kn-suath-%@dlh recoids igh a 2..5-ni cross-track resolution. The terrain is typical

oi the crustal spreading. Iracturng. and %olcanic avitii%' of the Clipperton Transform Zone in the

r.1slerel Pac cil The merged naialion records are deeined front L1) processing. which dia-c fron

maiellue roes. dead reckoning, and short-baseline fish tricking with depth-coniour natcling. The

natgation is interpolated with cubic splIeS to generte a smooth. finished track. Heading and aliltude

ire measured by Sea MARC sensors lo¢ each ping cycle. which occur at about 3-s inIetrai

Figure 5 o shows a linear display of unprocessed data. similar to the graiv-scale paper recotding

produwed aboard ship The black center stripe in the image Is a 200-m data p sindowed bn the

V'stm Figure 5 7 shows a map linearly compressed h% aertaging to a scale approximating the true

geometr%. roughl the equitalent of a speed.corrected paper recording

In reaity. though. the fish does not lollo a straight. constant-speed track that suits the linear

recorder Figure 5 8 is a map created Ih a postprocessing technique that corrects each line for position

and heading using a grid of aseraged tfntnsr- bins In these first three images, the wide. dark and

light Nands along the track are caused i the sonar s ired T'G The natoo%. dark lines across the

ir.kk ire dropouts' where there are missing or corrupted data. probab y caused tI va'ing moinsm of

the foah

Figure 5 9 shows the result of twodimenional h akprojetion applied to the data in a qcluential

real-tame manner The modeling %ectors are as gen in Section Yo 2. except that ta" rate ii

tina ailale and onli one heMing measurement is recorded for each etent The mapping funoks are

the .ame Mlw. cicepf thit

- g%1k)h.kj& 6t

-Kt6,&+I-Ktj4. k*l. 04CKE c I

Ahere - range index

J - number of range hins

K- filler constant
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Figure 5.6: Sea MARC 1: raw linear map.

Figure 5.7: Sea MARC 1: averaged linear map.
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Figure 5.8: Sea MARC 1: grid-averaged map.

Figure 5.9: Sea MARC 1: baclcprojected and corrected map.
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and 9, is computed as in Section 4.2. The striping gain. g., is based on the idea of yaw compensation

developed in Section 3.6.2. However, since heading is not measured for the entire event. the

correction is computed with the average line intensity. The rationale is that for local neighborhoods the

average intensity should vary slowly and smoothly.

For the model in Figure 5.9. Kr. =0.05 and the other modeling parameters are e,-20, aR= 2 .5

pixels. a,,=-10.01 pixels, Ka - 0.05, and the model size is 11152.9001 pixels. Again. the model is

mapped to the frame buffer for convenience. In comparison with Figure 5.8, it is apparent that gN is

effective in reducing the striping noise. and hN enhances the visual information by compensating for

the fixed TVG. As an overall result, the image quality is improved over simple intensity averaging.

An important consideration, though, is the incremental nature of the process. Similar to the Sea

Bean example. the model is grown along the track, on a line-by-line basis, as though processing is

being conducted in real time aboard ship. Though such smoothed navigation was not available at the

time the data were collected, near-real-time navigation is feasible in many of today's applications.

Processing time at this resolution is about eight times the data acquisition rate. including a real-time

display.

A preferred approach is to start with the raw digitized signal (no slant-range correction), nIore

complete attitude information with a higher update rate. and process three-dimensionally (discussed in

Chapter 6). Rather than try to extract all the assumptions built into the data set as it was received

(altitude. slant range). I adopted a minimal two-dimensional formulation. The obvious advantage.

though. is increased processing speed at a higher resolution. As it is. the method is suitable for real-

time model building and display aboard ship, an attractive option for search, survey, and geological

mapping and interpretation.

5.3 TOWED SIDESCAN: SEA MARC II

Sea MARC II also is a towed sidescan sonar that evolved from Sea MARC I. and the two share

many subsystem components [Blackingron et al.. 1983: Hussong and F.Yer. 19831. However. Sea

MARC I is a dual-receiver sonar, and tise the phae angle between the cignil-z fr m to ,,el%

spaced transducers to estimate bathymetric relief. In practice. the system is towed over a relatively flat

bottom, and statistics are compiled that allow a conversion from electrical angle to look angle. With

this technique. a ray-bending correction is automatically included as part of the lookup-table

conversion.
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Unlike the deep-towed Sea MARC I. the system operates near the surface. typically just below

the thermocline at depths of about 100 in. The sonar also uses lower frequencies (I 1/12 kHz) and can

map s%,aths up to 10 km wide with a cross-track resolution of 5 in. The beam pattern is shaped by a

linear array that produces an angular spread of 20 horizontally and 400 vertically. The received signal

is processed and digitized with a built-in slant-range correction as for Sea MARC 1.

On board ship. the phase angles are accumulated in 75-m range bins (for the 10-ki swath

width), and a single phase estimate is taken from the distribution. The slant range and phase lookup

are used to generate depth!offset pairs. with a bathymetric accuracy about 3% of water depth. The raw

amplitude and phase data are recorded on magnetic tape. along with the computed depth/offset pairs.
Shipboard presentation uses linear paper recorders for gray-scale sidescan intensity and for color range-

bin plots of bathymetry.

Figures 5.10-5.13 show intensity and bathymetric maps generated from backprojected Sea MARC

II models. The data are from the Siqueiros Transform in the eastern Pacific. and cover a region about

200 km in east-west extent. The Sea MARC II was operated by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics

(HIG). and the data were supplied by courtesy of Dr. Dan Fornari of the Lamont-Dohertv Geological

Observatory and Dr. Dave Gallo of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Ship's navigation is

derived from GPS. Transit. and dead reckoning. The position fixes were manually adjusted aboard

ship. but are reported to be highly consistent.

5.3.1 Intensity Model

With a few exceptions, the intensity modeling is similar to that of Sea MARC 1: (!) A vaw

correction. gN. is not implemented: however, the data are of good quality and final results do not suffer

appreciably. (2) The cross-track normalization. hN. is computed as a fixed value (for each range bin)

from a preliminary pass through all data. (3) The beam pattern is modeled with uniform intensity over

a narrower angular extent: in effect, this is similar to a directivity factor [Urick. 19751. (4) Scaled-

integer processing is used rather than a more precise floating-point implementation. For the larger-

scale models, the effect is negligible: at higher resolution, though. aliasing and round-off errors

degrade results.

A large-scale model of the entire survey area is shown in Figure 5. 10. covering 2' of longitude

and I of latitude (about 222 km by 172 kin). The representation is not a mosaw. ill the ,1,nl

sense. because the modeling is accomplished continuously and incrementally. Figure 5.12 shows a

higher-resolution segment from the southeast corner of the survey area. covering 40' of longitude and
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Figure 5.10: Sea MARC 11: sidescan intensity (large-scale).

Figure 5.11: Sea MARC 11: bathymetry (large-scale).



Figure 5.12: Sea MARC II: sidescan intensity (medium-scale).

Figure 5.13: Sea MARC 11: bathymetry (medium-scale).



Figure 5.14: Sea MARC II: sidescan intensity (small-scale).

30' of latitude (about 74 kin by 56 kin). Note that the continuity of linear features is preserved

through the turns.

Figure 5.14 shows a higher-resolution model segment from the center of the survey area.

covering 20' of longitude and 15' of latitude (about 37 km by 28 In). As for Sea MARC I, the black

center stripe is gated by the system. The shorter strips across the track are data gaps between the

original tapes. In this survey there is about 5% track overlap on average. No special techniques are

used in these overlapped areas; in effect, they show an average intensity from opposing look angles.

Geometric distortion from the planar-bottom assumption also causes misregistration of features that

have any significant relief.

Processing time at the resolution of Figure 5.10 is just under one hour (for about 31/2 days of

.-urvev datn). At the qcnle used for Figure 5.12 (one third that of Figure 5.10. or nine times m mnnv

pixels) processing takes about I /2 hours for the entire data set. The increase in processing time is not

linear with resolution because there is significant overhead in file access and initialization for each

event. The relative speedup over Sea MARC I processing is partly because of the difference in data

acquisition rates (about 3:1). The remainder is accounted for by the simplified Sea MARC II

implementation.
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5.3.2 Bathymetric Model

The bathymetric processing uses HIG-generated depth/offset values. These are interpolated to a

resolution that matched the sidescan intensity data, and processed as a "two-dimensional" event.

Figures 5.11 and 5.13 show examples of bathymetric maps that correspond to the first two intensity

models. In Figure 5.13. the high-relief feature in the upper left is an undersea volcano (the crater is

just visible as a small "dimple" near the center). Between the two lower tracks, there is a noisy strip

where they overlap. This is a consistent defect in the port-side data (apparent also in other locations)

where the depth is underestimated at limiting ranges. This artifact is not introduced by the modeling

implementation; it is present on the raw data tapes.

A preferred approach to modeling Sea MARC II events is to start with the raw phase data and

process it three dimensionally. Phase error can be modeled as a probability distribution over a range

surface bounded by the vertical beam pattern. However. the real potential for the Sea MARC II system

comes from the joint availability of intensity and bathymetric information. With the bottom surface

shape defined, the intensity map can be corrected geometrically. More sophisticated approaches are

possible, as I discuss in the next chapter.

5.4 PROFILE SCANNING SONAR: MESOTECH

The most thorough modeling treatment to date was undertaken as part of a USS Monitor survey

conducted by NOAA and the U.S. Navy [Arnold et al.. 1988]. A downward-looking. mechanically-

scanned profiling sonar (Mesotech 971) was mounted on the Navy's Deep Drone-a free-swimming

ROV-which was fitted with a good quality attitude measurement package (see Figure 5.15). In profile

mode, the 675 kHz, 1.5°-beam-width sonar returned a thresholded range along with scan position.

Most surveys were conducted using the 5-m range scale, and occasionally 10-m. A real-time processor

collected data from the sonar, from an external long-baseline system, and from the attitude package.

The measurements were filtered and buffered, then passed to a separate processor for modeling and

display.

From statistics collected by the survey contractor, the positioning accuracy of the navigation

system was estimated as 0.5 m (three standard deviations) with the vehicle in motion. In practice.

though, there was acoustic shadowing by the wreck, and self-shadowing at the responder location on

the vehicle. This resulted in frequent. long periods without navigation (up to 26 s). and overall

accuracy was degraded. Depth measurements are from a pressure transducer with about a 5-cm

resolution. To compensate for tidal variations (about I in), the vehicle was positioned on the bottom at
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Figure 5.15: Deep Drone profiling geometry.

the same location every hour, and an average depth was calculated for a 1-min interval. Corrections

are interpolated between readings and applied to the pressure measurement.

A discrete, steady-state Kalman filter was used to estimate position and attitude for real-time

processing. Though .moothing can prodnice better results. all post-crtoise modeling toes the sme

technique to simulate real-time performance. Since a model of the vehicle dynamics was unavailable.

the simple filter uses a constant velocity assumption for all parameters. This is reasonable for heading

and for vehicle translations since the survey consists mainly of straight-line tracks. However, for

oscillatory motions in pitch and roll, there is some overshoot in the estimates.
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Figure 5.16: Depth map of USS Monitor. transverse tracks.

The binary formulation Is the same as that given in Section 3.6.1, except that the beam pattern is

modeled as the simple cone of Section 4.2. The modeling parameters are: Eb-2.5 ° , ae-0. 7 ° . a=,2

cm, ax-{20,20,8) cm, R,,-10 m, and the model size is {512,380,751. In this model, the voxel

edge size is about 14 cm for the survey area considered (70 m by 52 m). To produce a good

representation of the wreck, estimates for horizontal positioning error, xy. are relaxed to the values

given above, so that ec&4.4 ° .

Figure 5.16 shows a depth map from a model built with transverse survey lines, running

diagonally northeast by southwest. The zigzag pattern Is caused by the cross-track sonar scans as the

vehicle moves along each line. A similar model, built from a longitudinal survey, is shown in Figure

5.17 (in these two figures a,={70.70,S} cm and c' -7.2°; all other models use the lower values given

above). A composite model, built from the transverse survey and two separate longitudinal surveys, is

shown in Figure 5.18. This model is similar to the one produced aboard ship at the wreck site.

In Figure 5.19. the composite map is extrapolated with an iterative dilation nlgorithm (new pixelq

values are just the average of their neighbors). Noisy patches over and around the wreck are mainly

caused by the abundant schools of fish that inhabit the "artificial reef" (swim bladders are good sonar

reflectors). To produce the image in Figure 5.20, the extrapolated map is segmented into the wreck
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Figure 5.17: Depth map of USS Monitor longitudinal tracks.

Figure 5.18: Depth map of USS Monitor composite tracks.
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Figure 5.19: Depth map of USS Monitor. extrapolated.

Figure 5.20: Depth map of USS Monitor filtered and scaled.
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Figure 5.21: USS Monitor- Photo mosaic of wreck site.

Figure 5.22: USS Monitor Transverse section through turret.
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Figure 5.23: Perspective view of USS Monitor from the east.

and seafloor using a depth threshold; suspected fish noise is removed with localized median filters: and
the two segments are filtered with a convolution mask before being remerged.

Unlike the modeling examples in previous sections, there is some "ground-truth" infornution for

the Monitor survey (other comparisons are given in Section 6.6). Figure 5.22 shows a cross section

through the Monitor's hull taken from the original drawings [Peterkin. 1985). Notable features are the

gun turret, the flat bottom, the sloping bottom, and the armor belt-a massive. 3-ft-thick structure

around the periphery. Figure 5.21 is a photo mosaic of the wreck site from a 1974 survey (courtesy of

NOAA, USS Monitor Marine Sanctuary Program).

The ship-capsized and sunk in a storm-is lying upside down with the broken stern quarter

resting on the gun turret (hemisphere. upper right; the bow is to the west). From corrosion and

protble depth charging during World War 11. much of the structure is deteriorated. Seen In Figures

5.20 and 5.21. the band along the northern perimeter is the armor belt. which retaint its haqe though

most parts of the hull have collapsed below it. The south side of the wreck is partly buried in the

sand: prevailing currents are from the southwest, and an associated sand br-with scouring around

bow and stern-can be identified in the sonar maps.
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The large. smooth patch in the aft section is a remaining portion of the vessels flat bottom:
pieces of the sloping btonm that connect the armor belt can also be seen. Just forward of nidships are

several patches in the wreck at the same level as the bottom. These can be seen in the depth maps. but
are not identifiable in the photo mosaic. Details of about 20 cm are also recognizable in tle sonar

modcl%. such as the skeg and propeller shaft (linear features. lower right). Though the poor namigaion

should preclude such detail, the redundant information in overlapping events enhances the tesolution

and accuracv of the model

Figure 5.23 shows a perspective view from the east created from tile model of Figute 5 2( This
illustrates the drawbacks of the simple technique used to extract a depth map fron tiheree-

dimensional probability model. Though the armor belt appears to be contiguous to the hcitoni iriglu
side of image). it is supported by the turret, and separated from the seafloor by about tuo meleq

Similarly.. the skeg and propeller shaft do not appear as distinct three-dimensional leatue . though

cross sections through the probability distribution show, that their shapes ate preser'ed I discss this

problem briefly in Chapter 7

5.5 SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT POINTS

In this chapter I have shown that stochastic modeling can be applied to real sonar data sets %ith

good results. Despite the limitations of noise and positioning inaccurac%. the incremental.

hackprojected models produce deterministic maps comparable to those created with traditional methodt

Some important points that have been raised are:

Though postprocessing techniques-which can invert all data-should produce the highest

fidelity, incremental methods can approach that level of quality in many applications. Where
real-time performance is needed. the tradeoff can be acceptable.

Stochastic modeling is computationally tractable over different scales of range and resolulion.

and the performance and quality of results is appropriate to the applications considered in thi.%

chipter

Processing efficiency is such that the approach is realistic for practical. cost-effective field

systems.

Simple sensor models can produce acceptable results without the performance degradation of

more sophisticated representations.
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- In the context of stochastic modeling. large positioning error has the effect of a low-pass filter.

For Iarge-wcale mapping applications, the limiting parameter is registration.

[ n the prodluction of %e;Ifloor. intensity models. the use of sidescan amplitude data alone

introduces geometric and radiomtetric distortion.

*For full% three -di mensional modeling, a better approach to feature estimation is needed.
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Chapter 6

MULTISENSOR MODELING

The two prevtious chapters treat the modeling of a single environmental feature-surace shape or

acoustic scattering intensity. These are ,neildimensional models in the sense that they are characterized
by spatial distributions o%er two or three directions. If we consider model evolution, or allo-A for a

dynamic environment. they might be categorized as four-dimensional representations. They ate

'vIttsJeDlor models because they comprise information from navigation systems and attitude

measurements. and from a primary sensor. such as sonar.

In this chapter. I discuss more sophisticated models derived from two or more primary sensors.

The first section presents some fundamental issues as a basis for elaboration. Following that is a brief

overview of current techniques. where I begin to focus on a specific problem-using shape and
intensit- information to model surface scattering. The next three sections give a brief o'ervivw of

seafloor backscattering in the undersea acoustic domain, and a discussion of its ramifications in

sidescan sonar modeling. With that as background. I present an approach to combining Sea Beam

bathymetry with Sea MARC I intensity data. The last section summarizes the important points raised

in this chapter.

6.1 ISSUES

In the first chapter. I motivated the discussion of an approach to multisensor modeling with a

general statement of the limitations of individual sensors. To be more specific. multiple sensors are

needed mainly because: (I) many features must be characterized to more fully understand an

environment: (2) different sensors have practical limitations-in range and resolution. for example: (3)

similar features, detected with different sensing modalities. may be characterized more accurately with

redundant information; and (4) sensors do not always measure distinct physical properties.
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First. a simple characterization, such as by surface shape alone. may not suffice in many

undertakings. An AUV may need more complete information about texture, reflectance, color.

hardness, and so on to adequately discriminate among different objects or regions. Scientists also need

more complete descriptions to understand subsea processes. For example. a study of sealloor spreading

centers could be enhanced with information about temperature. optical transmissivity. and chemicil

constitution of the overlying water mass. as well as the shape and composition of the bottom surt.1,

subsurface). Such comprehensive description exceeds the capabilities of single-sensor surveys.

Second. there is often a tradeoff among different sensory capabilities. Video or still phologi.11

can supply detailed information about the seafloor, often enough to visually study the structure .mid

distribution of geological or biological features. For fine-scale topography. a scanning laser can survey

more quickly and at a higher resolution than a scanning sonar. For longer ranges, acoustic methde

provide the only real alternative. Her,! also. different sonars offer competing options in range.

re-.olution, speed. and signal analysis isidescan intensity versus bathymetric profile. for example).

Third. in much of this thesis I stress the importance of redundant information in enhancing the

accurac%, and certaint. of a model. Redundancy can also be derived from different sensing modalitie.

ro determine surface shape. for example, data may be integrated from a sonar. a laser rangefinder.

stereo photography. or even the touch of a manipulator. However. there is a danger here of confusing

apples with oranges. For example. consider a rocky bonom with a layer of soft mud. all overgrown

,ith a thick grasq or algae. A laser or camera might detect the outer surface of the plants: to a high-

frequenc% sonar, these would be transparent. but the sound might not penetrate deeply into the mud:

depending on the sensitivity of its touch sensor, a probe on the arm could pass through to the rock

before anything is detected. In such a scenario. the optical. acoustical, and tactile surfaces do not

coincide: a single surface representation would be inaccurate and misleading.

Fourth. a camera is a good example of a device that can characterize surface features only

indirectly. The optical intensity measured at the sensor is a function of the surface reflectance. of the

surface normals with respect to the camera. and of the lighting power and geometry. E~en %;,lt a

perfect sensor model. it is impossible to deduce any one of these parameters without prior knowledge or

simplifying assumptions about the others. To extract three-dimensional features from two-dimensional

imag s. shrie-from-thiding te'hninvet [ll, lnrd and flrvis. IQR2I reqsire a knn'n .lnwr1 and

lighting geometry. and assume a uniform surface albedo (or impose it with a can of spray painti. E~en

then. lateral dimensions are only specified relative to an unknown distance along the look axis. When

complemented with laser range information, though, more complete and more accurate information can

be acquired from the two sensors, and with less effort than for an exhaustive analysis of the camera

data alone.
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The first three issues have been addressed earlier. Where the feature information is distinct and

complementary (apples and oranges), it can be maintained as a stochastic feature vector, with different
ieatures indi%idtiall, or jointly accessible to higher-level processes (Chapter 7 has other discussion of

mitiltidiiiensional representations). Redundant multisensorv information (small apples and large apples)

can be combined in the same model if attention is paid to accuracy and relative certainty: as I have

shown %ith computer simulations and real data sets, the modeling approach developed in this thesis is

largely independent of scale and resolution.

In the example aboe., where the detected surfaces may be inconsistent (red and green apples?).

the best approach is less easily defined. The real issue is: at what level of representation should the

different data be combined' The answer is: it depends on the particular sensors. environment, and

application For most cases. though. I contend that the preferred approach is to combine distinct

sensor data in separate low-level components of a model. The basis for this statement-process r/w71

threshold-has already been elaborated and supported by earlier examples. For the optical. acousti-.

and tactile features, an agreement of surface estimates is self-supporting: a disagreement should be

resolved with guidance from a higher level, perhaps by a call for more sensor data. Also. I

maintaining separate low-level model components. the environment can be characterized h inultisettsor

signatures

The last issue is more interesting. The camera intensities cannot be merged directly into a

simple. data-level model if they are taken from different positions or look directions--the camera does

not measure distinct physical properties that can be represented in a Ihree-dnensu/Nal spatial

distribution. The same is true of the sidescan examples in the last chapter. In fact. all the sonar

models I've described so far are hased on the original assumption of directional independence-

uniform scanering in all directions

For the binary models, where a scanering threshold is used to infer only the probable presence

of some target. such an assumption is useful: it reduces the computational load and ret.s in

reasonable surface estimates. For continuous models. if the look directions of neighboring e%ents are

similar (individual sidescan tracks). results are also useful. though the model is % iew-delendent.

However. where there is a significant variability in sensor attitude. the assumption breaks down. Stch

iq the case for overlipping tidecan tracks: a ,imple d-ta-level comhination nf ,sidescq-n event (rnm

opposing look directions tends to produce a mid-intensity hlur.

In the context of the numerical modeling approach developed here. there are to possible

solutions. First. the model could be expanded as a function of look direction as well a,; position. In

other words, rather than a three-dimensional representation, a five-dimensional model could aggregate

e'ents according to the incident angle of energy and location in 3-space. If a separate transmitter and
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recei'er are considered along with the bidirectional scattering properties of real surfaces, then a seven-

dimensional representation is needed. Though some simplification might be made. memory and

piocessing requirenents go teyond the practical bounds of today's computational technology.

The second approach is to make use of information Iront other sensors that measure important

parameters directly. For cameras and sidescan sonars. the information needed to build a model of

reflectance or scattering properties is surface shape. Such information is sometimes available from a

single sensor package-a laser that measures range and intensity (Nwi et al.. 1977). or a sidescan

that measures phase and amplitude (Sea MARC 1l). Separate sensors can also be used. leaving open

many more a'enues to multisensor approaches. In both cases. though. the main advantages ate that

complementary sensors can be used to improve modeling accuracy and elficiency. and to deri'e "nc,%

inlormation that is. in a sense. greater than the sum of its parts.

6.2 CURRENT TECHNIQUES

A growing interest in mullisensor techniques is creating a body of literature too broad to reiet
here. Extensive references and a summary of a workshop on multisensor integration for manufacturing

automation are gi'en by HesidersoN et al. (19871 A collection of recent papers front a similar
workshop on spatial reasoning and multisensor fusion can be found in Aak mad Che'st 119871. Other

references to relevant techniques are given in Chapter 2. Most researchers approach sensor integration
from. at least. the physical level, and mainly relegate the combination to higher-level processes.

This rest of this chapter treats physical-level modeling by mapping from data-level events with
multisensor information. In the first Pen of this section I briefly discuss three representative terrestrial

applications that combine optical intensity' with shape information. since the problem is similar to sonar
modeling underwater. The second part gives an over%iew of techniques used by the underwater

community for large-scale acoustic intensity mapping.

6.2.1 Opical Intensity Modeling

An earlk investigation of combining optical reflectance and range data i' that ,,f \VrO,,, ., I

119771. For their experiments. the authors use a calibrated laser that retnrn% rance and .n plip,4fle fmh

each scan position. The range data are used to correct optical intensities for inverse sqtiare-la"I losscs.

resulting in a value that is the product of the cosine of incident angle and the diffuse surface reflectance

(except at near-normal incidences where specular reflection dominates). The range-image jump
boundaries define the occluding contours of planar surfaces in the test scenes. After segmenting these
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planar objects. the incident angle for each range-corrected intensity datum is used to calculate the

coefficient of diffuse reflection. The resulting model of the scene is view- and lighting-independent.

and represents derived physical properties.

Liebowuz aid Casasen [19871 describe a more complex approach intended for object recognition

on DARPA's 4uonomous Laid Vchicle. Two dimensional range images are segmented into

background/foreground pixels by scan-line thresholds. Different algorithms are then used to segregate

foreground pixels into Regions Of literest (RO's). All operations are carried out in the two-

dimensional plane for convenience, but may be transformed to rectangular coordinates after processing.

The authors focus on range-data processing. but discuss how the approach is to be implemented with

complementary color and intensity data for resolving the ROI-ambiguity of contiguous objects.

Whiteside et al. 119871 describe an application of mapping aerial photography onto a three-

dimensional surface derived from a separate digital terrain-elevation database. Each point in a photo

mosaic is projected onto the surface with a perspective transformation, which provides a basis for

"hidden-pixel" removal. From the composite scene, stereo pairs or animated sequences of simulated

overflights are generated. Though the horizontal resolution of the elevation data is much less than that

of the photographs. the higher-frequency camera data combined with the coarse surface description

provides a visual realism better than either representation alone (an animated video tape may be

obtained from the authors' company).

6.2.2 Acousc Intensity Modeling

Sidescan sonars are the most common sensor for acoustic intensity mapping underwater. In most

applications, a fixed TVG and a planar-bottom assumption are applied, as discussed earlier. The

resultant two-dimensional data sets are then treated as two-dimensional sidescan 'images." These are

sometimes enhanced with image-proessing techniques. or merged to form sidescan mosaics.

Perhaps the mosi sophisticated sidescan processing system is MIPS (Mini Image Processing

System). developed by the U.S. Geological Survey [C/ovez. 1986: Ctv z et al.. 1987J. MIPS is

mainly devoted to processing data from GLORIA. the long-range sidescan sonar being used to map the

Eiclnqiiv Economic Zone. hut him alo hee applied to Sea MARC 11 dmt1a [lwihell. Irtnnnl

communication]. In operation, the water column is removed from linear sidescan image segments and

a slant-range correction is calculated. Pixel interpolation compensates for aspect-ratio differences along

and across the track, line averaging is used to correct for velocity variations, and a radlometric

calculation normalizes the intensities across the track. Two filtering steps compensate for speckle and

striping noise. and the images are enhanced with sharpening filters and contrast stretching. A two-
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dimensional translation and rotation then registers the images for mosaicking. Manually-entered

control points are used for two-dimensional warping as a final registration adjustment of overlapping

segments. Some work is also being done ill extracting stereo pairs (Chavez e, al.. 19871 and in the

projection of GLORIA images onto bathymetric surfaces [Twiitchel. 1988).

Farr' and Rvairn [1985. 19871 have combined Sea MARC I and Sea Beam data sets. In separate

preprocessing steps. contoured bathymetric data are interpolated and gridded to match the resolution of

geometrically-corrected (for position and heading) digital sidescan images. Because the sidescan data

are slant-range corrected with the planar-bottom assumption. the combination is a kind of orthographic

projection. which does not take advantage of the bathymetry to remove relief-dependent distortion in the

sidescan data. To generate stereo pairs. each sidescan pixel is shifted as a function of the associated

depth value to generate left- and right-eye views. Though no Intensity corrections are used to

compensate for bottom-slope effects. the method of presentation allows a geologist to more readily make

the association between bathvmetrv and intensity variations.

De Moustier [19861 investigates quantitative assessment of bottom backscattering with Sea Beam.

Using an ensemble of successive pings. the first-order statistics of the demodulated signals from near-

specular beams form an envelope pdf. These are fined to a Rician distribution, whose shape is related

to signal coherence, and an estimate of surface roughness is derived (see also Staniott. 1983). In

analyzing data from three test areas of different bottom types (with supporting ground-truth

information). good comparative results are demonstrated. To complement this Information. the angular

dependence of different beams Is considered for the test areas, but results are less compelling. Later

work Ide Motistir. 1988) uses the signal amplitudes from different beams in a sidescan-like

presentation. which provides a qualitative indication of roughness within each beam footprint.

6.3 SEAFLOOR BACKSCATrERING

In developing the beckprojection approach In Chapter 3. 1 assume the environment comprises

point targets that scatter uniformly in all directions. The examples of the previous chapters show this

assumption gives good results under most circumstances. However. the scattering function of real

surfaces is more complex and has a strong directional dependence. Also. I have ti d the term

scaitering to describe a process that comprises reflection (coherent) and scattering (incoherent)

components. A full treatment of the subject is beyond the scope of this thesis. but more complete

discussion and references may be found in Horo, 11959): Urick [1975. 19791: Clm and MPedi'n.

[1977): and OQil-. 11987).
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Backscattering from the ocean floor is particularly complex. The bottom is often layered with

,mtaterials thtat ha.ve different acoustic properlies and, because the sound can penetrale below the sorface

%%here it is reflected. scattrred. or retracted and reradiated. the received wavefort is a (:ont)uile of

ictit.ed .iitals hrom different scatterers rte sealloor also shows much variation over eveit small

:iegns. \tficall% and horizontally: it may comprise different materials-mud, sand. or rixk. lor

c-ample-with different absorption and reflectance properties. and a range of suflace rouhtitgness as

%%ell. Angular and frequentcy %arialions are highly variable with bottorn type.

Probably the first reported work on scattering front rough surfaces was by Ravlcigh hlv.

10871. who discussed the effects of normally incident sound on corrugated surfaces separating two

acoustic media. Assuming a locally smooth and planar surface. the ratio of incident to reflected

intensity. u. is described by the Rayleigh formula [Urwk. 19751 as:

'UI
[ ut1 qillt *) "tt c1; s'(*)): 1

" I..'i,(* fi,,, C5'*)

U:J = I " ,~

where: n - 1/,

It w c I / C :

and: o - material densit.

c - speed of sound

* - grazing angle

The subscript I identifies the material in %hich the incident and reflected rays are traveling, and 2

refers to the reflective material, into which part of the energy (u2) is transmitted.

In considering roughness. Rayleigh assumed that the scattering could be written as the suim of

rlane wa~es traelling away from the surface. A measure of surface roughness is given .1 the

Rayleigh parameter. R. as lUrick. 19791:

R - 2kh sin(W

,Ahere: k - acoustic %ave number O- \

X - acoustic vave length

h = rms roughness height
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for scattering in a two-dimensional plane. The Rayleigh parameter is found empirically to e a good

indicator of roughness (Urick. 1979). When R<< I the surface is considered smoo,/: when R>> I the

surface is rom l. Note that the characterization is frequency dependent, since scattering varies with the

relati.e sizes of acoustic .,avelength and surface irregularities. The intensity ratio ot returned sound to

incident sound for a rough ,tirtace may he expressed as (Ura-4. 19791:

JR ) = ii( )e R"I )

%here p is the reflection coefficient that would exist if the surface were smooth. The approach has

also been extended by other authors to non-normal incidence and to random rough surfaces OgilM,.

09871.

The perturbation method (also known as the Rayleigh-Rice method) models the rough surface as

a smooth plane that deviates locally due to irregularities. The approach calculates the deviation from

the planar scattering coefficient caused by these roughness perturbations. The constraints imposed hy

the method are that roughness heights are everywhere small compared with the wavelength of the

incident wale. and that the surface gradient is small compared with unit'. The use of this method has

been limited because of these strict conditions, and because the range of actual surfaces to 'Ahich the

method applies are just those for which the effects of roughness are small [(gilvv. 1987].

The most prealent approach to scattering [)h'Ivv. 1987] is the tangent-plane method. or

Kirchhoff method, first applied to acoustic wave scattering by Eckart (1953). The method gives an

approximation to the scattered field on the surface. in terms of the incident field and plane-wave

reflection coefficients. The scattering surface is assumed to be everywhere smooth enough that the

reflection properties at each point on the surface can be modeled by a plane parallel to the local

tangent. In most work. the reflection coefficient over the surface is assumed constant. usually unity

1)gilv.. 19871. The method requires no constraints on the magnitude or gradient of local surface

height. but restricts the rate of change of the gradient (radius of curvature). Surfaces for which this

restriction cannot be satisfied may be considered using the Rayleigh method , 19871.

Both the conventional Kirchhoff method and the perturbation approach assume that all points on

the surface are ensonified by the incoming wave and that multiple scattering can be neglectWl.

Particularly at low grazing angles these assumptions are invalid, and variouts attempts to incorporate the

effects in a theoretical framework have been attempted JOgiK'v. 19871. Other works consider the effects

of different scales of roughness. generally using the Kirchhoff method for the large-scale rolighness

and perturbation theory for the small scale 1/1as and Fuks. 1979: Opv. 19871. Other such composite

models are extended to account for volume scattering. which may dominate at low frequencies or at

intermediate grazing angles in soft-sediment areas [Ja ,pyo er al.. 198h]
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Experimental results of backscattering and bistatic measurements are profuse [Horton. 1959:

Urick. 1975. 1979: Clay and Medwin, 1977: Ogilvy, 1987] and show that the received signal can be
regarded as comprising a coherent component. strong near specular angles, and a diffuse component of
more constant intensity over other scattered angles. The relative strengths of these components (and
the shape of the scattering function) depends strongly on the Rayleigh parameter [Ogil. 19871.
Ogilvy concludes that the different theories are valid over certain regimes of roughness only. that no
complete treatment of the problem exists, and that this is likely to remain the case. as attempts to

enhance the validity of any theory necessarily introduce greater mathematical complexity.

Stanton and Clay [19861 offer a practical perspective on the issues concerning sonar as a remote-

sensing tool. For classification of the seafloor (and marine organisms in the water column) there is an

engineering tradeoff between (I) high-resolution systems and direct analytical techniques. and (2)
lower-resolution systems and indirect analytical techniques. Very high resolution is required for

adequate classification: when such resolution is not available, indirect or "inverse" methods are

employed. With low-resolution systems, high-volume coverage is obtained with a single beam: but
interpretation of the data may be involved and indirect. High-resolution sonars give a more direct

mapping of the environment but, because of low-volume coverage. multibeams are usually required and
data rates are high. According to the authors, the engineering challenge is to process and display the

data in a useful form. and it is crucial to produce meaningful. quantitative images in real time so that

sampling decisions can be made.

6.4 THE SIDESCAN PROBLEM

Sidescan sonars depend on variations in bottom backscatter. as a function of material properties
and surface shape. to produce an intensity map of the seafloor. Because of this joint dependency.

though. it is impossible to distinguish between the effects of large-scale (relative to acoustic wavelength)

surface relief and surface scattering due to roughness and material properties. In theory. a perfectly

smooth bottom with a spatial distribution of different materials can return a sonar signal identical with

one from a surface that has uniform scattering properties but an appropriate relief.

Aconstic qhndows alqo offer a ronilhlv qntantitmiive menmire of relief where the lotom ilt mcttlv

smooth and level (and altitude is known), and a qualitative measure where the planar-bottom

assumption does not hold. However. shadowing and intensity variations can introduce into to-

dimensional sidescan images an artificial structure that does not correspond to the physical structure.

This can make correct interpretaion difficult, if not impossible. for even a trained human expert.
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Figure 6.3: Sea MARC !1: relief map for intensity transitions.

I I5 I

i I
•-- "x I-

Figure 6.4: Sidescan geometry artifacts.

6 lh. the approximate pattern of acoustic hndows that would he generated for such a cat it shown

schematically. As the sonar nears the feature, the shadow-length decreases and goes to zero as the

sensor flies overhead: as the sonar passes and draws away. the shadow transitions to the opposite side

and lengthens smoothly. At the juncture between two swaths. there is a step change in the shadow

position caused by the opposing look angles.
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In reality, the intensity variations of the ensonified areas are complicated by the nonlinear

dependence on grazing angle and by the more irregular three-dimensional geometry. Figure 6.2 shows

several such S-shaped artifacts associated with the deeper rifts as well as the ridges seen in Figure 6.3.

The effect is analogous over negative-relief areas as the brighter intensities transition from one wall to

the other. At the overlaps between tracks. juxtapositions of high and low intensities are evident (see

also Figures 5.12 and 5.14).

In Figure 6.3. the curvature of fractures (trending north-northwest) between the transform

segments (trending east-northeast) is seen in the bathymetry as a true characteristic of the fault region

caused by the plates sliding past each other as they separate (Fonlari and Gallo. personal

communicationi. However, the artificial structure imposed by the intensity transitions is not readily

distinguished 'from reality using the evidence in Figure 6.2 alone: and many such artifacts are present

at a smaller, more subtle scale. For a geologist trained in sidescan interpretation, such analysis may

be possible; for a machine intelligence at today's level of development, the view-dependent intensity

representation is intractable.

In typical sidescan processing. geometric distortions are also caused by slant-range corrections

based on the planar-bonom assumption. Figure 6.4 is a profile view of two sonar tracks normal to the

page (crossed circles represent the sensor location). The two tracks are flown at the same depth but.

because of the variation in altitudes (a, and a,). the assumed planes (p, and p2) do not correspond. A

point on the surface at x. appearing in the two sidescan images. is projected onto each plane at the

intersection with the corresponding range arc. For the first pass. the lateral distortion is indicated as

6x,. and for the second as Ax,. If the two-dimensional images are mosaicked according to the sensor

track, the total misregistration of the point is Ax.

The total horizontal distortion shown in this figure is significant-about 25% of maximum range

for each side-but not unreasonable for high-relief terrain. In a real mosaic, this geometric distortion

would be compounded by the superposition of shadows and high-intensity regions of images generated

from opposing look angles at . Even if a human operator could correctly identify ;, at corresponding

control points in the separate images. and if a two-dimensional warp were applied to bring the points

into registration. the intensity differences would still exist: and other points in the images could suffer

more geometric diqtortion from the warp itqelf. For atutomatic prore-ting. the corret.pondence pr hlem

is nontrivial and computationally expensive" it is further complicated by the indistinct features of natural

underwater terrain. Regardless of whether it can he accomplished, the same problems exist as for the

human-supervised process.
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6.5 LAMBERTIAN SCATTERING

To establish the true scattering geometry and to help resolve ambiguity in a sidescan intensity

signal, bottom-shape information is needed. With position and attitude information, geometric

correction is straightforward: intensity manipulations are more complex. Because of the wide variation

in bottom characteristics, a comprehensive approach to scattering estimation must be treated as spatially

nonstationary. Not only does the acoustic albedo vary with material type, but the angular

dependence-the shape of a normalized scattering function-also depends on bottom characteristics

(and on sonar frequency).

The function called Lambert's law is a type of angular variation for rough surfaces often satisfied

In both optical IBallard and Brown, 1982) and acoustic IUrick. 1975] domains. If we consider a small

surface. dA. then the power intercepted by that area is I1sin(#)dA. where 4 and 4 are the incident

intensity and grazing angle, as before. By Lambert's law, this power is assumed to be scattered in

proportion to the sine of the grazing angle. Then the intensity at a unit distance in the direction * is:

IL - ULIjsin(+)sin(*)dA

where JUL is a proportionality constant, or surface albedo. Then for a unit surface area and scattering

in the backward direction, for which #-n-#. the intensity ratio is:

MU - ,ULsin2(,)

In other words, the angular dependence exhibited by such Lambertian surfaces can be modeled as the

sine-squared of the grazing angle for a monostatic active sensor.

Though no surface satisfies Lambert's law exactly. very rough surfaces fit the model reasonably

well. Urick 11975i reports that Lambert's law appears to be a good scattering description for many

deep-water bottoms. At grazing angles less than 450. there is little frequency dependence in the range

1-30 kIlz. However. Urick cautions that Lambertian scattering probably applies only to t.pe-III

bono" is-those characterized by heavy dissection and underwater ridges. For a type- bottom--abyssal

plains with little rnoihness--angulhr and frequency variations are high. A type-hl hottnm. termed "hill

regions." shows an intermediate behavior with angle and frequency.
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Figure 6.5: Sea MARC I Intensity map of Clipperton area.

6.6 SEA MARC/SEA BEAM MODEL

In this section I describe an approach to modeling Sea MARC I intensity data where a Sea Beam

bathymetric model provides the basis for correcting the geometry, and for partially removing the view-

dependent effects of bottom shape. The data come from the Clipperton Transform Zone-a site of

crustal spreading, fracturing, and volcanic construction-which offers a likely fit to Urick's type-Ill

bottom characterization [Gallo et al.. 1986; Kastens et al., 1986). ' hen for a sidescan sonar operating

in the appropriate frequency range (1-30 kHz), the scattering properties of the region can be reasonably

characterized as Lambertian. Since the Sea MARC I operates at 27/30 kHz. such a scattering model is

used in the discussion that follows. The simple Lambertian characterization is not required for this

development, and a more accurate scattering model (perhaps derived from local data) could be

substituted directly.

Figere 6.5 howq a Sea MARC I eidescan intensity map of the Clipperton aren where the en

MARC/Sea Beam model is constructed. The data set is the same as In Section 5.2. %khee only the

first part of the track had been processed at a higher resolution. The modeling is identical, excep that

a fixed cross-track normalization gain is computed from a preliminary pass through the data (as for Sea

MARC 11 processing in Section 5.3). For comparison, an intensity map from the same data set-
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Figure 6.6: Sea MARC I intensity map of Clipperton area (from Kastens et al.).

processed at Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory-is shown in Figure 6.6; the photograph is from

Kastens el al. [1986].

Figures 6.7-6.9 show the bathymetry from the same region of the Clipperton Zone. The data

used for stochastic modeling were supplied by NECOR at the University of Rhode Island. by courtesy

of Dr. Dave Gallo of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. The full data set comprises several

surveys conducted over a 3-year period. Unlike the Sea Beam data described in Section 5.1. the

navigation had been corrected with track correlations, and the depth/offset pairs had been averaged over

five pings. The processing is as described in Section 5. 1, except that the modeling functions of Section

3.6.1 are used:

fM - {X.fS(Pk,Sk.I),fH(OpOCSk_)}

fHi " p + OSk_ -

fs - (PkoP+Sk-)/GS k

Because the 5-ping averaging produces a staircase effect in the model, a convolution mask is

applied to the raw depth map to smooth out the artificial texture; the low-pass filtered depth map is
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Figure 6.7: Sea Beam contour map of Clipperton area.

shown in Figure 6.7. For comparison, a contour map from Gallo et al. [1986] is shown in Figure

6.8. with the slightly smaller modeling area delineated. A perspective view of the area is shown in

Figure 6.9 (no vertical exaggeration).

Because of positioning error and the large Sea Beam footprint at these depths (up to 160 m). the

bathymetric maps cannot give the detail seen in the sidescan images. The two data sets are

complementary: Sea Beam has good vertical resolution but poor horizontal resolution; Sea MARC I is

incapable of resolving depth but furnishes high-frequency information horizontally. For geometric

correction of sidescan data, the Sea Beam model is adequate. In the area considered here, for an

assumed altitude of 200 m, at a maximum Sea MARC I horizontal range of 2500 m, looking down the

slope where relief varies up to about 1000 m, the lateral distortion introduced by a planar-bottom

assumption is greater than 300 m, or about 12% of maximum range. Small errors from the low-pass

Sea Beam model do not affect the correction significantly.

However. the match is not ideal for mapping intensity data to a phyical scattering di'triltirn.

The Sea Beam surface is too smooth to estimate surface normals that match the high-resolution Sea

MARC I data. Even if this were not so. registration errors between the two data sets preclude such

fine-scale correction. The approach I take uses the Sea Beam surface to compensate for gross

variations in intensity.
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Figure 6.8: Sea Beam contour map of Clipperton area (from Gallo el al.).

If we assume a flat bottom and consider the digitized Sea MARC I signal for a specific range bin

(indicated by the subscript j), the received signal may be expressed as:

lj - 10oJ''u(r)b2(e)/p(r~e)sin 2(*)dA

where: I0 - transmitted Intensity

u -, transmission loss (absorption and spreading)
b - beam pattern

The expression is similar to the one described above for Lambertian scattering, except that the intensity

losses are modeled for propagation through the medium and for the beam pattern.

The area of the bottom intersected is a range annulus defined by the beam pattern and the

sampling interval, which corresponds to a fixed horizontal distnnce, Asr. because of the Sea MARC
sampling scheme. Since the sampling increment is small, any variation with range over r Is

negligible. With these assumptions, the expression can be rewritten as:

Ij - oujsin2(#)rJebO(e)ule)de
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Figure 6.9: Sea Beam perspective view of Clipperton area.

The remaining integral can be considered as a weighted sampling of the acoustic scattering albedo over
the width of the sonar beam. or:

Jb2(e) ()de - Adb

then: Ij - Ioujsin2(*)AruPb

- Ejissin 2(+)
so that all constants and range dependent parameters are merged in one factor, Ej, for each range bin.

If the fish flew at a constant altitude over this planar bottom, then an appropriate TVG, T(j),
could be calculated as:

KTj -
- 1N t!A'ksin(+J)

K
jposinl(*p
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Nq-i

where: po - I/N Fp.k
k-0

and: +J- tan' [i&

#0 - average albedo

a - altitude

In fact, the Sea MARC I TVG is determined by towing the system over a relatively flat bottom at the

normal operational altitude and averaging the received signal over many pings. as expre sed above.

The constant K is chosen so that the TVG-compensated signal normally falls within an ampiltude range

suited to the system's analog-to-digital converters (switch settings on the console allow manual

adjustment for varied conditions).

If we now consider a real bottom, where the bottom shape and scattering properties vary. then

the signal output by the system can be expressed as:

6. - T-E .sin 2(,)

or: S. . ( u++u)sin1(O)J osinl(+j)

where: u, - #0 +4u

and I assume that the signal is normalized to fall within the range 0 < & < I . If I define the

normalized scattering residual as = u/#O. then:

Sjsin2(#.)
F.jsin2(#)-1

Using surface normals computed from the Sea Beam depth map and the altitude, position, and

heading from Sea MARC I data. &; is computed directly from the sidescan signal. The residuals are

modeled in the same manner as intensity data with the same rationale: since p, is an average weighted

hv the beam pattern, the backprojection reflect, thiq game hading.

For the examples that follow. I use a variation that limits the compensation to a factor of two.

The residuals are calculated as:

&J- 6J[a - becsi (J)/sin 2()]-I

where: a - 2.0
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Figure 6.10: Sea MARC/Sea Beam synthetic sidescan maps.

b - 1.5
c - 0.405

The exponential form is chosen as a convenient way to prevent large differences between the surface

normals derived from Sea Beam and the real (unknown) surface normals from causing large

fluctuations in the residuals. The motivation is to limit the dynamic range for display purposes.

Figure 6.10 shows a sequence of models (clockwise from upper left) that reflect the processing

components. The first image Is of an Intensity model similar to that of Figure 6.5. The next image

(upper right) is from a synthetic sidescan model generated from the Sea MARC track and the Sea Beam

surface normals, where:

6, - [a" n]2

In other words, the model is built from a synthetic sonar signal. 65. taken as the dot prodtct sqoared of

each surface normal. n. with the unit vector from each surface grid element to ithe sensor location. a.

In the lower right, the synthetic sidescan model is normalized by the sine-squared of the grazing

angle for a flat plane at the altitude recorded in the Sea MARC I data, so that:
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Figure 6.11: Normalized Sea MARC/Sea Beam intensity map.

s 'sin,(+j)

which corresponds to the inverse of tne compensation factor used to compute the residuals.

These two images are not exactly analogous to the analytical formulation though they were

createo by a computer Implementation that processed intermediate terms as a synthetic model.

Howevei. they allow a more intuitive appreciation for what is taking place. The first Is like an Intensity

map that results from a sonar signal without a TVG (in an area of uniform albedo). The high-intensity

region just below the sonar returns a strong signal at near-normal look angles. and the signal decays

with increasing range and decreasing grazing angle.

The second "TVG-corrected" model shows the effects of surface slope. In the brighter regions

the actual grazing angle. +. is less than the assumed planar grazing angle. ti. In such areas the signal

can exceed the dynamic range of the sonar system, and saturate or clip at maximum intensity. Such a

problem is evident in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 on the inside curve where the look angle is near-normal to

the high-relief areas downslope. The converse is true for the darker regions where +*>+j: the signal

can fall below the smallest quantization level and detail is lost.
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Figure 6.12: Sea MARC/Sea Beam multisensor model.

The image at the lower left in Figure 6.10 shows the model of residuals, computed as described

above. In effect, the result is similar to dividing the original image at the upper left by the synthetic

model at the lower right (compressed by the exponential formulation). Because the bathymetric map is

a low-pass representation of the real surface, the residuals show the high-frequency component of the

intensity signal and include variations caused by fine-scale relief; the model shows the effect of

removing gradual variations caused by large-scale surface features without destroying all the useful
information in the signal. The overall effect is to "normalize" the final sidescan map so that more

detail is apparent in the extremely dark or extremely light areas of the raw intensity Image. An

enlarged view is shown in Figure 6.11.

In practice, the processing is not carried out with a sequence of models, but includes the

intensity compensation and geometric correction on an event-by-event basis. Figure 6.12 shows the

output of an implementation that creates a perspective display, mapped to the Sea Peni surfnce ni each

event is processed. As before, all modeling is incremental, using the sidescan data in a sequential.

real-time manner (the Sea Beam model is preprocessed). At the scale shown above (the two-

dimensional model size is {384,288)), the processing speed is about four times faster than the Sea
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.MARC I data rate. and the bulk of the computational load is associated with display (Gouraud-shaded

polvgons %%ith hidden surface removal)

the results ot this series of models are mixed. Because of the gross mismatch in resolution of

the tmo data sets (and rone misregistration), the intensities in some areas are o'r- or

undercompensated. and appear as "hot" and "cold" spots in the images. As a postprocessing ciep. an

adapi'e tilter may produce superior results. For real-time applications. though. the implementation

shows the potential for combining multiple sensors to produce physical models of the environsimlit \,ith
"nonphsical" data. The synthetic sidescan representation is a forward model derived fior amsumed

,hape and scaiering properties. The stochastic backprojection produces an reiverse description that uses

the lor%%ard model to nap intensity data to the physical le~el.

6.7 SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT POINTS

This preliminary sortie into multisensor modeling is sparked by a conviction that such approaches

are becoming more teasible. and will become essential as more sophisticated underwater problems are

addressed. Though a Sea BeamiSea MARC I model does not offer an ideal framework for 111ultisensor

research. it serxes here as a reasonable (and readily available) testbed for preliminary it'estigation.

Hoe'er. a system such as Sea MARC 11. which provides phase and amplitude together. has a greater

potential for building more sophisticated scattering models, and would facilitate an estimate of the

angular dependence of scattering with grazing angle. as well as the acoustic albedo. Other such

multisensor approaches are foreseeable. and I mention several in the next chapter. To suimmarize the

imp ,rtant points in this chapter:

Multisensor models are needed to: fully characterize an environment: overcome practical

limitations of individual sensors. add redundancy: and furnish information to resoive plhvsical

properties.

Cameras and sidescan sonars measure intensity, and cannot resolve the underlying physical
properties without other information or ,implifving assumptions.

- Intensity and other view-dependent (nonphysical) data cannot be combined in a imple three-

dimensional representation.

- With complementary information from multiple sensors. more complete and more accurate

models can be built, with less effort than for an exhaustive analysis of single-sensor data
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Acoustic backscaner from the seafloor is complex. and cannot be characterized full- wilh

%idescan intensiN mapping alone.

Simple sidescan image processing cannot eliiniate geometric distortion introduced 1w the

planar-bonom assumption or intensity artifacts caused by the interaction of surface hape and

look angle

Though Sea Beam and Sea MARC I are not an ideal match for mullisensor modeling. they offer

complementary information that can he used to advantage.

The stochastic hackprojeclion approach provides a consistent computational framework in %hichI

real-time. multisensor data can be managed.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS

In this final chapter 1 highlight important points discussed earlier, describe the results and

limitations of thesis research, and point to opportunities for future investigations and to possible

applications. The first section briefly restates the guiding motivations and general approach. and

summarizes results. Next. the limitations of thesis research and of the method itself are desciibed.

This provides a background for discussion of potential research areas that may resolhe unan.uered

questions and expand on the basic framework. Finally. I point to several areas that can benefit frona a

stochastic modeling approach. and describe other multisensor applications that appear promising

7.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

.%I approach to building a model of the underwater environment is motivated partly by a need to

gt'e operators of remotely operated vehicles (and manned submersibles) more cues to enhance efficient

piloting. Techniques that begin to take on part of the human's load can also facilitate the transition to

more intelligent systems. and serve as building blocks for autonomous underwater vehicles. Other

applications that can benefit from real-time feedback--exploration. surveying, and mapping. for

example-are also candidates for stochastic modeling. The salient characteristics of such applications

are: real-time constraints, high-handwidth Ren.ors with redundant information, lack of prior knowledge

about the environment, and inherent inaccuracy or uncertainty in sensing and interpretation.

A low-level numerical approach. made practical by today's computational technology, can lead to

more complete and more accurate models, often with less processing effort. Rather than perform an

exhaustive analysis of sparse data. far beyond the point of diminishing returns, we can make use of the

redundancy in overlapping data combined with complementary information from multiple sensors. B%
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explicitly representing uncertainty, a stochastic model lessens the danger of making unjustified

assertions about the world, and offers a measure of information quality.

The method I formulate to satisfy these criteria-stochastic backprojection-is a synthesis of two
"competing" processes. By convolving a spatial model of each event with the corresponding

localization functions, our knowledge of that event is blurred according to the error or uncertainty in

the application. At the same time. an incremental approach to reconstruction sharpens the model as

more constraints are added. The effect is that of a recursive estimator, so that the detail and certainty

of the model are enhanced as more information accumulates. In the absence of any inaccuracy or

ambiguity., the method becomes an incremental reconstruction by backprojection and summation.

With enough events, the model converges to a "fuzzy" surface distribution, which degrades

gracefully as error and uncertainty increase: the effect is that of a three-dimensional low-pass filter.

From this distribution, estimates can be made to subvoxel resolution, which may permit the use of

coarser. more economical models. Even simple sensor models can produce acceptable results without

the performance degradation of more sophisticated representations.

Other information made explicit in the model-emptiness and ignorance. for example-can ie

used directly by higher-level processes. The low-level approach can also reduce the processing burden

at higher levels, and serve as an intermediate representation that decouples these more asynchronous

information sinks from the high-bandwidth data sources. By partitioning algorithms into preprocessing

and real-time components. modeling efficiency can be further enhanced. Utlike analytical or object-

and feature-based methods, the processing load and model size are deterministic-computational

hardware and timing requirements can be forecast.

With the computer simulations and application results. I have demonstrated a consistent

framework for real-time modeling. Because the approach is largely independent of scale. resolution.

and sensing modality, it can be effective over a range of applications. For those data sets described in

Chapters 5 and 6. the quality of modeling results and computational efficiency are appropriate to each

real-world system. Even the unoptimized computer implementations developed for thesis research are

fast enough with standard hardware to accommodate real data rates. The implication is that cost-

effective field wvttems are well within reach.

7.2 LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION

The approach I have taken to modeling research relies mainly on a qualitative. visual assessment

of results. On the one hand. this is important for man-in-the-loop applications that are subject to the
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same ciiteria of relevance and utility. On the other hand. vision provides the highest bandwidth of all

our senses, and offers a practical way to digest the large volume of information that a modcl contains.

Such an approach has allowed me to quickly define the "envelope" of stochastic modeling-to look at

the big picture and spot important determinants of performance.

For other applications. though. more quantitative measures of modeling fidelity and certainty are

needed. Purely analytical formulations are intractable for all but the simplest combinations of

geometry, sensor characteristics, environment, noise, inaccuracy, and ambiguity. The advantage of a

numerical model is that these parameters can be accommodated more readily and more accurately

without analytical oversimplification. Simulations offer another alternative for research validation. hut

need a sophisticated forward model for good results. Even then. the outcome is subject to buill-in

preconceptions and limitations to our understanding of real-world systems.

Further assessment and refinement require good ground-truth information. This is a problem

not only for this research, but for other investigations in remote sensing underwater. Unlike terrestrial

or satellite applications, the seafloor is largely inaccessible, and the provision of a realistic benchmark

environment mandates resources unavailable for this work. The supplementary data for the i.aitt,,

work (photographs and drawings) is a step in this direction but falls short of a fully quantitative basis

for evaluation. The Sea Beam and Sea MARC I comparisons in Chapter 6 are also useful. but only as

a qualitative comparison with other data-processing methods.

Similar to the lack of baseline information about the modeled environments, is the lack of

complete sensor models. In practice. calibrated data are rarely available from standard systems:

normalized data. partly inverted with the system's built-in model, are sufficient or desirable for most

applications. For research purposes. however, the aggregate of assumptions-the unknown

approximations of the system designer as well as my own-complicates the evaluation of distinct

modeling parameters. In one sense. though. it is a testament to the generality of stochastic modeling

that such data can be treated consistently with good results. The sensor's built-in approximations are

just another form of uncertainty that can be modeled directly.

Regardless of these limitations, the field data have been useful for testing under "real-world"

condition%. However. an appropriate data set was not availahle for validating the stochastic positinnine

component of this thesis. As for ground-truthing, the resources needed to conduct such a field

program were not at my disposal. Though the simulations show that such an application is

computationally tractable with a stochastic model and suggest that good positioning may be achievable.

my faith in pure simulation is bounded.
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In practice, the effectiveness of terrain-relative navigation will be determined largely by the spatial

bandwidth and distinctness of environmental landmarks. A smooth, featureless bottom offers no basis

for horizontal positioning: such repetitive features as sand bars or large ripples may offer good

resolution but are ambiguous. An interesting possibility for small-scale operations. though. is to seed

such an area with distinctive markers-the Hansel-and-Gretel approach. For example. passive ronar

reflectors could be inexpensive and disposable (even biodegradable). and serve the same purpose as a

transponder network. An operational strategy might start with a survey of the passive net using

techniques similar to those for long-baseline acoustic navigation.

Perhaps the strongest objection to this work that might be raised is that other techniques prod. c

equivalent or better results (in large-scale mapping for example). I do not consider this a limitation if

the comparison is made with postprocessing methods. My philosophy is that postprocessing is always

capable (potentially) of producing better results, but perhaps only marginally so. A posterior analysis

can usually bring more resources to bear on the data (more time and computing horsepower). can

smooth out noise and cull the best samples. and can invert all the data in aggregate. This is not the

problem I address: my approach is constrained by the needs of practical exploratory systems. As stich.

the assumptions and approximations I introduce are conditioned by: (I) lack of prior knowledge: (2)

real-time, incremental response: and (3) cost-effective technology.

First. the constraint is inherent to the class of applications with which I am concerned. A

machine intelligence exploring an unknown environment must start with a blank slate and incrementally

"learn" about its surroundings. However. as more information accumulates. there arises a potential

for using this "prior" knowledge to incorporate new data in the model. I have not addressed Such a1

scenario so far. but discuss it briefly in the next section.

Second. a practical system must respond to the environment in a timely manner, preferably.

using all information at its disposal. People behave analogously, making judgments and taking actions

according to immediate needs. Though long deliberation or later reflection might reveal a better

solution. a less-optimal but faster response is often warranted. There are two components here. If

there are computational resources available, later "deliberation" or background processing might be

applied to improve modeling results (see Iterative Techniques in the next section). Also. data

nr'nnohine rather than filterine or eqtimatine could be used before incorporating new informtirn in the

model: the tradeoff is in the delay imposed by a causal approach.

Finally. I have made several approximations for the sake of computational efficiency. The

assumption of stationary error, for example. facilitates a decomposition into preprocessing and real-time

components. With more computational resources, such constraints could be relaxed and more accurate

models could result. The assumption of a homogeneous medium is appropriate for short-range sonars.
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but longer-range systems would have to deal with refraction and multipath errors. With todavq

technology, a ray-tracing solution, for example. is impractical for each event. Theoreticall'.,. ,!;'ugh.

the detectivitv and localization functions can be computed with similar techniques. Mv point is that a

numerical model offers a powerful framework for today's applications, and the scope of such an

approach can only expand as computational technology evolves.

7.3 ISSUES TO EXPLORE

My goals in this thesis have been to elaborate a philosophy of modeling and to present a practical

formulation with substantive results. I feel the surface has only been scratched, though. and much

remains to be explored. Part of this will be to refine and further validate the modeling framework. as I

discuss in the preceding section. Other research is needed to build on this work toward more complete

applications for intelligent, autonomous systems. Also, there are several interesting possibilities that

occurred to me as this thesis evolved. In this section 1 highlight a few of the more promising areas.

7.3.1 Iterative Techniques

The backprojection and summation method is the simplest approach to reconstruction, and I

adopted it in this work for the sake of computational efficiency. However. the more advanced

reconstruction applications in other fields almost exclusively use such techniques as ART and its

variants. It seems probable that an iterative formulation of stochastic backprojection can also offer

significant advantages in underwater applications. Though I am referring mainly to an approach that

redistributes the signal over each range surface-analogous to the redistribution of a ray sum over the

corresponding ray-iterative positioning (as in Section 4.3) or a combination of the two seems

plausible.

For postprocessing use. where computational resources are nut at such a premium as in real-time

applications, iterative modeling would probably be most attractive for now. However, as more

computing power moves to smaller packages at lower cost. a threshold of practicality will inevitably be

crossed Aq I mentioned in the last sectinn. a hack roiind-apprnach. which would allocate re~ntrceq to

iterative model refinement while real-time demands are low. might be the first step. Eventually. as size

and performance considerations allowed, an iterative numerical technique would probably become the

preferred approach to merging most events. At the earliest stages of model evolution. however.

iteration is impractical and could even magnify error.
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7.3.2 Bootstrap Modeling and Positioning

Concurrent modeling and positioning is also an iterative process in which information flows

bidirectionally between the two functions. To merge new events, an estimate of the sensor's location is

needed: at the same time. the global model serves as a reference against which local models are

compared and a position estimate extracted. In such an approach is a threshold of error beyond which

the "solution" diverges. Certainly human beings get lost. so we cannot look to ourselves as an

existence proof of the perfect relative-positioning system.

The problem is particularly acute when starting from a clean slate, without a model for

navigational reference. I sidestepped this difficulty in the positioning simulations (Section 4.3) by using

a prior model from a previous simulation. but expect to do more research in this area. It seems clear.

though. that the viability and performance of bootstrap modeling depends on the algorithms. sensor

characteristics, sampling rate. and the environment itself. Where the surroundings are rich in detail.

the sampling rate is high. and the sensor platform moves slowly, no special considerations may be

needed. In other circumstances, some kind of strategy to quickly establish reference points will lead to

best results.

7.3.3 Strategies

An intelligent exploratory probe should have some notion of any holes in its knowledge base and

of the most fruitful approaches to filling them in accurately and economically. Recovery from a power

failure, loss of a sensor. and bootstrap navigation motivate further investigation of choosing the right

sensor, range/resolution, pattern of exploration, and so forth. Because the models I have discussed

also represent the system's ignorance at any moment. they offer a basis for developing plans to remove

knowledge gaps. As I mentioned in the last section. a preliminary strategy to establish navigation

might call for straight. even-velocity tracks so that distinctive landmarks are surveyed as a long-baseline

reference frame. A spiral trajectory to incrementally expand the modeled area is another possibility.

For a multisensor platform. different sensing modalities or different combinations of range and

re-tohition wotild he suited to different phases of model development, for example. low-resolhtii:m. ,,le.

range scans followed by more detailed, close-up investigation-a coarse-to-fine strategy. It is

interesting to note that the backprojection approach can also be applied to omnidirectional sensors.

Sometimes such a sensor would be preferred to a narrow-beam type. for example. localization of one or

more targets in a large volume. With a narrow-beam sonar. the time required to scan
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omnidirectionally can be great: yet. a sensor with omnidirectional sensitivity can localize over four

events (from four locations if one does not lie in the same plane).

7.3.4 Virtual Models

In all the implementations developed for thesis research, a fixed modeling region is used for

convenience. Widely-ranging systems, though, are not likely to maintain the necessarily large model in

memory, especially if many features are considered or high resolution is desirable. This does not seem

to be a significant drawback if auxiliary storage can be used. For example, model segments could be

swapped to a hard disk as the sensor moved out of the corresponding region, and new segments

swapped into memory. This is just a virtual memory scheme, and a clever implementation could take

advantage of memory-management hardware. A straightforward extension could use a model-segment

cache, and a "smart" look-ahead-cache manager with a knowledge of the platform trajectory and sensor

envelopes.

7.3.5 Dynamic Modeling

Though I have only considered static environments so far, it seem plausible to extend numerical

modeling to dynamic environments, where there may be objects in motion-other vehicles. for

example. Such an application, the target-association problem. motivates the approach to image

reconstruction developed by Das and Boerner [1978] and by Rockinore et al. [1979). and is proposed for

passive tracking by Rockinore [1981]. Moravec [1987b] also mentions the possibility of detecting and

tracking objections across the time dimension using "snapshots" of certainty grids.

Some accounting for moving objects probably should be made to avoid smearing the model with

multiple target tracks: however, with repetitive sensing in a stochastic model they would eventually be

decayed as "noise." Exactly how to represent such a dynamic model is an open question, though.

Saving a complete three- or higher-dimensional model at regular intervals is an inefficient and

impractical approach. Some interesting possibilities are run-length encoding along the time axis or a

sequence of differencing. where only newly modified elements are recorded at each time step. This

leads directly to "Fingerprinting" application- for change detection in monitored environments.

7.3.6 Multifeature Modeling

I have purposely maintained a generality with a mind to future applications that hold my interest.

As I have mentioned. a successful approach to modeling for more intelligent probes must accommodate
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multiple redundant sensors with complementary characteristics. For example. such range sensors as

sonar or lasers can create a good three-dimensional representation for modeling and interpretive

processes that analyze data from imaging sonars. video, digital still cameras. and other sensors. My

perspective is that there is no one paradigm to encompass all multisensor techniques. Rather. it calls

tor a flexible framework that can be tailored to different applications and that accommodates multiple.

concurrent, cooperating processes. each knowledgeable in its domain.

7.3.7 Other Representations

I already use several representations including 2-D arrays. 3-D arrays. 3-D arrays of vectors.

and vector lists of different kinds. The arrays can be tiled and passed to graphics routines as lists of

vertices. polygons. surface normals, and so on. The structures are compatible with such architectures

as pipelines, vector and array processors. or massively parallel systems. Though performance has been

adequate with existing hardware, vector lists could be "streamed" to a digital signal processor or other

pipelined architecture for more demanding applications. And I see no problem in formulating parallel

decompositions that would open the door to more powerful numeric modeling.

For future work. though. I am inclined toward octree. hextree. and n-tree representations

[Jackins and Tanimoto. 1980: Meagher. 1980. 1982: Gillespie and Davis. 19811. Several researchers in

the field have demonstrated a suite of octree tools for image processing [Gillespie and Dav'is. 1981].

display [Doctor and Torborg. 1981], pattern recognition [Chaudhuri. 1985]. world modeling [Comolly.

1984: Slneier et al.. 1984: Jai and Grosky. 1987]. volumetric medical imaging [ieaher. 19851.

obstacle avoidance [Faverijon. 1984). and representation of moving objects [Nash and Alruja. 19831.

The main advantages I see are: a spatial decomposition that facilitates description of unstructured

environments: a hierarchical representation suited to multidimensional data of varying resolution: and

an economy of representation for an exploratory probe following an unpredictable trajectory. A

hextree. for example. could also represent the time dimension directly and economically.

7.3.8 Multidimensional Feature Extraction

In Section 5.4 1 point out the limitations of the simple technique I use for extracting three-

dimensional surfaces: for more sophisticated applications other methods must be found. I see no

insurmountable difficulty in formulating such surface estimators, but the issues to resolve are efficiency

and accuracy. Simple candidates include: search (look for local probability peaks and link with

neighboring peaks): an extension of two-dimensional convolution edge detectors to three-dimensional

surface detectors (first and second difference, gradient): and morphological operations (stochastic
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thinning or skeletonizing). Tougher problems must be addressed in dynamic or multifeature modeling.

However. the pattern-analysis community has compiled a rich body of literature in this area. and it

seems likely that many techniques can be applied directly or modified to suit a nondeterministic context.

7.3.9 Bookkeeping

There is a justifiably strong interest in multisensor techniques these days with an eye to current

and future applications. My conviction is that some accounting system is needed in such work to avoid

a degeneration into pure heuristics. The energy balance I use in the acoustic domain (the sonar

equation) is a reasonable approach for a single sensor, but more subtle issues arise when disciplinary

boundaries are crossed. Quantitative measures of performance. fidelity, convergence, and confidence

should guide our applications and experimentation.

My apologies go to Dr. Shannon for loose usage of the word infonnation. I feel, though. that

Information Theory [Shannon. 1949] may offer a common token for knowledge exchange in a

multidimensional, probabilistic context. As a simple example, the average information in a model can

be characterized by its entropy, H. as:

3-1

H(as) = . ,a s lIg2(as)
J-0

where a's is the scattering probability used earlier and J is the number of voxels in the model. As the

information in a model increases (scattering probabilities approach 0 or 1) entropy decreases. If vou

consider the probability histogram in Se,:tion 4.2. it is easy to see that the entropy will converge

similarly toward some constant value. Though that value depends on the different factors I discussed.

the rate of change in entropy, dHidt. might serve as an indicator of model convergence.

Individual events can also be characterized by their information content with respect to the model.

and different combinations of range, resolution, beam pattern, and S/N ratio would have distinctive

measures of entropy. Such measures offer a basis for formulating scanning strategies. comparing the

results of different modeling algorithms, or characterizing the terrain. To cast an active wenqor with

transmitter and receiver in a communications framework, the channel iq ai',, i', i,, 01, ,,,

space being interrogated. Here we know the information potential in the signal we transmit and some

measure of what we receive, but want to infer something about the channel through which it paqed-

the medium is the message?
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7.4 MODELING APPLICATIONS

Mv research so far has focused on modeling and computational issues to build a foundation for

future efforts. My immediate goal now is a full implementation of concurrent modeling and positioning

for more autonomous systems. However. the results of thesis research suggest to me that the level of

development is already sufficient to serve several underwater applications. These fall loosely into three

broad categories: (I) mapping and survey: (2) piloting aids for manned systems: (3) world modeling for

autonomous systems.

First. the approach offers the benefit of real-time feedback for survey and exploration.

particularly for such professionals as geologists or archaeologists requiring more complete dimensional

information than is typically available. In this group I include applications of shipboard mapping (Sea

Beam). towed vehicles (Sea MARC). as weil as ROV's and manned submersibles for small-scale, high-

resolution survey. Of course, good navigation is the determining factor for real- or near-real-time

shipboard modeling. For large-scale applications using satellite data, most navigation can be turned

around within a few hours on today's surveys: as GPS coverage increases, the situation can only

improve. For smaller-scale operations using acoustic positioning or shore stations, smoothed

navigation is generated with little delay.

Incremental modeling and display give immediate feedback on the quality of the data and the

coverage obtained, and allow an investigator to modify his survey plan according to results. Because

the processing is faster than the data-collection rates for the applications I have considered.

computational resources could also be devoted to interactive manipulation of the model. Perspective

views from different vantage points, color-table manipulation to highlight different features. feature

location and dimensioning with a mouse and pointer, and depth profiles front bathymetry have all been

demonstrated with stochastic models on an interactive basis. It is also possible to finish the cruise with

a hard-copy product reflecting the full data set. Though this would not eliminate shore-based

postprocessing for best results, it offers researchers more productive time at sea.

Second. for man-in-the-loop systems-remotely operated vehicles or manned submersibles-real-

time modeling can augment the operator's tunnel-vision perspective by presenting a global view of the

surroundings. In the laboratory. the model has been used to generate a dynamic display with a

representation of the vehicle superimposed on the image. Depth and range information can be provided

using color contour maps or a shaded perspective view. Such an auxiliary display gives the pilot a

more easily assimilable representation of his surroundings. and as the model's certainty increased.

could be used directly for low-visibility piloting.
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This can improve operator efficiency. lessen fatigue, decrease performance time for many tasks.

enhance the safety of working underwater, and reduce the risk of damage or loss of the vehicle.

Significant economic benefits would also accrue. Day rates for sophisticated ROV operations including

crew. surface support. and a vessel. may exceed ten thousand dollars. More significantly, on an oil

production platform idled while an ROV completes emergency repairs. lost revenue is measured in the

hundreds of thousands of dollars a day. A reduction in task-completion times ot' only a few percent

would show substantial saving.

Third. real-time stochastic modeling offers a powerful tool for autonomous vehicles. This thesis

has mainly addressed the needs of such intelligent systems and I will not reiterate the advantages here

For those applications in which external navigation is available, the current implementation offers a

context in which higher-level processes can function. Moravec [1987a. b] points to implementations of

obstacle avoidance and path planning in a two-dimensional certainty grid that might also be extended to

a three-dimensional stochastic model. Yoerger and Slotine [1987] also formulate a control methodology

that allows an underwater vehicle to track an environmental model's potential field: this could be

applied to a "probability field" in a similar manner.

Beyond these immediate applications, other multisensor implementations seem attractive for

marine science research and for underwater robotics. Multifrequency sonars are appearing and. if

used with a bathymetric model as in Chapter 6. could lead to more accurate and informative acoustic

modeling applications. Optical imagery also could benefit from three-dimensional range information.

For example. a simple surface projection of the high-frequency camera data would visually complement

a coarser shape derived from a scanning laser. A better approach would use the range data. a lighting

model, and an optical propagation model to compensate for attenuation and noise in color imagery.

The interpretation of subbottom profiles might benefit from a composite presentatioi of registered

bathymetric or sidescan models. The spatial distribution of magnetic anomalies, gravity, temperature.

and other ocean features may offer neA insights when considered with bottom shape and surface or

subsurface properties.

We may be at the threshold of a new era for the exploration and understanding of the undersea

environment. The remote sensors and vehicles, the computational technology and algorithms, and the

took and te'hniqiies for 'iquali.ation-ill are evolving apace. Phvically. annlvticnllv. mnd

conceptually. they extend our reach. Applied at sea. they allow more timely and more complete

feedback, reducing cost and delay in the postprocessing tedium. And with the new information

technologies, interesting results and techniques will be communicated more quickly, widely, and

effectively.
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a spatial projection of remote-sensor data before combining it stochastically with the model. By exploiting the redundancy
in high-bandwidth sensing, model certainty and resolution are enhanced as more data accumulate. In the case of three-
dimensional profiling, the model converges to a "fuzzy' surface distribution from which a deterministic surface map is
extracted.

Computer simulations demonstrate the properties of stochastic backprojection and stochastic models. Other simula-
tions show that the stochastic model can be used directly for terrain-relative navigation. The methods applied to real sonar
data sets from multibeam bathymetric surveying (Sea Beam), towed sidescan bathymetry (Sea MARC II), towed sidescan
acoustic imagery (Sea MARC I & I), and high-resolution scanning sonar aboard a remotely operated vehicle.
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